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ABSTRACT 

 
 

Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan 醒世姻缘传 (The Story of a Marital Fate to Awaken 

the World) is a 100-chapter, 100,000-character Chinese magnum opus written under 

the pseudonymous aegis of the seventeenth-century writer Xizhou Sheng 西周生. 

The novel primarily concerns itself with a curious reversal of power dynamics and 

relations in the institution of marriage, namely henpecking. To do so, the novel 

weaves into its narrative, both in the personalities and the events it illustrates, great 

details of Ming material life. It is through this literary snapshot of material culture that 

this dissertation is able to investigate the practices and custom of clothing, food and 

travel, three of the “four major concerns of the people’s livelihood”, known as 

yishizhuxing 衣食住行 in Chinese.  

The project, while frequenting economic dimensions and probing the impact 

that Ming politics had on the ethos and social economy of the period, sheds significant, 

if not equal, light on folk custom, legal and religious practices and women's status, 

among other issues. Although this dissertation allocates one chapter to the surveying 

of Ming sumptuary laws and ethos as evidenced by the “guxiu incident,” the struggle 

between the forces of conservative social hierarchy and the growing market as a 

feature of Ming material life is a question that runs throughout the entire composition.
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan 醒世姻缘传 (The Story of a Marital Fate to Awaken 

the World; hereafter “the novel”) is an epic classical Chinese novel written in the late 

imperial period.  The author, writing under the pseudonym of Xizhou Sheng 西周生 

(Scholar of Western Zhou) has been surmised by later researchers to be a literati 

whose adulthood lay near or across the Ming-Qing transition, and who was well 

exposed to the Shandong culture and dialect, and familiar with the operations of late 

Ming officialdom. The content and dramatis personae within the novel, however, fall 

into a narrative frame identifiably Ming, ranging from Zhengtong to Chenghua in its 

setting. 

A 100-chapter, 100,000-character magnum opus, the novel primarily concerns 

itself with what the author deems as a curious reversal of power dynamics and 

relations in the institution of marriage: henpecking. Two uneven plots--largely 

independent of each other and only loosely connected by the threads of karmic 

reincarnation--constitute its framework. The Chao plot, occupying chapter 1 to 

chapter 22, tells the story of the rise and fall of the Chao family of Wucheng, 

Shandong, whose only son Chao Yuan, besides having committed many a misconduct, 

including driving his primary wife nee Ji into suicide, also ruthlessly kills a fox spirit, 

who vows revenge. The major Chao plot ends at chapter 22, at which point cosmic 

retribution is visited upon Chao Yuan when he is killed through the intercession of a 

fox spirit, by the husband of a woman with whom he is having an affair. Yet the 

remainder of the Chao plot, designed to exalt the benevolent conduct of Lady Chao 
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and Chao Yuan’s half-brother, Chao Liang, persists through the rest of the chapters, 

which are primarily inhabited by the Di plot, dramatized in Mingshui, Shandong, 

geographically not far from where the Chao plot occurs. It is in the Di plot that the 

author expounds on how an unhappy marriage is doomed by fate, and how a man’s 

suffering from a tyrannical wife is a consequence of his own sins committed in a 

previous life. In the second life circle, Chao Yuan is reincarnated into Di Xichen, the 

only son of an affluent peasant, and the fox spirit he kills, Xue Sujie, is reborn as the 

daughter of a wealthy family who relocates to Mingshui. Xichen’s father Old Di 

amasses his fortune through hard work and frugality, and Sujie’s father Old Xue, an 

unsuccessful Confucian scholar in his retirement, runs a cloth store to make his living. 

Xichen’s first marriage to Sujie and his second to Jijie, the daughter of his old 

landlady as well as the reincarnation of nee Ji, turn out to be nightmarish ones. With a 

mixed sense of delight, curiosity, and stern, upright Confucian sentiment, the author 

expatiates on the domestic squabbles, condemning both henpecked husband and fierce 

wife alike. 

As the story begins, the narrative shows a great emphasis in material details, 

both in the personalities and the events it illustrates. Much as the quality of a piece of 

textile is decided by it constituent fibers, Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan eventually evolves 

itself into a comprehensive, panoramic portrait of seventeenth-century Chinese 

society through its literary maneuvers, and in doing so abates the didactic emphasis of 

moralistic literature it satirizes tyrannical wifery. 

In Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan, fiction and history converge in many places, most 
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unmistakably in the recording of the Tumu Fort Incident 土木堡事变, where the 

author expounds on the ins and outs of the event, the panic it had caused among Ming 

bureaucrats and the remedial measures taken by the government in its aftermath. 

Although the novel treats no other historic event with equal time and detail, when the 

flow of narrative necessitates recording or referencing to significant Ming events or 

policies, such as Jingdi’s ascending to the throne, the purge of the powerful eunuch 

Wang Zhen, Yingzong’s reinstatement, the “single whip” tax reform, etc. it is clear 

that the author’s pen is unrestrained, and that there is no need for him to resort to 

innuendo and insinuation. The historical fidelity of the novel, nevertheless, does not 

lie in its unabridged recording of historical events—if so, the author would have been 

reduced to no more than an amanuensis; it was the rich, descriptive details rendering 

the landscape of Ming material life that cause the novel to stand out from others, 

making it an invaluable source of history. 

In December 1931, Hu Shih 胡适 completed one of his most striking textual 

research works, "The Textual Research on Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan" (Xingshi yinyuan 

zhuan kaozheng 醒世姻缘传考证). Approaching his conclusion, Hu Shih’s remarks 

went beyond the literary and textual evaluation of the masterpiece, addressing its 

value in a broader stage of social economy, historiography and folk culture studies.  

Those who read the novel should read it in this way as to be regarded having 

a historical vision. Had we been equipped with such a historical vision, not 

only would we be able to recognize the significance of the book, that it befits 

itself in the category of ‘the five greatest Chinese magnum opus’—as Xu 

Zhimo has suggested—but also appreciate the richness and details of the 
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historical culture this book presents to us. I can assure you my reader: future 

historians of the seventeenth-century Chinese social custom are to study 

this book, so, are the future scholars of the seventeenth-century educational 

history to include this book into their bibliographies. Researchers of the 

seventeenth-century Chinese economy whose studies pertain to grain prices, 

informatics of natural disasters, prices of official titles, etc., will need to focus 

their efforts on this book, so, will those who study the history of 

seventeenth-century political corruption and the suffering of the people’s 

livelihood, as well as the scholars of religious studies.”1 

Nearly 80 years have passed since Hu Shih made his groundbreaking 

statement, but a respect due from academia or a proper awareness from the populace 

towards the Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan (hereafter “the novel”), on which Hu and his 

friend Xu Zhimo had placed so much confidence, has yet become a fact. The novel is 

still being regarded as a second-rate entry in the view of most literary critics; it is less 

known, read, and studied than any of the Four Chinese Classical Novels: A Dream in 

the Red Mansions 红楼梦, Journey to the West 西游记, Romance of the Three 

Kingdoms 三国演义, and All Men are Brothers [Water Margin] 水浒传. It is 

outmatched by Jin Ping Mei 金瓶梅 in fame and popularity, and less famous than The 

Scholars 儒林外史 or Strange Tales of the Liao Studio 聊斋志异. The modern 

reader easily confuses the title Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan with that of the modern 

novelist Zhang Henshui’s 张恨水 Fate in Tears and Laughter 啼笑因缘, a romance 

back-dropped in the 1920s Beijing. Sometimes it would be juxtaposed to and 

introduced along with, by benefit-seeking publishers, the late imperial pornographic 

                                                        
1 Shih Hu, "Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan Kaozheng," in Hu Shih Lunxue Jinzhu 胡适论学近著 (Shanghai: Shangwu 
yinshuguan, 1935), 333-89. 
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novels such as Rou Putuan 肉蒲团 and Ruyijun Zhuan 如意君传, a selling point it 

justifiably deserves, for the novel does boast some graphic depictions of sex, though 

reducing it to sheer pornography is both unfair and denigrating. The likeness between 

its title, The Story of a Marital Fate to Awaken the World, and that of the Lasting 

Words to Awaken the World 醒世恒言, a collection from Collections of Short Stories 

and Two Collections of Surprising Stories 三言二拍, on occasion would bewilder the 

reader and lead him to mistaken the novel for another collection of short stories 

published by Ming literati Feng Menglong’s 冯梦龙 studio. 

The novel does excel in one aspect. It has aroused the interest of linguists and 

dialectologists on the merit of its vernacular features; long being regarded as a 

treasure trove of Shandong dialects, it has become one of the favorite books for 

linguistic treasure hunts. A casual indexing from Wangfang Data 万方数据,2 one of 

China’s largest databases of academic journals, renders 183 search results, the 

majority of which are linguistics-related.  

Lu Xun, in the writing of his renowned The Brief History of Chinese Fiction 

中国小说史略,3 failed to mention Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan at all. The absence almost 

constituted a blunder, or at least undermined the completeness of his critical work. In 

spite of his stand on individual liberty and gender equality, and his aversion to 

arranged marriage, which would have made him loathe the novel’s over-emphasis on 

female subordination, Lu Xun seldom allowed his personal preference to overrule the 

literary importance of a work. Discretion was used when he selected fiction for 
                                                        
2 "Wanfang Shuju 万方数据,"  (Wanfang Data), http://www.wanfangdata.com. 
3 Luxun, A Brief History of Chinese Fiction (Westport, Conn.: Hyperion Press, 1973). 
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inclusion in his critic’s list, in which comprehensiveness had been a dominant factor. 

Even stereotyped “talented scholar/beauty” (caizi jiaren 才子佳人) fictions like 

Pinhua Baojian 品花宝鉴 and Pingshan Lengyan 平山冷燕 were reviewed and 

critiqued with considerable length, and Lu Xun was able to give out fair comments 

based on the works’ literary merits. Later, in a letter to his friend Qian Xuantong 钱

玄同, he offered an explanation on his negligence to Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan: 

I have heard about the book Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan, which is also known as 

The Bad Marriage 恶姻缘; As to its exact original title, I do not know. I have 

read it sketchily, and found it verbose and repetitious; though a completed 

work, its theme goes no further than karmic retribution. Its depiction on trivial 

matters of the household is, nevertheless, far superior to that of works like 

Pingshan Lengyan. The reason I have not finished reading this work was, 

probably, due to my remissness rather than its lack of attractions.4 

The significance of Lu Xun’s The Brief History of Chinese Fiction as to the 

studies of Chinese fiction, classic or modern, can never be overstated. To sum up, 

Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan continued to be denied membership into the elite club of 

Chinese classics until the early 1930s, after which point its reputation began to rise. 

Owning to the promotion of Shanghai’s Yadong Library, the novel was re-punctuated 

and reprinted in 1933, with Xu Zhimo prefacing and Hu Shih post-scripting his 

30,000-word textual research into it. Following its modern debut, Zhou Zhenfu 周振

甫 and Sun Kaidi 孙楷第, experts of Chinese classical literature, both shared their 

comments on the novel, thus inspiring increased interest among the related studies. 

                                                        
4 ———, "To Qin Xuantong 致钱玄同," in Selected Works of Luxun / Letters 鲁迅选集·书信卷 (Beijing: 
Zhongguo wenshi chubanshe, 2002), 30. 
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Unfortunately, this long-awaited academic focus was soon overwhelmed by the urgent 

theme of national survival: the 1937 Japanese invasion had crushed the existence of 

the last peaceful study table in Beijing (known then as Beiping 北平), dispersing 

scholars to impoverished countries and underdeveloped border provinces. No 

large-scale discussion about the novel was brought up before the end of the 

anti-Japanese war in 1945. After 1949 and before the Cultural Revolution, the 

academic community in mainland China had demonstrated some interest in the 

novel’s unknown authorship. Among the noteworthy papers there were Lu Dahuang’s 

路大荒 rebuttal to Hu Shih’s hypothesis identifying the author Xizhou Sheng as Pu 

Songling,5 and Wang Shouji’s 王守义 textual research on the periodization of the 

novel.6 The Cultural Revolution decade resulted in a barren, rusty academia in China, 

and it was not until the 1980s that the gradual rehabilitation of Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan 

studies started to generate quality papers like those of Xu Fuling 徐复岭, who 

ascribed the authorship to Jia Fuxi 贾凫西 , a late Ming vernacular Ci lyric 

composer,7 and of Zhang Qingji 张清吉, who argued that Ding Yaokang 丁耀亢, a 

late Ming literati and jinshi degree holder, was the real author.8 

However creative those papers may be, it ought to be pointed out that the most 

serious scholastic works about Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan—from the 1930s 

onwards—were overwhelmingly of textual research by nature. Scholars’ endeavors 

                                                        
5 Dahuang Lu, Pu Songling Nianpu 蒲松龄年谱 (Jinan: Qilu shushe, 1980). 
6 Shouyi Wang, "Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan De Chengshu Niandai 《醒世姻缘传》的成书年代," Guangming Daily, 
May 28th 1961. 
7 Fuling Xu, Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuang Zuozhe He Yuyan Kaolun 醒世姻缘传作者和语言考论 (Jinan: Qilu 
shushe, 1993). 
8 Qingji Zhang, Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan Xinkao 醒世姻缘传新考 (Zhengzhou: Zhongzhou guji chubanshe, 
1991). 
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and undertakings were absorbed by the intense arguments of authorship, versions and 

periodization, following Hu Shih’s lead. The fact that such a highly respected figure in 

Chinese intellectual history would roll up his sleeves, write some 30,000 words to 

address the unknown authorship and bring up the hypothesis that Pu Songling was the 

author had only boosted this trend, and not in a plausible way, for Hu’s hypothesis, by 

any measure, was not based on solid, infallible evidence—as with his Textual 

Research on A Dream in the Red Mansions 红楼梦考证, which had much success in 

identifying Cao Xueqin as the ultimate author. Yet the fallibility of his Pu Songling 

hypothesis has been in a strange way very entertaining for academia, in both past and 

present. Putting agreement or disagreement on such a proposition aside, the glamour 

of being part of a project initiated by a master scholar is satiating. It draws talents to 

become textual researchers, many of whom seem to have willingly ignored Hu Shih’s 

closing remarks that this Novel is more socio-economically and historically valuable 

than it is textually and literarily.  

Even Hu Shih himself detoured from the path of methodology he intended to 

tread. Little different from that of later textual researchers, Hu’s article also pounded 

heavily on the novel’s textology, authorship and versions. Having eagerly approbated 

the studies of the “history of the seventeenth-century Chinese social custom,” Hu 

nevertheless refrained from firing his own research artillery towards that 

under-explored dimension—in fact, from the time he relinquished his governmental 

and administrative duties until his death, his academic endeavors never wandered far 
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from the domain of textual research.9 Many researchers of Hu Shih, his favorite 

disciples included, impute Hu’s failure to ascend to a higher academic level to his 

lifelong fondness for textology.10 Given the profound influence Hu Shih had on 

Chinese academics, particularly the studies of Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan, Hu’s penchant 

for textology and its subsequent detrimental effects must be made known first.  

The appeal of engaging in textology, not only for Hu Shih but also for Chinese 

researchers in general, is rarely shared by their Western counterparts. Andrew Plaks 

dismisses the Pu Songling hypothesis by Hu Shih as “discredited,” “inconclusive” and 

“fanciful,” and that of his detractors as “equally based on circumstantial grounds, and 

do(ing) little to clear up the issue.” 11  Yenna Wu, while acknowledging the 

contribution made by Sun Kaidi in identifying the novel’s latest possible date of 

completion as 1661, states, “no hard evidence is available to resolve the controversy 

on authorship.”12  

The unknown authorship troubles me less, however, than the issue of an 

obscure periodization that has been a Gordian knot in my construction of this 

dissertation. As such, I must establish a timeline in history to accommodate the 

context of the narrative. Hu Shih’s identification of Pu Songling (1640-1715) as the 

author inevitably stamped on the novel the mark of the seventeenth century, which 

                                                        
9 Hu Shih in his late years had been perceived by his biographer Jerome Grieder as “a disappointing figure, 
vaingloriously parading the reputation earned in an earlier and more propitious era”; but in the same vein, Grieder 
regarded him “a profoundly disappointed man.” Jerome B. Grieder, Hu Shih and the Chinese Renaissance; 
Liberalism in the Chinese Revolution, 1917-1937 (Cambridge,: Harvard University Press, 1970), Preface. 
10 Degang Tang, Hu Shih Zayi 胡适杂忆 (Beijing: Huawen chubanshe, 1990). 
11 Andrew H. Plaks, "After the Fall: Hsing-Shih Yin-Yuan Chuan and the Seventeenth-Century Chinese Novel," 
Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 45, no. 2 (1985): 555. 
12 Yenna Wu, "From History to Allegory: Surviving Famine in the Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan," Chinese Culture 
(Taipei) 38, no. 4 (1997): 88. 
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had witnessed the regime transition from Ming to Qing. Yet the seventeenth century 

was a turbulent time. Split by the Qing conquest of 1644, the former and the later half 

of the century were drastically different in many aspects of their social constitutions. 

Their ethos were opposing. The late Ming was a captive of material culture, 

eschatological and concupiscent in terms of the living style of middle and upper 

classes, and quite ignorant of the heightened sufferings of the poor. The early Qing 

was a period of political and moral reconstruction, which gave the material culture a 

tinge of puritanism, but the livelihood of the lower-stratum of the society certainly 

was improved. Judging from the richness of the material culture depicted and on the 

grounds of the absence of even the slightest hint of dynastic change in the novel, one 

can reasonably argue that at least 50 years can be reversed from the anachronistic “Pu 

Songling as the author” periodization. 

1. The Merits of Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan and its Value as a Historical Reference 

Not many classical Chinese novels are eligible to be labeled as “panoramic 

novel.”  Even fewer boast the most penetrating of insights and the best literary 

maneuvers that combine to illustrate the societies they derive from. The two 

crown-jewels among this category are A Dream in the Red Mansions and Jin Ping Mei. 

However, three characteristics of Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan have made it different from, 

and in a sense superior to, the aforementioned classics: 

First, Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan is a full-fledged novel. It has a persistent and 

independent theme running through the entire composition. The plots (divided into 

two parallel episodes) are generic and creative, unlike Jin Ping Mei’s scrounging of its 
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opening plot from All Men are Brothers, or the Romance of the Three Kingdoms’ 

basing its composition from the long circulated vernacular scripts.  

Second, Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan is a completed novel by the same author. It 

thus boasts better continuity, integrity, and consistency than the half-finished A Dream 

in the Red Mansions or other novels adulterated by the hands of too many editors and 

re-writers. 

Third, Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan is an example of a Ming writer addressing Ming 

concerns in a Ming setting. None of the great pre-modern novels can claim such an 

unparalleled contemporaneity. Jin Ping Mei, for all its comprehensiveness in covering 

Ming society, lays its fictional backdrop on the Northern Song, whereas A Dream in 

the Red Mansions declares that “no specific dynasty is referenced” at its opening. On 

the other hand, the author Xizhou Sheng—whoever he might be—is himself a living 

encyclopedia of his society and a breathing history of the Ming dynasty, to which he 

addresses with much pride as Guo Chao 国朝, the National Dynasty. From the 

unaltered recording of a series of historical events, including the aforementioned 

Tumu Fort Incident, the reader can reasonably deduce that the latitude of freedom the 

author enjoys while he comments on contemporary politics is substantial, the 

censoring system less rigid, and the notorious literary inquisition might not have come 

into term—which constitutes another piece of evidence of the novel’s Ming attribute. 

A well-known fact about the composition of A Dream in the Red Mansions is 

that Cao Xueqin, in shunning the Qing literary inquisition, had to in many 

circumstances resort to innuendos and enantiosis, leaving a labyrinth of unsolved 
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mysteries behind his work. Much as the reader of today enjoys deciphering the “Cao 

Xueqin codes,” he is compelled to accept the work’s discounted historical fidelity at 

the same time. Fortunately, this is not the case with Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan. A work 

born from a loose censorial environment is bound to render more accurate, richer 

details of the society in which its contents dwell. When the circumstance does not 

necessitate the author to harbor his criticisms of his society under the cover of 

allusions and insinuations, its historical—albeit not necessarily literary—value is 

usually higher than those written under jaws of literary imputation. 

Still, a novel’s value as historical reference is not guaranteed simply through 

its sheer luck of escaping censorship. It is the rich details it weaves into every fiber of 

its composition that makes it appealing to historical researchers.  

However, to what extent can a historian excurse to the territory of literature? 

How does one make the justification that his study could have been founded on the 

seemingly inexhaustible warehouse of historical materials, but he instead ventures 

into the field of literature to unearth history anyway? How does he, should such 

situation arise, distinguish his research from the literary critiques made to the same 

work? Those questions are what this project is determined to address, the answers to 

which lay scattered along the trail this project travels. Still, short of resorting to 

contextualism, I can at least demonstrate why there is a need to link historical research 

to literature, and how the latter can be greatly exploited by the former. 

The headwaters of Chinese historiography are inseparable from those of 

Chinese literature. Zuo's Commentary on the Spring and Autumn Annals 左传, 
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Strategies of the Warring States 战国策 and Records of the Grand Historian 史记 

are as great historiographies as they are literary works. It was the glamour and grace 

that shone from the eminence of the pre-Qin historical writings such like The 

Biography of Jingke, the Assassin that made them the targets of emulation by essay 

writers of the dynasties to come, especially in the Tang and Song. Good historical 

writings are planted with the germ of literary quality, and great history writings must 

in turn be sustained by great literacy. The same rules apply to the Chinese 

historiographers’ Western peers: Homer, Herodotus and Thucydides. In a similar 

manner, their works nourished the proud tradition of both Western history and 

literature. 

I find an analogy uttered by Zhang Ailing, a modern novelist, an appealing 

argument, as it buttresses that of mine previously mentioned. In her memoir recording 

British Hong Kong’s capitulation to Japan in 1941, she induces the reader to visualize 

what history would really look like when a historiographer is experiencing it. Instead 

of grasping the weight and accuracy of history, Zhang argues, a historiographer is 

more likely to run into a paradox as described below:  

The reality is utterly unsystematic, much like seven, eight phonographs each 

singing on its own, a chorus of chaos. There are, however, moments like 

crystals among the inextricable bedlam, cleansing one’s heart and eyes and 

making one want to cry……History, when paying too much attention to 

details, becomes novel.13 

Reversely, I suggest, novel, when boasting staggeringly rich details of the 

                                                        
13 Ailing Zhang, "Jin Yu Lu 烬余录," in The Collection of Zhang Ailing's Works (Taiyuan: Beiyue wenyi 
chubanshe, 2004), 282. 
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society it depicts, becomes history. Fernand Braudel, the foremost post-war French 

historian, in writing his La Méditerranée et le Monde Méditerranéen a l'époque de 

Philippe II (The Mediterranean and the Mediterranean World in the Age of Philip 

II),14 sets a great example of “historical materialism.” History, according to Braudel, 

is beyond the manipulation of its conscious actors, a corresponding term in Chinese 

historiography being diwangjiangxiang 帝王将相, or emperors, kings, generals and 

ministers. The infrastructure is as important as the superstructure; in combined efforts, 

they reflect the enduring social, economic, and cultural realities. I particularly applaud 

the light Braudel sheds on the ephemeral lives of the poor and the marginal, and his 

attention paid to the areas of food, fashion and social custom. Having been exposed to 

the methodology of the Annales School in the past years, I have ascertained at least 

one thing, that is, its deviation from the tradition of “orthodox” historiography is 

remedial to canonical Chinese historical narrative. If the latter’s tendency of 

over-emphasizing high state affairs, clashes between cliques, struggles among the 

imperial consorts and dynastic successions is to be redressed, we must not be stingy in 

feeding the reader information about the lives of the common and the ephemeral. 

Lu Xun sarcastically calls the “Twenty-Four Histories” of China the 

“genealogy of the twenty-four surnames.” Indeed, history cannot be written without 

recording the performances of its conscious actors, but it shall not be all about them. 

Tang Te-gang 唐德刚 , a highly regarded modern Chinese historian, adopts a 

                                                        
14 Fernand Braudel, The Mediterranean and the Mediterranean World in the Age of Philip Ii, 1st U.S. ed. (New 
York,: Harper & Row, 1972). 
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metaphor to illustrate the nature of history.15 Suppose, Tang remarks, we were to 

watch the spectacular scene of the Qiantang Tide. Are we here, as tourists of the 

Qiantang River, to watch the awe-inspiring tide coming with the mightiness of the 

open sea and its echoed billows, or to amuse ourselves by watching the frolicking 

boys surfing up and down the waves? For sure the surfing boys’ skills, that they are 

able to “stand still and not spill water on the red flags in their hands” 手把红旗旗不

湿, are admirable. However, if one indulges oneself in the children's show of the 

surfing boys and forgets to pay attention to the real beauty of nature, that of the 

Qiantang Tide, then the maturity of the observer is no more than that of a child. Tang’s 

analogy of the Tide to history, cogently formulated, also allegorizes the surfing boys 

to diwangjiangxiang, who, be it Confucius, the Duke of Zhou, First Emperor of Qin, 

or Emperor Wu of Han, are but a group of conscious players. “All the world's a stage; 

And all the men and women merely players,” says Shakespeare. They ride on history, 

marching and parading, creating spectaculars, but they cannot alter the ultimate trend 

of that history. 16  The observers, “we,” being conscious historiographers, are 

responsible for noting down not just the artificial spectacle displayed by those surfing 

boys, but also the natural spectacles of the mightiness of the Tide. 

That is not to say, however, we should downplay the importance of history’s 

conscious actors by overlooking their deeds. I would like to make it as explicit as 

possible in this introductory chapter that the conscious actors, particularly in the 

Ming’s case the founding emperor Hongwu, are of great faculty in molding the ethos 
                                                        
15 Tang, Hu Shih Zayi 胡适杂忆. 
16 Ibid., 245. 
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of their societies. Sometimes, the measures they took had checked social progress, 

violated economical rules and affected the lives of the populace gravely, resulting in 

regressions in almost every social and economic corner. In the late Ming as we shall 

see, the eschatological Epicureanism had become a brazen defection from the puritan 

tone set by the founding emperor; on the other hand, the residues of a sumptuary 

economic framework remained resilient, and were capable of bending down rules of 

economics to a degree that would have amazed Adam Smith. This project hence also 

takes interest in investigating the wrestling of history’s normal tendency with 

socio-economical development and the strong will of the Ming founding emperor in 

shaping his empire into an utopia of autarkical yeomanry, but has to limit the scope of 

its inquires to the domain of material culture, mostly evidenced by Xingshi Yinyuan 

Zhuan. There has not been another piece of literature work, Peach Blossom Spring 

included, which extols the utopian spirit with such a profound enthusiasm. The 

depiction of Mingshui as a paradise of yeomanry most loyally renders the vision of 

Emperor Hongwu’s ideal rural country. 

If Hongwu were to live into the era of Xizhou Sheng, he would have been as 

baffled and vexed as the author, discovering that the old orderly world had been 

transformed into a fluid, dynamic society dominated by monetary factors. The social 

hierarchies were collapsing, and the social boundaries between the nobles and 

commoners frequently infringed. This disorder was primarily demonstrated in the 

aspects of the “four major concerns of the people’s livelihood,” that is, when it came 

to material comforts, commoners’ secular pursuits for better clothing, food, housing 
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and travel had circumvented the prescriptive institutions to subject them to pristine 

living conditions.   

Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan takes trouble in rendering such a society undergoing 

shocking transformations. The author vividly delineates the agony of the previously 

rich and noble as well as the elation of the previously poor and despicable in the 

presence of unpredictable social mobility, all pertaining to the concrete changes of 

their material life. The passion the author has demonstrated in unwinding a Ming 

Ukiyoe is huge, and his attention paid to the details colossal. The same level of 

obsession with the “portrayal of things” can only be found in the near 

material-fetishism of Jin Ping Mei, to which Naifei Ding rightly denotes as a 

“narrative economy of excess and luxurious consumption….a mania for objects 

insofar as they always and already are the signs of what makes them objects.”17 So 

too, has Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan been zealously engaged in depiction of details, 

sometimes in a degree seemingly impedimental to the fluidity of the narrative; the 

difference between the two works though, is that while Jin Ping Mei lavishes its ink 

on “luxurious consumption,” Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan takes more interest in the lives 

of the well-to-do peasantry or urban commoners. 

2. Methods and Sources 

This project will be a continuation of the untarnished project once advocated 

but eventually abandoned by Hu Shih. It will strive to comb through the raw materials 

so afforded by Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan, and in navigating the material culture of the 

                                                        
17 Naifei Ding, Obscene Things: Sexual Politics in Jin Ping Mei (Durham: Duke University Press, 2002), 188-89. 
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Ming society, it will highlight the issues of clothing, food and travel, three of the “four 

major concerns of people’s livelihood,” yishizhuxing 衣食住行, but will also shed 

significant, if not equal, light on folk custom, legal and religious practices and 

women's status, among other issues. It will frequent economic dimensions and probe 

the impacts that Ming politics had on the Ming ethos and social economy.  

Limited by the scarcity of the available materials regarding housing in Xingshi 

Yinyuan Zhuan, this project does not concern itself with the study of housing, one of 

the people’s four vital concerns. It also singles out the “guxiu Incident” as an 

individual chapter, although the topic is closely related to clothing. These subtractions 

and additions in the structure of the dissertation are of a calculated design rather than 

a result of redundancy; since neither practically nor theoretically can one broach a 

thorough study of Ming material history within the length of a Ph.D. dissertation.  In 

dealing with such a profound topic, I first found my footing upon what material was 

available, and then determine the scope of the topics that both await and merit 

scholastic attention. 

As the variation in the published editions of Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan hardly 

hold any significance to this research, and as this study intends to become the opposite 

of the previous textological endeavors, it will limit itself to but one modern edition 

when quoting from the original text.18 The edition, published by Qilu Shushe 齐鲁书

社 of Jinan, Shandong, in 1993, is primarily based on the Tongdetang 同德堂 

edition of the Beijing Capital Library, the most comprehensive version known to 

                                                        
18 Sheng Xizhou, Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan (Jinan: Qilu shushe, 1993). 
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modern researchers, and supplemented by a reprint edition of the Tongzhi reign and 

the Yadong Library edition.19 Its clear-cut layout, modern punctuation, and the use of 

simplified characters render it an ideal version for readers and researchers of a 

mainland Chinese background. A partial translation of Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan, Eve 

Alison Nyren’s The Bonds of Matrimony20 renders the first 20 chapters into English. 

It has been a ready resource when I reference original texts within that range, but for 

the reminder of the chapters I did my own translation.    

Short of going through a detailed introduction to versions and editions of 

Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan, I would nevertheless like to recommend two pieces of 

research done by Li Guoqing 李国庆, who combed through all the existing editions 

and offered useful pointers as to where those versions can be located,21 and Yang 

Chunyu 杨春宇, who conducted several field trips to a number of China’s libraries to 

investigate the different editions.22 I have become aware that the scarcity of the 

preceding works linking the novel to Ming “social economy, historiography and folk 

culture studies” has presented this project with both new opportunities and challenges. 

It offers new frontiers waiting to be tamed, but also warns of barren territories to be 

plodded through by individual effort. To specify the nature of this study, it is 

necessary to introduce recent academic works on the related topic.  

Among the Chinese works, a noticeable piece is Xia Wei’s Studies on Xingshi 

                                                        
19 Bing Zhai, "Editor's Postscript," in Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan (Jinan: Qilu shushe, 1993), 778. 
20 Eve Alison Nyren, The Bonds of Matrimony (New York: Edwin Mellen Press, 1995). 
21 Guoqing Li, "Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan Banben Xintan《醒世姻缘传》版本新探," Mingqing xiaoshuo yuanjiu 76, 
no. 2 (2005). 
22 Chunyu Yang, "Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan De Yanjiu Xushuo：Guanyu Banben He Chengshu Niandai Wenti 《醒

世姻缘传》的研究序说--关于版本和成书年代问题," Mingqing xiaoshuo yuanjiu 68, no. 2 (2003). 
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Yinyuan Zhuan 醒世姻缘传眼镜, finished under the supervision of Ma Ruifang 马

瑞芳, a Pu Songling specialist, of Shandong University. It spends a considerable 

length of its chapters re-investigating the issue of periodization, which, according to 

Xia, falls between the Fourth year of Yongzheng Reign and the Fifty-Seventh year of 

Qianlong Reign, a theory already amply rebutted by domestic researchers. Xia also 

takes great interest in analyzing the love relationship between Xue Sujie and Di 

Xichen, which she construes as sadomasochistic/masochistic by borrowing modern 

Freudian theories. This switch from a henpecking, or rebellion-of-the-less-docile 

stereotype to the S/M supposition is a smart extrication from existing clichés, but the 

plethora of psychoanalysis undermines the value of the scholarship as a serious 

literary critique. 

As for English publications, the diligent Yenna Wu, of the University of 

California at Riverside, has dedicated the majority of her scholastic writings to the 

critique of Chinese henpecking literature, of which Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan constitutes 

a significant part. Her first book, Ameliorative satire and the seventeenth-century 

Chinese novel, Xingshi yinyuan zhuan-marriage as retribution, awakening the world, 

a literary critique to Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan and the ameliorative style,23 based on 

her Harvard dissertation as a comparative literature major, scrutinizes the novel from 

many perspectives, particularly the feature of its ameliorative satire. Although this 

book offers the most comprehensive English introduction to the novel, including a 

chapter-by-chapter summary of its content, the methodology adopted and the ultimate 
                                                        
23 Yenna Wu, Ameliorative Satire and the Seventeenth-Century Chinese Novel, Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan-Marriage 
as Retribution, Awakening the World (Lewiston: E. Mellen Press, 1999). 
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research targets aimed at are literary, not historical. Wu’s another work, The Chinese 

Virago,24 handles the permeability of the boundaries between literary and historical 

sources in an even trickier fashion. Apart from the monumental Xingshi Yinyuan 

Zhuan, jokes, sketchy writings and anecdotes are all made use of by Wu in her 

psychological analysis on the cultivation of Chinese virago. Amply quoted, studied, 

and analyzed, the novel nonetheless only functions to provide, to Wu’s study of 

viragos, literary prototypes of henpecking women, among which the ferocity of Sujie, 

the heroine of the novel, surpasses that of the other women figures. Her “Repetition in 

‘Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan’,”25 another article published by HJAS, exploits the novel by 

highlighting a unique literary technique it adopts: repetition. Thus, this research falls 

into the category of literary criticism once again. Andrew H. Plaks, of Princeton 

University, has argued in one of his articles that the novel deserves more attention 

from the researchers of seventeenth-century Chinese fiction,26 and Keith McMahon, 

of the University of Kansas, examines the phenomenon of Chinese polygamy by 

referencing the novel. 27 Reorientation of Jinpingmei and Xingshiyinyuan, 28  a 

dissertation written by Yu-chun Yang, a Princeton graduate, juxtaposes the two great 

pieces in a thorough comparison of their literary themes, moral didacticism, aesthetic 

tastes, and their contributions to Chinese literature. However, in general, these 

                                                        
24 ———, The Chinese Virago: A Literary Theme (Cambridge, Mass.: Council on East Asian Studies distributed 
by Harvard University Press, 1995). 
25 ———, "Repetition in Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan," Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies (Cambridge, MA) 51, no. 1 
(1991). 
26 Plaks, "After the Fall: Hsing-Shih Yin-Yuan Chuan and the Seventeenth-Century Chinese Novel." 
27 Keith McMahon, Misers, Shrews, and Polygamists : Sexuality and Male-Female Relations in 
Eighteenth-Century China (Durham: Duke University Press, 1995). 
28 Yu-chun Yang, "Reorientation of Jinpingmei and Xingshiyinyuan" (Dissertation, Princeton University, 
2003).28  
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research endeavors embark from either the shore of literary critiques or that of gender 

studies, shedding light within the scopes of literary representation, maneuvers of 

writing techniques, or women’s social conditions. Although the literary prototypes 

have been abundantly studied, the material culture of the seventeenth century 

embedded in the composition has not. 

Among the English reference books this dissertation is to consult, the only 

monograph not entirely derived from a literary perspective, Daria Berg’s Carnival in 

China: A Reading of the Xingshi yinyuan zhuan, 29  still views the novel as a 

“dystopian satire.” Though the work is not without its literary touch, Berg is able to, 

through the lens of fictitious seventeenth-century Chinese citizens, lead the reader to 

access three realms: a topsy-turvy world of physicians, bell doctors, the clergy, and 

lay healers; an elite world of students, teachers, scholar-cum-merchants, patrons of 

scholarship and scholar-officials; and a world of reformers, saints and saviors. Berg’s 

work constructs, construes and analyzes what she defines as a dystopian world by 

placing the three types of personalities into the three realms; she looks beyond the 

fictional discourse and carefully links the novel’s objects of praise and condemnation 

with similar concerns in contemporary non-fictional works, to achieve "glimpses of 

perceived reality.”30 The approach she takes, is to “demonstrate that many types of 

characters developed in the novel correspond neatly with real figures and problems 

discussed by other seventeenth-century writers.”31  Berg’s work is the closest one 

                                                        
29 Daria Berg, Carnival in China: A Reading of the Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan (Leiden; Boston: Brill, 2002). 
30 Robert Hegel, "Book Review: Carnival in China: A Reading of the Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan by Daria Berg," 
Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 63, no. 2 (2003). 
31 Ibid. 
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could find for construing seventeenth-century Chinese social custom from Xingshi 

Yinyuan Zhuan, but more from a popular cultural—and not historical—footing. 

Trained as a history major, I deem it important to exploit both orthodox and 

unorthodox historiographies. They both reflect arbitrary versions of the perceived 

historical reality by their narrators, and therefore, despite their differences in styles 

and rhetoric, must be treated with equal mindfulness in order to differentiate 

ideological discourses from accounts of facts. Fictional narrative, when 

contextualizing history into its composition, comes very close to unorthodox 

historiography. They could both give expound on salient details regarding material 

and social life that might elude official records, and their attention on 

non-high-state-affairs, vernacular cultures and informal aspects of secular life are at 

times much more valuable than their official state counterparts.   

The historical sources pertaining to the Ming period—mostly written during 

the regime—are much more copious than those from any other dynasty. Despite the 

literary inquisitions during and after the Ming, historiographies, anecdotes, memoires, 

essays, biographies, and anthologies in great quantities as well as in good quality, 

were being produced, published and preserved; the shorter space of time lying 

between the Ming and the present day also helps in increasing the number of 

surviving sources. Take a source book edited by Wolfgang Franke, An introduction to 

the Sources of Ming History,32 for example. This epitome of Ming bibliographical 

studies lists 800 or so primary sources written during the Ming and roughly 900 local 
                                                        
32 Wolfgang Franke, An Introduction to the Sources of Ming History (Kuala Lumpur,: University of Malaya Press 
distributed by Oxford University Press London, 1968). 
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gazetteers, a stunning plethora of material which precludes any dissertation-length 

endeavor from contemplating an egalitarian treatment of all extant Ming records. 

 Of the pre-modern references, this dissertation will frequent not only the 

state-sanctioned Veritable Records and official histories, but also sketchy notes, 

memoirs, iconographies, scriptures, sutra, paintings, dramas, and fiction. Pictures and 

images that substantiate the detailed items in this study, especially the institution of 

the clothing are mostly garnered from an online community: The Forum of the 

Costume of the Great Ming 大明衣冠论坛  at http://www.ming-yiguan.com. It 

however will be mindful to the extent of historical faithfulness that such works offer, 

as some of them were written to promulgate certain moralistic discourses, and some 

took the same political stance as the new regime, the Qing, and were designed to 

please the Manchu conquerors. Works borne of moral didacticism and of biased 

political views, did not, of course, offer a comprehensive survey of the moral and 

political worlds around them, but with regards to accounts of material life they were 

often objective. The flood of the late Ming “world-admonishing” 警世 works, 

harboring as they did no fondness for the debauchery of the world they criticized, 

never tired of depicting exactly how corrupt and debauched that world was. Ming 

loyalists, unable to vent their political sentiments, could escape censorial authority by 

writing “perfunctory” specifics of their pre-Qing life as connoisseurs of fine food, 

women, or curios. Even the pro-Qing apostates, when releasing state-sanctioned 

utterances explaining what had befallen the Ming, would rely on lengthy portraits of 

late Ming materialism, which they thought were responsible for the demise of the 
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dynasty.  

This dissertation visits modern English works produced by Western 

Sinological academia more than it does with their Chinese counterparts. Ray Huang, 

Timothy Brook, Craig Clunas, Cynthia Brokaw, Susan Naquin and Daria Berg have 

pioneered the studies of the Ming material history in multiple fronts, and in many 

ways their works represent a Sinological trend to remedy Chinese histography’s 

plethora of moral considerations, moral justifications and moral explanations. Huang’s 

method of garnering and utilizing useful information about Ming commercialism from 

literary works,33 Brook’s view on how economic changes had made an impact on 

social and cultural life, Brokaw’s approach to include the Buddhist notions of karma, 

retribution and the Ledgers of Merit and Demerit into the examination of the late 

Ming’s material world,34 Naquin’s attention to the pilgrim culture and economy,35 

and Berg’s cultural analysis on the representative figures and characters in Xingshi 

Yinyuan Zhuan,36 have all been inspirational and of great referential value to this 

project. Distinctions between the nature of this undertaking and that of the preceding 

works on the Ming material history, however, are obvious. None of the scholastic 

inquiries generated from the above works, except those of Berg, have systematically 

trodden the material world of Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan; Berg’s work has ventured into 

that world, but left the material concerns of clothing, food and travel untouched. More 
                                                        
33 Ray Huang, "Cong Sanyan Kan Wanming Shangren 从三言看晚明商人," in Fangkuan Lishi De Shijie 放宽
历史的视界 (Beijing: Sanlian shudian, 2001). 
34 Cynthia Brokaw, "Supernatural Retribution and Human Destiny," in Religions of China in Practice, ed. Donald 
S. Lopez (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1996). Cynthia Brokaw, The Ledgers of Merit and Demerit: 
Social Change and Moral Order in Late Imperial China (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1991). 
35 Susan Naquin and Chun-fang Yu, Pilgrims and Sacred Sites in China (Berkeley: University of California, 
1992). 
36 Berg, Carnival in China: A Reading of the Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan. 
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to the point, none has concerned itself with explaining the Ming material culture 

through the lens of sumptuary legislation and ethos. 

Since the 1990s, English academics have witnessed an increasing interest in 

the field of Chinese women studies. With many decent works being produced which 

reveal Chinese women’s living status in areas still quite unknown to modern scholars, 

Chinese women studies has entered into what Pao Xiaolan 鲍晓兰 calls “a phase of 

an advanced stage.”37 These works include scholarship on midwives, lesbians, shrews, 

and female students studying abroad. Among a pocket of prolific researchers, I take 

notice of Dorothy Ko 高彦颐, Yenna Wu 吴燕娜 and Francesca Bray 白馥兰 

particularly, because their works deal with the Late Imperial era, which overlaps with 

the time frame of my proposed study area, the Ming dynasty. Although this 

dissertation is less concerned about women’s issues than material culture, it still can 

benefit from Ko’s historical perspective on elite women’s culture, Wu’s literary focus 

on the images of shrews, and Bray’s highlighting of women’s contributions in 

technology. As Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan is primarily a literary work that deals with 

marital institutions, occasions of addressing family issues, the status of slaves, and 

gender relationships shall arise, and I shall encapsulate them mainly in the “What 

Drives People into Selling their Daughters” part of chapter 1.  

Chapter 1 deals with the totality of the Ming clothing institution as reflected 

from Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan. By the time of the late Ming, social boundaries 

previously demarcated by law enforcement and social convention on apparel and 
                                                        
37 Xiaolan Bao, "Meiguo De Zhongguo Funu Yanjiu Dongtai Fenxi 美国的中国妇女研究动态分析," in 
Pingdeng Yu Fazhan 平等与发展, ed. Xiaojiang Li (Beijing: Sanlian shudian, 1997), 361-84. 
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accouterments were increasingly being infringed, trespassed, and violated, causing 

anxieties in the previously rich and dignified. Eunuchs who basked in imperial 

patronage, ministers who ascended office through bribery, artisans who quickly 

amassed fortune by selling counterfeit products, opera actors who overtly disregarded 

the intended denigration of their dress codes, dotted-upon concubines who competed 

for favor with legitimate wives in domestic spheres, and deceased officials who were 

overdressed as city gods …..constituted a kaleidoscopic world subversive to the trimly 

hierarchical one previously crafted by Emperor Hongwu. The pluralism of the 

clothing institution shattered the nerves of many, the author included; by investigating 

this phenomenon, this chapter renders with verisimilitude a society whose outlook 

was most perceptibly subject to fluid monetary factors. This chapter also concerns the 

living conditions of the extremely impoverished at the bottom level of the Ming social 

pyramid. By asking the question “what drives people into selling their daughters?” it 

reveals a world where the urban destitute could not afford to buy their daughters a 

piece of winter clothing; where in order to secure their children a warm winter they 

had to sell them as maids to richer households. It was also a world where laborers and 

servants were sold in market at appallingly low prices; and where petty business 

runners, peddlers and artisans who had no social security to fall back on were reduced 

to bankruptcy at any business mishap. 

Chapter 2 examines the Ming sumptuary laws and ethos as evidenced by the 

“guxiu incident.” Cumbered by transportation, limited by availability and discouraged 

by a strong, sumptuary ethos, transactions of sumptuous commodities in 
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commercially less advanced regions were usually carried out in irregular business 

forms. The trick of the unfair transaction of guxiu the embroidered cloth, camouflaged 

under a Confucian-sanctioned fraternal friendship, is an emblematic case of 

Confucian ethics overruling commercialism. Although the issues of sumptuary ethos 

are dealt with at length in this chapter, the question of how sumptuary laws and ethos 

wrestled with Ming material life will be a query running throughout this dissertation. 

In practices and custom pertaining to clothing, we certainly see unmistakable signs of 

state intervention and, outside the reaches of state laws, strong moralities and social 

norms that frowned upon consumption of luxury apparel. However, Ming sumptuary 

legislation had not been intended to regulate material life in but one dimension, and 

such a sumptuary ethos would not stop affecting after it gained a hold on the world of 

clothing. On the state’s side, the devising of a set of sumptuary laws that reserved 

certain fabric, ornamentations, utensils, carriages and housing materials to privileged 

classes, upheld a hierarchy the state desired to see imposed upon its people. However, 

this may have had less to do with the intentional inhibition of consumptive economy 

than with a sumptuary ethos which sprouted from a need to maintain an austere living 

standard generic to the economic pattern of autarkical yeomanry, and to curtail 

unnecessary domestic rivalries—especially among women—over material goods, as 

well as to permeate ethics through a much more Confucianism-approbated method, 

moralization, rather than resorting to state decrees. As a result, both sumptuary laws 

and ethos had shown concerns over material details other than those of clothing, and 

both had lent strength to a suppressive force checking the momentum of Ming 
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commercial economy. Outside this chapter, when discussing other sumptuary rules, 

such as who is to access what dinning and drinking utensils, or wives of which official 

ranks are to wear what clothing and heading decorations, I will revisit the topic of 

Ming sumptuary legislation and ethos, examining to what degree they had altered the 

material world in which they dwelled. 

Setting out from the famous Chinese idiom “the masses regard food as their 

heaven,” Chapter 3’s study of Ming food extends beyond the realm of general food 

consumption and food supply. After shedding light on several staple foods and major 

crops of Shandong, the agricultural ecology of a utopian yeomanry and how to cater 

food for field laborers, the chapter raises queries regarding the morals of food 

consumption and food processing, which point to the issue of frugality, a paramount 

virtue venerated in an agricultural society. It examines the Ming Salt Franchise policy 

through a short anecdote depicted in Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan, discussing the policy’s 

ineffectiveness in halting salt smuggling, and moves to a review of the comprehensive 

Beijing food culture. The chapter then revisits the moral issue of food and water 

consumption by subjecting it to the law of karma, a Buddhist concept of retribution 

blended with the Song Neo-Confucian thought of “Rationed Fortune,” ably crafted to 

promote frugality in a Chinese cultural context. At last, the chapter addresses the issue 

of food shortages caused by natural calamities, and the ensuing relief measures 

undertaken by government and communities alike. 

  Chapter 4 examines the Ming traveling culture through the novel’s lengthy 

depiction of the pilgrimage to Mount Tai, undertaken by the heroine Sujie. Less 
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hindered by her pair of bound feet than familial and societal constraints, Sujie 

nevertheless insists on visiting the famous mountain by joining a folk society, the 

Mount Tai Incense Society. Unlike the guixiu adventuresses, a group of culturally 

prestigious female elite whose traveling activities were endorsed, eulogized or even 

financially sponsored by their male counterparts, Sujie has to fight for the right to 

depart domesticity. Her uneventful trip to Mount Tai involves a long list of small 

anecdotes and adventures, from which the reader can feel the pulse of a rising 

pre-modern tourist culture, though one still shrouded under the cloak of religious 

worship and pilgrimage.
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CHAPTER 1: THE CLOTHING CULTURE AND CLOTHING CHOICES OF THE MING 

PEOPLE 

1. Historical Background: a Thorough Reverse to Chinese Antiquity, and a Strict 

Differentiation in Hierarchy 

While apparel and accouterments established by the Ming dynasty are still 

being seen on the stages of the Peking Opera, they are not simply the artistic 

projection of an intricate Ming costume institution. To err on the side of roughness, 

we might say that the Ming costume can be indexed by that of the Peking Opera, but 

not vice versa. 

To enumerate the categories of the Peking Opera costume and their proper 

usage can be painstaking. For example, the subcategories of ceremonial robe, or mang 

蟒, which is mostly worn by emperors and nobles in formal occasions, are very 

broad.38A mang with a dragon opening its mouth is only reserved for emperors, while 

that for ministers and generals requires the dragon's mouth to be sealed. On the robes 

of civil ministers, the dragons are placid and quiet, but the ones on the robes of 

generals, mighty and belligerent. Colors are discreetly used according to the figures’ 

social dispositions. Red belongs to the majestic and noble, green the warlike generals, 

white the young and handsome scholars, and black the upright and unconstrained 

officials. Palace eunuchs, when projected as awe-inspiring dignitaries, wear red too, 

but their mang must have tassels appended. Socially venerable figures always wear 

mang long enough to reach their feet, but bandits, even of heroic character, can only 
                                                        
38 Young-Suk Lee, "A Study of Stage Costume of Peking Opera," The International Journal of Costume Culture, 
no. 6 (2003). 
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wear short, knee-length mang. A male figure’s mang always goes with a jade belt. The 

color choices for women’s mang are rather limited: the orthodox yellow is reserved 

for empresses only; imperial consorts and princesses are in red and mourning women 

in white.39 

The classification of the Ming apparel and accouterments is at least ten times 

more complicated than what is described above. The nearly hundred years of Mongol 

rule was a period of ethnic consolidation and integration, but in the eyes of the Ming 

nationalists, a century that stained the purity of Han culture. Yuan, due to its 

insufficient ability to cope with a large mix of ethnic groups and the incessant 

domestic and external wars at its commencement stage, did not regulate its costume 

code until l321, during which year Yuan Yingzong 元英宗 promulgated a standard. 

The Yuan rulers had been ambivalent towards the Song cultural legacy from the onset. 

On the one hand, the conquerors’ superiority and the need to maintain a social caste 

had led them to undermine Song institutions; on the other hand, they easily fell for the 

beauty and grandiosity of Chinese culture. The zhisun costume 质孙服 was the 

consequence of such an ambivalence. Records of Vehicle and Costume of The Yuan 

History 元史·舆服志 notes that the principle to codify the national costume was 

“consulting all times, ancient and present, while being ready to reduce and 

supplement,” and “preserving the national institutions and furnishing the need of the 

protocols.”40 Zhisun, the Mongolian Grande toilette, was a widely applied costume, 

to which both the clothing needs of emperors and ministers were accommodated, 
                                                        
39 Chengbei Xu, Peking Opera, trans. Gengtao Chen (Beijing: Wuzhou chuanbo chubanshe, 2003), 53, 115. 
40 Lian Song, Yuan Shi 元史 (Beijing: Zhong hua shu ju, 1976), 1930. 
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arguably the reason it was called “the uniform” by the Han Chinese. The design of 

zhisun, characterized by its gauffer on waist and large beads on back, boasted a 

combination of Mongol and Han costume styles. Wore by thousands of officials 

uniformly in more than a dozen grand ceremonies each year, the zhisun costume had 

become so conspicuous that it was later abolished by the Ming nationalists and hence 

denigrated to become the uniform of Ming junior guards.41 

 
Figure 1: The zhisun costume of the Yuan 
 
   

Multiple reasons had goaded the Ming nationalists to reverse the majority of 

the institutions the Yuan had established, costume code being one of the most 

drastically changed. Primarily, political and ethnic rancor towards a conquering 

dynasty has to be taken into consideration. China had suffered under the hooves of 
                                                        
41 Lisha Liu, "A Study on the Zhisun - a Kind of Mongolian Grande Toilette of the Yuan Dynasty [質孫服考略]," 
JOURNAL OF INNER MONGOLIA UNIVERSITY (HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES) 40, no. 2 (2008). 
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foreign conquerors before, notably during the havoc of the Northern Dynasties in the 

Age of Division, which ensued after the collapse of the Western Jin, the Five 

Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms after the Tang, and the Jurchen Jin after the Northern 

Song. Nevertheless, none of those foreign invasions constituted a full-blown loss of 

China, in terms of cultural continuity and territorial completeness, to a nomadic 

regime. Should nomads overrun China, as long as an orthodox Chinese regime is able 

to set its footing in a fraction of territory it previously occupied, the integrity of 

Chinese cultural lineage is not deemed breached. Modern scholar Lei Haizong, for 

example, hailed that the battle of the Fei River in 383, in which the Eastern Jin 

dynasty held the barbarians at bay and made possible the continuation of Chinese 

civilization, was a milestone victory in Chinese history. The argument, proposed in his 

Chinese Culture and the Chinese Military, published on the eve of the Marco Polo 

Bridge incident of 1937, was aiming to boost national confidence to withstand an 

imminent Sino-Japanese war.42  

For the nationalists of the newly founded Ming, the memories of the Yuan 

conquest, which happened only a century before, were still too fresh to be ignored. 

The large army of Kublai Khan destroyed not only the Southern Song, but also the 

continuity of Chinese civilization. The brutal Mongol treatment of the Han Chinese, 

particularly the Southerners, left on the Han national psyche scars of hatred that 

would last well into the demise of the Ming. 

Second, the deep-rooted Chinese distaste for the primitivism of barbarian 
                                                        
42 In his mind he had intended the forthcoming anti-Japanese war to be a chance of “the second rebirth” of 
Chinese nation. Haizong Lei, Zhongguo Wenhua Yu Zhongguo De Bing (Changsha: 1940), 22-44, 125-26, 216-18. 
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culture had not dissipated even after a century of Mongol rule. Both the Romans and 

Chinese knew that there was nothing more agonizing in the world than having to 

subjugate one’s highly sophisticated culture to the crude barbarianism of mere 

military superiority. During China’s long history of being conquered by swarms of 

nomads from the Northern Steppe, an equally long aggrieved feeling on the loss of 

supremacy had been sufficiently expressed by her educated elite. In the Southern 

Song, Ci lyric composer Zhang Xiaoxiang 张孝祥 used the following phrases to 

express his resentment towards the concession of North China to the Jurchens: 

Contemplating on the events of the remote past, I lament on our destiny that 

had gone beyond human efforts; now along the rivers of Zhu and Si (where 

Confucius used to lecture his disciples), the previous prosperity is replaced 

by the stinky smell of mutton and beef.43 

David Morgan, who studied the Mongol conquest between the 13th and 15th 

centuries as a world phenomenon, denotes that “the Chinese civilization had ample 

experience in taking barbarian invaders in its stride and taming them.” He brings to 

our notice that The Yuan History, authored by Ming historians, was written in a style 

“conformed to the historiographical pattern that the Chinese had established 1200 

years previously.”44 Yet what Morgan does not seem to comprehend is that the 

upward accommodation of a foreign dynasty into its historiography cannot be equated 

to forgiveness. In the deepest corner of the Han national consciousness, the Yuan was 

but a backward, primitive regime which overwhelmed China by its military machine 

                                                        
43 Xiaoxiang Zhang, "Liuzhou Getou 六州歌头," in Zhang Xiaoxiang Shici Xuan 张孝祥诗词选 (Hefei: 
Huangshan shushe, 1986), 116. 
44 David Morgan, The Mongols, The Peoples of Europe (Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, 1990), 15. 
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through killing and massacre, and whose culture was not only inferior to that of the 

Chinese, but also could never be blended into that of the latter.45 Therefore, the 

founding of the Ming was acclaimed not merely as an establishing of a new polity, but 

also a prospect to wipe out all barbarian residues, culturally and institutionally, 

cosmetically and spiritually. This attitude was reflected from the most insignificant 

matters. Take, the position of buttons of Confucius’ image, for example. Emperor 

Yingzong had officially issued an edit ordering that the images of Confucius dressed 

in Mongolian style with buttons on the left (zuoren, 左袵) be changed to the Chinese 

style of buttoning on the right (youren, 右袵). The emperor also gave orders to 

prohibit Mongolian dress and speech in Beijing.46 However, even with this level of 

commitment, a thorough eradication of the Yuan influence did not happen. The 

campaign of restoring Han clothing style was only partially successful; Antonia 

Finnane, author of Changing clothes in China: fashion, history, nation, identifies the 

garments retrieved from Ming tombs as both showing the endeavor of restoration and 

providing “evidence of the sustained influence of the far north on Chinese clothing.”47 

Third, albeit Emperor Hongwu, by the nature of his despotism, was the least 

possible Chinese sovereign who would have embraced Daoism, nor was he a 

personification of the syncretic Daoist-Confucian ideal “internally a sage and 

externally a king,” yet he was arguably the most ardent Chinese ruler who had 

patronized Confucianism. Advocating shaping people into distinguished social 

                                                        
45 Ibid. 
46 DMB, 293. 
47 Antonia Finnane, Changing Clothes in China: Fashion, History, Nation (New York: Columbia University Press, 
2008), 44. 
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spectrums by birth or education, Confucian theories were never very detailed on how 

to do so; the lack of practicability on this theoretical surface, however, had hardly 

intimidated the emperor: since the most straightforward way to differentiate people is 

to dress them differently, so this was the approach the throne adopted. 

2. A Kaleidoscopic World: the Wearing of Different Classes 

1) The New Rich and New Dignified: the Blurred Boundaries 

In the genesis of Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan one finds the karmic origin of the 

two-life-circle retributions: Chao Yuan’s killing of a fox spirit and his mistreatment of 

his wife, Née Ji.  

Chao Yuan, the spoiled only son of a nouveau riche, estranges his wife and 

takes a beautiful concubine, Zhenge 珍哥. His association with a gang of scoundrel 

friends has only precipitated his debauchery; as winter draws near and the first snow 

falls, a hunting plan is broached among him and his friends. A retired prostitute, 

Zhenge has previously escorted funerals on horseback when such business calls for 

her attendance, which has made her into an experienced equestrian. As a veteran 

Opera actress, she has played roles of heroic females on stage and worn the specially 

tailored accouterments for female generals. Still quite attached to the glamour of her 

previous career, she deems the forthcoming hunt an opportunity to display her 

untamed beauty and fashionable apparel, especially when she is to be among Chao 

Yuan’s friends, with the majority of whom she has slept. The couple differs over 

whether they should borrow the “golden quirt,” the “pheasant head-dress,” and the 

“python embroidered shoulder-piece” from Zhenge’s troupe, but soon concludes that 
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borrowing is not an option, and that Cao Yuan is to furnish all the hunting apparel for 

her.  

For Zhenge he has made a new, bright red, narrow-sleeved “flying fish” shirt, 

a dark green shoulder-piece with sitting-dragon embroidered. For 36 taels 

he buys a mink lined cap and for seven silver cash he has a pair of wearable 

little riding shoes sewed in purple hemp lined with lambskin. He orders a 

golden-yellow braided belt and buys her a double-bladed sword. He selects 

a black horse and has it trained, and picks out six plump servants’ wives, 

four robust housemaids and ten sturdy farmers’ wives. He has a fox-lined 

cap made for each of these women, and sky-blue padded outrider’s jacket, a 

dull green plain cloth padded shoulder piece, and puce cloth riding shoes 

lined with leather. They are to have knives shoved in their belts, left and right 

(1.6). 

The mink lined cap that costs 36 taels here, commonly known as “Zhaojun- 

styled lying-rabbit cap”昭君卧兔, is by function a shawl. Drawings of the westward 

journey of Wang Zhaojun, the Western Han imperial consort who was married to the 

khan of Xiongnu under Han’s conciliatory policy, had long been a source of 

inspiration to costume designers. In A Dream in the Red Mansions, when Granny Liu 

first meets with Wang Xifeng, the latter “has on a little cap of red sable, which she 

wears about the house for warmth, fastened on with a pearl-studded bandeau.”48 The 

cap is called “Zhaojun cap” 昭君帽. 

                                                        
48 Xueqin Cao, A Dream in the Red Mansions (Hong Lou Meng) (Beijing: Renmin wenxue chubanshe, 1996), 98. 
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Figure 2: Zhaojun Cap  

Mantles, shawls and caps named after “Zhaojun” are most characterized by the 

exoticism of the remote West Regions, notably the adoption of sable as material. They 

can be decorative or for practical wearing purposes, and are suitable to be worn either 

indoors or outdoors. As Shen Congwen 沈从文 notes, it was the Song paintings and 

Ming carving arts that depicted Zhaojun and another Han elite woman, Cai Wenji 蔡

文姬, who married a Xiongnu leader but was fetched back by Cao Cao 曹操, on their 

journeys to or from the West Regions, that had fermented the “Zhaojun” fashion 

which prevailed in the South.49  

The “little riding shoes sewed in purple hemp lined with lambskin,” in official 

term gewong shoes 革翁鞋, are by origin a compromised version of boots, designed 

to be worn by commoners in the North. Emperor Hongwu resented the assumptive 
                                                        
49 Congwen Shen, Zhongguo Gu Dai Fu Shi Yan Jiu (Shanghai: Shanghai shudian chubanshe, 2002), 584. 
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dressing behaviors of his commoner citizens and found it to his utmost intolerance 

that the general populace should wear boots with golden-braided decorations. On the 

25th year of Hongwu he issued an order, prohibiting commoners from wearing boots; 

but considering the rigidity of the weather in the North, he made an exception, 

allowing them to wear gewong shoes, essentially a much shortened version of boots, 

covering up to the height of ankle, and which could not be made of leather. During its 

inflexible early years, the prohibitive edict was carried out in a way regulating “all 

commoners, civilian and military alike, as well as merchants, actors, underlings, 

servants and eunuchs,” that “if they are found to be bold enough to wear boots, they 

will be beheaded in front of the doorways of their houses, and the rest of their families 

be banished to Yunnan.”50  

 
Figure 3: High tube boots which the Ming commoners were prohibited from wearing; 
cloth-padded and silk-faced. 

When we look at the fact of Zhenge’s choice of the gewong shoes, we can 
                                                        
50 Chuan Shang, Mingdai Wenhua Zhi 明代文化志 (Shanghai: Shanghai renmin chubanshe, 1998), 152. 
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deduce two curiously opposite conclusions: first, the enforcement of the sumptuary 

laws of the early Ming might well have persisted into the middle and late Ming to 

confine a retired prostitute into obeying the dress code. Second, the choice of the 

lambskin, fancy shoes is such a brazen betrayal to the initial intention of restricting 

commoners into wearing modest dress, that the founding emperor’s agenda can be 

said to have suffered failure.  

Michel de Certeau, a French cultural sociologist, in his The Practice of 

Everyday Life reveals to us the phenomenon of the unyieldingness of commoners. He 

devises two terms in dichotomy to describe the enforcing and the enforced: “strategy” 

as the compulsory force inflicted by an authority, and “tactic” as the individualized 

defiance from the receiver.51 Products from the regime of power, such as laws, 

languages, rituals, literature, arts, inventions and discourses, can equally be treated 

“tactically.” The “non-artist” commoners, Certeau asserts, are not merely passive 

receivers of the dominant power, be it government city planning, company 

headquarter regulation, or law enforcement. The former, obviously weaker and 

constantly being regulated, would in their everyday life infringe on the territory of the 

latter, and recombine the rules and laws but never be wholly determined by the same. 

The making of the lambskin shoes constitutes a solid case of Certeau’s “tactics” 

theory. 

The Chaos are natives of Wucheng town, Shandong, where market value for 

buying a maid lingers around anywhere from 4 to 6 taels of silver. Chao Yuan’s father, 

                                                        
51 Michel de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984). 
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Chao Sixiao, a corrupt official, in the boredom of his retirement takes a maid of his 

wife's as his concubine; the girl Chunying, purchased years ago while she was twelve, 

is initially only offered at the meager price of 5 taels. Owing to Lady Chao’s mercy 

for her father’s difficult situation, she is sold at the enhanced price of 7 taels. A reader 

astounded by Chao Yuan’s squandering of the equivalence of six maids’ market value 

on a piece of his concubine’s shawl is reminded of the yawning rich-poor gap in the 

late Ming, and thus his conscience might not be troubled too much by the blasé tone 

as reflected from the narrative. 

Née Ji, upon hearing the rumblings of their departure, hurries out to have a 

look. “She wraps a cloth around her head, puts on a pair of brocade boots bound in 

lambskin, a short-sleeved bodice and trousers, and goes out” (2.9). Unlike the parvenu 

of the Chaos, Née Ji has a prestigious family background. Her grandfather, having 

passed the metropolitan-level civil examination, is known by the locals as Ji huiyuan 

计会元, the Number One Metropolitan Candidate. Although her father and brother do 

not gain any official title and the finances of her natal family are in poor straits,52 

they are still socially influential and well respected. When the Chaos are in a 

desperate financial condition she has been dominant to her husband, but right after 

Old Chao secures office Chao Yuan estranges her, physically and financially; the 

“brocade boots” she wears might well have been the remains of her natal family’s 

                                                        
52 Official-gentry, after having secured social prestige through civil service examination, can claim nothing akin to 
aristocratic birthright though. If his family could not reproduce the examination success, downward social mobility 
will soon follow through property division and other factors. The fact has been commented by Susan Mann as “in 
China, no class system offered a safety net to catch those who found wealth and power slipping away.” Susan 
Mann, Precious Records: Women in China's Long Eighteenth Century (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 
1997), 14.   
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well-off past. They are exemplars of the local folk saying: “Rich first and poor later, 

one is still able to wear brocade for three years.” 

Meanwhile, Old Chao, magistrate of Huating County, having amassed a great 

fortune by exploiting people, is actively seeking to advance himself. On a casual basis 

he is acquainted with two opera actors, the female impersonator Hu and the male 

impersonator Liang, both of whom are connected with dignitaries in the capital, to 

where Magistrate Chao dispatches Hu. It turns out that Hu’s maternal grandfather, 

Commander Su, and Liang’s uncle, Commander Liu, are both favorite subordinates of 

Wang Zhen 王振, the paramount eunuch who, once the tutor of Emperor Yingzong, is 

currently lording over the court. It is the third year of the Zhengtong reign, the eve of 

the Tumu Fort Incident. 

Hu, when in Huating, is merely a socially insignificant, if not despised, opera 

actor. However, once back where his grandfather lives, he instantly puts on “a straight 

belted robe of chrysanthemum-green floating silk gauze, a black velvet plain square 

cap with purplish mink hat over it, red shoes and white socks” (5.34); so startling is 

his new appearance that the accompanying Chao servants can barely recognize him. 

For Hu, dressing up like gentry could have constituted a serious breach of the Ming 

regulation on theater professionals’ dressing. As we shall find, all the Ming dressing 

codes were of a compulsory nature, some intended to dignify, and others debase, the 

classes of the bearers. Since the Ming government commanded that theater 

professionals be debased, they were so ordered to identify themselves openly when 

offstage. 
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An actress…..has to dress in a horned hat of bright color and a black vest. She is 

not allowed to dress as a commoner’s wife. An actor….dresses in common clothing, 

but wears a green headdress in order to distinguish himself from gentlemen or 

commoners.53 

The practice to cap male actors with green headdresses derived from the 

association of the color green with that of the turtle’s head, the turtle being 

symbolically analogized to a cuckolded husband whose wife commits adultery in a 

Chinese cultural context. However, Hu’s presumptuous offense, when compared with 

the extravagant lifestyle of Commander Su and Commander Liu, who, by origin are 

theater professionals as well, becomes insignificant. The reverses suffered by the 

Ming’s orthodox social hierarchy reached new heights when Wang Zhen, the head of 

the eunuch agency and advisor of Emperor Yingzong, became the de facto ruler of the 

empire.54 As the novel reveals, the occasion of Wang Zhen’s birthday provides a 

spectacle in which “a whole landscape of mountains and seas composed of people,” 

including “the three Secretaries, six Board Presidents, Nine Ministers, and 

twenty-four Palace Ministers”(5.36) crowd in front of the door of the paramount 

eunuch, waiting to pay him respect and gifts. Su and Liu, long acquainted with Wang 

Zhen, in “red crepe official robes embroidered with Kylin designs, snow-white carved 

jade belts, and trailing the ribbons of their seals of office from their hands” (5.36), are 

ushered inside first.  

                                                        
53 Guangren Shen, Elite Theatre in Ming China, 1368-1644 (New York: Routledge, 2005), 32. 
54 Louise Levathes, When China Ruled the Seas: The Treasure Fleet of the Dragon Throne, 1405-1433 (New York: 
Oxford University Press US, 1997), 176. 
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Figure 4: A white jade belt with carved dragons. 

Their gifts are presented and delightfully accepted: a translucent jade box with 

a tiny gnarled jade peach tree inside, and a similar jade box with a plum tree inside. 

The bribery has such an immediate effect that their proposal to promote Magistrate 

Chao to the Tongzhou post meets with the eunuch’s prompt approbation. Su and Liu 

use the chance to exploit a 2000 taels sum from Magistrate Chao.  

Xizhou Sheng is acutely aware of the connotation of the green-colored male 

headdress. When Chao Yuan purchases the studentship from the Imperial Academy 

and thus is entitled to wear a “Confucian square headdress,” Xizhou Sheng comments 

on his newly obtained status, rather teasingly, saying that he really does not need to 

bother so much to secure another cap. “Has not he already gotten one,” asks the 

author, “in the color of green, gorgeously made, sent to him as a gift of gratitude from 

his servant, Chao Zhu, who is having an affair with Zhenge?”(6.41). The author’s 

humorous remarks like this one permeate the entire composition.  
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The Confucian square headdress, fangjin 方巾, had been the most commonly 

worn cap by Ming scholars. Legend held that Yang Weizhen 杨维桢, a prestigious 

Yuan Confucian who also lived to witness the founding of the Ming, was once 

summoned to Emperor Hongwu’s audience wearing a square headdress. When the 

throne inquired him as to the strange-looking cap, he replied, “The squareness of the 

headdress has a special connotation: the pacification of the four squares of that which 

is Under Heaven.” Delighted, the monarch ordered the universal adoption of the 

square headdress by all Confucian scholars who had not advanced themselves to 

jinshi degrees, notably the shengyuan and jiansheng candidates.55  

 

Figure 5: Confucian scholars wearing square headdresses 

In the second part of the novel, dramatis personae Di Xichen, a jiansheng 

candidate, purchases the office of the House Scholar of the Legislative Bureau of the 

Wuying Palace (wuying dian zhongshu sheren, 武英殿中书舍人) for 4000 taels of 

silver, almost the entirety of his wealth. Not realizing the ephemerality of officialdom 
                                                        
55 Qi Wang, San Cai Tu Hui 三才图绘, 3 vols., vol. 2 (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 1988), 1508. 
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in the capital of Beijing, he zestfully rushes to prepare his and his concubine’s official 

accouterments. 

He has a piece of round-neck robe made, reserves the court cap, bonnet, 

and black gauze cap, has a silversmith produce him a piece of silver belt, a 

shoemaker a pair of leather boots; purchases the Jinling brocade ribbons, 

and has an piece of umbrella-like protocol canopy made. He has a piece of 

straight-sleeved kylin robe and silver belt forged for Jijie, buys her a jade 

phoenix coronet with pearl decorations, and a piece of ‘steady-high’ 

embroidery vest (83.639).  

 
Figure 6: Red kylin robe with gold-braided embroideries 

The Ming official costume is comprised of an open-feet hard bonnet and a 

piece of round-neck bag-sleeve long robe, known as round-neck, yuanling 圆领. 

Colors of the round-neck robe vary according to the ranks of the wearers, and so do 

the materials of the official belt, made of, from rank one to rank five respectively: belt, 

rhinoceros horn, carved gold and silver, plain gold, and carved silver. A belt of rank 
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six or seven is made of plain silver, and that of rank eight or nine, ebony.56 The 

position of the House Scholar of the Legislative Bureau, securable either by passing 

the civil service examination or alternatively, through purchase, ranked sub-seventh in 

the Ming administrative system, and was among the lowest strata in Beijing 

officialdom. Though ascending to such a position did not grant one substantial power, 

it did provide an occasion for the officeholder to feel elated. The late Ming 

officialdom, over-flooded by office-purchasers like Xichen, had lost its vitality. The 

defaulting of the legitimacy established by the civil service examination institution 

was thought to have become one of the mortal factors leading to the regime’s final 

collapse.  

2) The Concubine and Legitimate Wife: the Blurred Boundaries Continued 

Chao Yuan, summoned from his hometown to stay with his parents in 

Tongzhou, does not feel ready to present his concubine to them. Therefore, he 

rents a house in Beijing, settles Zhenge and the servants there, and uses the 

residence requirement of the Imperial Academy as a pretext to sojourn to the 

capital. Magistrate Chao, a doting father, upon hearing the news of his son’s 

absence, sends an errand-boy to Beijing to fetch the couple back. The messenger 

arrives witnessing Zhenge, an energetic twenty-something woman, playing 

shuttlecock in the courtyard. She wears “a dark green gauze jacket, a sky-blue 

bodice, and bright red satin trousers with no skirt over them” (7.47)  

                                                        
56 Liangyun Niu, Zhongguo Yijing 中国衣经 (Shanghai: Shanghai wenhua chubanshe, 2000), 217. 
56 Maotong Chen, Zhongguo Lidai Yiguan Fushi Zhi 中国历代衣冠服饰制 (Beijing: Xinhua chubanshe, 1993), 
260. 
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The depiction of her winter costume, especially the lack of skirt, befits the 

figure of an unrestrained, dynamic young concubine in a comfortable milieu. As the 

result of de-Mongolization and restoration of the Han culture, the style of the Ming 

costume was heavily reminiscent of that of the Tang and Song. Women’s jackets were 

made right-clasped, over-stretched, and long enough to cover knees, thus sparing the 

need of wearing skirts in less formal occasions. 

Zhenge, following her husband, comes to Tongzhou to meet her in-laws. As a 

concubine, she is over-dressed for the meeting. In “a bright red narrow-sleeved robe 

and a white damask embroidered skirt, with kingfisher pins all over her head” (7.48), 

she walks to the middle of the courtyard and kowtows for eight rounds, followed by 

the presentation of her needlework gifts. The Chaos dismiss her perfunctorily by 

bestowing her 2 taels of silver. They dislike her for one simple reason: she boasts a 

beauty that brings a feeling of uneasiness to them. On Lady Chao’s part, this 

uneasiness might well have been ignited by Zhenge’s wearing “bright red,” a color 

reserved only for primary wives like herself and her legitimate daughter-in-law, Née Ji. 

The default color for concubines is the less dazzling pink. In the ordinary scenery of a 

traditional Chinese family, the tension between the rival pair of mother-in-law/ 

daughter-in-law is commonplace, but can be curiously soothed by the intrusion of a 

third party, the concubine of the son. The two legitimate wives’ self-consciousness of 

their legal status and their common scorn for low birth, an attribute usually 

characteristic to the concubine, would glue them together, forming them into a team to 

dispense the difficult feeling of losing their son and husband to a coquettish “fox 
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spirit.” This, not surprisingly, is to prove true within the Chao household. 

The Tumu Fort Incident soon ensued. Wang Zhen, the instigator of the military 

expedition, died in the Incident, and Emperor Yingzong was captured by the Mongols. 

In the turbulent aftermath, with their powerful relatives gone and charged as 

accomplices of Wang Zhen, the opera actors Hu and Liang seek asylum under the 

Chaos’ roof, but are gulled by Chao Yuan into a penniless and perilous situation, 

which drives them to tonsure their hair and become monks to recoil from manhunt. 

When the crisis is over, Magistrate Chao dispatches Chao Yuan and Zhenge 

home. Lady Chao, in her newly found sympathy towards Née Ji, decides to 

compensate the abandoned daughter-in-law. She asks one of the servant wives to 

bring her some cash, jewels and clothes: 50 taels of silver to supply her sewing need, 

two pearls and two taels of gold, a bolt of raw silk gauze, one of gold cloth, one blue 

satin and one pink plain pongee, two skirts and two catties of cotton (8.54). Despite 

Zhenge’s discontent and frustration, the gifts arrive in the hands of Née Ji safely when 

they get back home. Days later, in defending her innocence against a charge that she 

has committed adultery with a peripatetic monk, Née Ji commits suicide. The timely 

arrival of the gifts from her mother-in-law paves the way for her suicide plan, for she 

could not have possibly created a decent shroud for herself from her meager savings. 

She has the blue satin tailored into a long-sleeved robe, the pink plain pongee 

into a half-coat and some underwear padded by cotton, and then entrusts the rest of 

her belongings to her father and brother. At the dawn of the next morning, she takes a 

bath, burns incense, combs her hair and tightens her feet; clamping one gold stick and 
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one silver stick into her mouth, she takes a peach-red phoenix sash and quietly hangs 

herself in front of Chao Yuan’s door (9.64). The image of her in her death vestments 

afterward becomes a ghostly visitor to the Chao residence. On a pair of new 

cinnabar-pink silk trousers with a moon-white damask under-garment, a sky blue 

short jacket with cinnabar pink pongee jacket over it, a moon-white great robe, and 

the blue satin wide-sleeved robe, the ghost frequents Chao Yuan’s hallucinations and, 

on occasion haunts Lady Chao’s dreams as well.  

Née Ji is indeed thoughtful in arranging both her funeral affairs and her 

revenge on Chao Yuan. The way she prepares her shroud and the several measures she 

takes before committing suicide are in strict accordance with the Shandong practices 

of burial rites that we know of. The materials of the shroud cannot be furs, lest the 

dead be incarnated into an animal in the next life, nor brocade, duanzi 段子, out of 

concern that the homophone, which means “sever the sons” 断子, would cut the 

lineage of male descendents of the dead person's family. Cotton and the satin juan silk 

are always preferred, for their homophones, mianmian 绵绵 and juanjuan 绢绢, 

deliver the connotation of a lasting prosperity. The dead should be cleansed on face 

and body, preferably by the children or spouse, and ought to have his or her feet 

tightened regardless of gender. Jewelry such as pearls and coins are often placed in the 

mouth of the deceased.57 Thus, Née Ji single-handedly carries out almost half of her 

own burial preparations before she even dies. 

Née Ji’s funeral is but one of many depicted in the novel. Undoubtedly, the 
                                                        
57 Susan Naquin, "Funerals in North China," in Death Ritual in Late Imperial and Modern China, ed. James L. 
Watson and Evelyn Sakakida Rawski (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1988), 40. 
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author’s familiarity with the folk-custom in North China is profound, for we can 

easily find examples which range from the bitter sorrow of funerals to the cheerful 

festivities of weddings, one of which is Sujie’s bridal shower. The term “bridal 

shower” is borrowed from the Western context, but does not denote a gift-giving event 

delivered by the bride-to-be’s friends. It is called “capping the head” (shangtou, 上头) 

ritual in China, usually performed by a married, senior woman, sometimes by the 

future mother-in-law herself. It is also known as one of the variations of the “plucking 

the bride’s face” (kailian, 开脸) ceremony, widely practiced until late modern times. 

We can easily locate relevant depictions in assorted modern literature such as Lin 

Yutang’s Moment in Peking58or Lao She’s Under the Pure Red Flag (Zheng Hongqi 

Xia, 正红旗下).59 

Before the formal wedding ceremony, Xichen’s mother Lady Di comes to the 

Xues to cap Sujie’s head: 

When the auspicious hour comes, Sujie is ushered out, wearing a scarlet 

bridal garment, orthodox-green brocade embroidered skirt, adorned with the 

seven-piece jewels; indeed she is like a fairy descending onto the 

sub-celestial world. She greets her mother-in-law, and facing the southeast 

direction where the happy gods dwell, sits on a barrel. Lady Di plucks her 

face in the shape of a cross with a thread, caps her with a diji coiffure, and 

Sujie, in her newly adorned bead row jewels, kowtows to her mother-in-law 

in four rounds of kneeling and eight rounds of bowing (44.337).  

The diji coiffure was worn by upper-class adult women in the Ming as to 

signify their privileged identities. In the shape of a cap but with meshes, a diji can 
                                                        
58 Yutang Lin, Moment in Peking (Beijing: Foreign Language Teaching and Research Press, 1999), 156. 
59 Laoshe, Under the Pure Red Flag 正红旗下 (Beijing: Renmin wenxue chubanshe, 1980), 24. 
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allow hairpins to come through. Diji does not have to be made of silver of gold, but 

when it does, is indicative of the wearer’s affluence and dignity. In certain households, 

only primary wives and important concubines wear diji, the values of which are 

supposed to decrease in line with the proper familial hierarchy ranging from the first 

wife to the lowest concubine. In Jin Ping Mei, when Li Ping’er has just married 

Ximen Qing, upon learning that the primary wife Wu Yueniang does not have a gold 

diji, she dares not to wear hers, which weighs 9 taels of pure gold. Ximen Qing’s least 

favored concubine, Sun Xue’e, in most times is deprived of the right of wearing diji. 

 

Figure 7: A pure golden Ming diji 
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Figure 8: Pearl-decorated diji worn by Ming woman with imperial-conferred title 

In the bustling material world of the late Ming, nevertheless, that one was 

entitled to, or prohibited from, wearing what kind of fiber, in what format or color, 

was of lesser and lesser concern to those who were capable of affording and were 

willing to purchase the clothes they liked. The boundaries between legitimate wives 

and concubines, females of high birth and celebrated prostitutes, and elite womenfolk 

and parvenu wives were also blurred due to the slackened regulations on social 

hierarchies.  

More than ten years after his unhappy marriage with Sujie, Xichen takes a 

concubine Jijie in Beijing. The wedding is almost as formal as his first one; after 

Xichen purchases his sub-seventh official title in Beijing, the dresses he procures for 

Jijie are those in theory reserved only for his legitimate wife. Yet nobody even notices 

this bold assumption. In the Ming, the dressing of an official’s wife was strictly 
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decided by the rank of her husband. In the 24th year of Hongwu, it was regulated that 

wives of officials, after attending a court audience, were to wear their official dresses 

in two occasions: greeting their in-laws and attending family sacrifices. The most 

elaborately dressed women were the wives of the highest-ranked dignitaries. The 

following description, only pertaining to the design of their caps, is already of baffling 

complexity: 

(Wives of) the rank seven to rank nine wear caps decorated with gold and 

silver accessories. There ought to be two birds of pearls, two strings of 

cherry-bay pearls in the front, six strings of half-opened pearls, twenty-four 

pieces of emerald jade leafs, eighteen pieces of emerald jade cherry-bay 

leafs, and an emerald-orifice circle, which has eight gold and silver flowers, 

two birds of gilded gold and silver, each holding a pearl knot in its mouth.60   

 
Figure 9: A pearl cap worn by a Ming woman with imperial-conferred title 

The rigid differentiation of legitimate wives and concubines only existed in 
                                                        
60 Maotong Chen, 1993 (Beijing: Xinhua chubanshe, Zhongguo lidai yiguan fushi zhi 中国历代衣冠服饰制), 
260. 
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laws by the time of late Ming. In practice, as long as a concubine was dominant, or 

favored, or both, she could be treated in social occasions with etiquette normally only 

reserved for the primary wife. This is, however, only when issues of legitimacy were 

not involved. In Jijie’s case, she gains access to such glorious dresses and appears in 

family banquets as hostess under the acquiescence of her husband and his 

acquaintances. But when a lawsuit involving the death of her maid has to be made 

known to the legal authority, Xichen still needs to specify her as his “concubine” 

when he petitions the case for her. 

Curiously, several years later when the rebellious legitimate wife Sujie joins 

the family in Chengdu, she is first beaten, and then intimidated by the shrewd 

concubine. Her lack of tactics and supporting attendants asides, Jijie’s overrunning of 

her, an abnormality even in the chaotic late Ming, must be viewed through the lens of 

Ming marital law, which regulated that any of the seven conditions: the lack of a son, 

adultery, thievery, un-filial behavior to one’s parents-in-law, garrulousness, jealousy, 

and incurable disease—can constitute a valid reason for divorcing one’s wife.61 It 

happens that one of Sujie’s eyes and her nose are injured by a monkey, and Jijie 

exploits her physical defects to call her divorceable. 

The blurred boundaries between wives and concubines mirrored the late 

Ming’s disorderly social constitution, 62  but one is cautioned against an 

over-construing of the perversion of orthodox hierarchy, especially the concubinal 
                                                        
61 Tongzu Qu, Law and Society in Traditional China (Paris and The Hague: Mouton, 1961), 110-20. 
62 To find more analysis of this phenomenon from a literary perspective, please see Chia-lin Pao-Tao and Xiaoyi 
Liu, "Two Beauties, One Husband” Marriage Model Reflected from Traditional Chinese Literature 娥英两花并

蒂开-- 明清文学作品中‘双美一夫’ 的婚姻模式," in The 8th Volume of the Collections of the Studies of 
Chinese Women's History, ed. Chia-lin Pao-Tao (Taiwan: Dao Xiang Publisher, 2008). 
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superseding of a wife, for it is indeed a rarity at any moment in imperial Chinese 

history.  

3) The Deceased Official and City God 

Funerals, one ensuing after another, constitute major events for the Chao 

family in the following years. Not long after Magistrate Chao takes Chunying as his 

concubine to entertain his retired years, he catches a cold, and the indisposition soon 

develops into a disease that takes away his life. Chao Yuan, though not a filial son at 

all, nonetheless insists on holding a grand funeral for his father. He has the “happy 

god” (xishen, 喜神) portrait of Magistrate Chao done by a painter. Happy god is a 

likeness of a deceased senior, usually of an imperial conferred title, sitting in his or 

her official outfit. The portrait, created to solicit respect from mourners, can be 

flexibly complimentary in featuring the deceased, but must be accurate in rendering 

the rank of his or her title from detailing the dress. However, Chao Yuan desires his 

father be portrayed in a set of attire: dragon robe, jade belt, and gold bonnet. When the 

painter protests, arguing that the deceased should not be seen in more elegant dress 

than what he deserves to wear, Chao Yuan lies about Magistrate Chao’s rank and 

bribes the painter to get his way. Moreover, he orders the title “Lord Chao, first in 

erudition and most glorious minister” (18.137) be written on his father’s posthumous 

tablet by the Yin-Yang functionary. In the following dianzhu 点主 ceremony,63 local 

gentleman Mr. Chen, the invited dianzhu performer, is rightly exasperated. Shrewd 
                                                        
63 The dianzhu ritual is usually performed by the most distinguished literary acquaintance of the deceased’s family, 
when the burial is prepared in advance and the writing of the wood tablet near finished, leaving only the single dot 
in the Chinese character zhu (host, owner ) to be filled in. The dignitary is invited to fill that blank dot with a brush 
in red ink or even blood, often with considerable pomp; the finishing dot gives life to the tablet. Naquin, "Funerals 
in North China," 42. 
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enough, Mr. Chen does not publicly extricate himself from the honorable duty, but 

pretends to be confused by the appearance of the happy god. 

“Who is the god in this altar?” Mr. Chen asks. 

“Why, that’s Old Master Chao,” asserts a household servant. 

“Nonsense!” Mr. Chen berates his own servant in a fume, “I told you to take 

me to the Chaos. Why did you bring me to the temple of the city god 

instead?” (18.138)  

He successfully manages to run away from the utterly improper ceremony. 

This hilarious incident nevertheless reveals the resemblance of the clothing between 

the exceedingly portrayed Magistrate Chao and that of the city god.  

The position of a city god is typically assumed by a deified local magistrate of 

great moral integrity, one who enjoys a posthumous reputation among his people. He 

is believed to have supernatural powers as to “stand guard over the hills and 

mountains of the city, and control the good and bad fortune of both soldiers and 

civilians.”64 From today’s literary portraits, we usually get the impression that he 

wears an embroidered robe, elaborate headdress and carries a scepter of jade, a 

symbol of his rank. Yet if the salient details have not escaped that observer, he is to 

find that the ranking and classification of the Ming city gods, and accordingly the 

dressing codes of whom, are indeed as complex as that of their earthborn counterparts: 

the civil officials. 

The city god cult was intentionally promoted by Emperor Hongwu upon the 

founding of the dynasty to leave officials and civilians awestruck. He once revealed to 

                                                        
64 Quoted in David Johnson, "The City-God Cults of T'ang and Sung China," Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 
45, no. 2 (1985). 
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Song Lian 宋濂, the advisor to the heir apparent, that “I set up the city god institution 

in order to make people fear; when they have something dread, they will refrain from 

behaving boldly.”65 Imperial edicts were issued as early as the third year of the 

Hongwu reign to regulate that any new local magistrate, upon arriving to his post, 

must first pay homage to, and then make pledge with his counterpart city god. A pair 

of Yin-Yang magistrates was thus formed to bring peace and good governance to the 

district, mundanely and supernaturally.66 

The Ming city gods were ranked, titled and dressed according to the degrees of 

geographic significance of their locations. For example, the city god of Jinling, the 

first Ming capital, and that of the other five fu [governmental district], respectively the 

Kaifeng fu of Beijing, Linhao fu, Taiping fu, Hezhou fu and Chuzhou fu, were all 

titled “kings” and ranked foremost in the posthumous officialdom, but they were 

dressed differently. Only the Jinling city god wore imperial gowns and crowns in 12 

zhang 章, the same as that of the Son of Heaven, and the other five kings, though 

wearing similar gowns, could only wear 9 zhang. Zhang is the set of strings of beads 

attached to the formal hat, a rectangular black mortarboard, worn by the sovereign. 

The 12 pendulous sets of beads on the front and back of the hat give the wearer a 

curtain-like feeling, and they function to remind him to move about decently and 

solemnly.67 The matching of the Son of Heaven with the city god of the Ming capital 

makes great sense in terms of maintaining an institutional symmetry between the 
                                                        
65 Jideng Yu, Diangu Jiwen 典故纪闻, vol. 3 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1981), 47. 
66 Sheng Ye, Shui Dong Riji 水东日记, vol. 3 Cheng Huang [City God] Item, Si Ku Quan Shu 四库全书 
(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1980). 
67 Ray Huang, 1587, a Year of No Significance: The Ming Dynasty in Decline (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1982), 6. 
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centers of the secular and supernatural worlds. In the same vein, city gods of lesser 

geographic significance, in the descending order of fu, zhou, xian, were ranked lower, 

inferior in title, and given less decorated zhang in their official costumes. Still, even a 

county city god would be holding a Fourth Rank Proper 正四品, outranking most of 

the middle and minor civil bureaucrats. On that ground, I argue that Mr. Chen, the 

dianzhu performer’s excuse bears a considerable amount of validity. His claim to have 

run into a city god is quite believable, for the grandeur of a city god’s costume could 

have easily surpassed that of a mediocre magistrate, who, alive or deceased, can 

hardly have access to the wearing of dragon robe, jade belt, and gold bonnet, which 

are exaggeratedly attached onto the likeness of Magistrate Chao. 

 
Figure 10: City god of Pingyao, Shanxi 

4) The Country Woman 

Having concluded the funeral and paid thanks to the mourners, Chao Yuan 

spends the summer in his villa farm to supervise the harvest, where he meets 
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shoemaker Xiaoya’s wife Née Tang, a rural woman who boasts a pretty face and a pair 

of tiny feet. Her pristine yet stylish outfit is depicted by a poem： 

 In her long-sleeved, dark robe, 

    And pink gauze pantaloons, 

    Her skirt kilted up, 

    Hose pulled snug (19.140). 

The long-sleeved dark robe is made of a special type of cloth of an abraded 

quality. Though neither silk nor brocade, the maoqing cloth 毛青布 was popular 

among the Ming women mostly because it offered a low-cost option for making 

good-quality clothes. The making of the cloth involves no sizing or grinding, and the 

softness of its texture delivers a comfortable touch to its wearer. It befits 

slender-waisted and slim-featured women the best, giving them the kind of charm 

akin to what today would be called Bohemian fashion: unorthodox, anti-mainstream, 

anti-establishment, yet full of untamed attractions. The author must have been 

consciously or unconsciously inspired by the image of Pan Jinlian, the libidinous 

female protagonist of Jin Ping Mei, for she is also a wearer of maoqing cloth. Before 

she kills her cake-selling husband and marries Ximen Qing, Pan Jinlian, just like Née 

Tang, has also been a discontented wife. The commonality between the two women 

dwells not only in their wearing, but also in their unrestful spiritual states, in that they 

both seek to have affairs with rich men, who can satiate both their sexual and financial 

needs.  

The pantaloons Née Tang wears are different from women’s pants or long 

socks. More like liners, the pantaloons cover the wearer’s leg segments knee to ankle, 
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with bands stripping them to shanks; they are needed for skirt wearing. When used as 

gifts, pantaloons can either be intimate souvenirs from male lovers, or nice presents 

for women in social occasions. 

The Chao Yuan/Née Tang adultery, though carried out in extreme secrecy, is 

discovered; the enraged husband, Xiaoya, kills both of them in their bed, throwing the 

sonless Lady Chao into despair. 

5) The Prostitute  

Xichen in his boyhood is a prankish, wild boy. He excels at tricks but hates 

books. Old Di, aspiring to his son’s education and career, finds him a good teacher, Mr. 

Cheng, whose private tutorship also extends to Xichen’s cousin, Xiang Yuting, and the 

two sons of Old Xue, Xue Rubian and Xue Rujian. Years later, Cheng takes the four 

students to Jinan to have them take the entry-level civil service examination, where 

Xichen encounters his first love, a pretty prostitute, Sun Lanji. Merely sixteen in age 

and a country bumpkin, Xichen hovers in front of the girl’s house, not daring to call 

on her. Lanji learns about his presence, and despite having other business to attend, 

rushes out, “uncombed hair coiled up in her hand, with a hair-band stripped, wearing a 

garment of raw gauze, a pair of pale-blue autumn-silk trousers, pantaloons decorated 

with white flowers, and high-heeled little red shoes.” She falls for the shy boy, takes 

him to her bedroom, and develops an intimate relationship with him.  

Their budding love affair is doomed, nonetheless, as Xichen has long been 

engaged with Sujie, and Lanji, a ready source of money for her procuress, is not to be 

allowed to choose a husband of her free will. She is sold to a pawnshop merchant as a 
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concubine. Three years later, the lovers meet again in a tricky situation while Xichen 

is engaging in a business transaction with her husband. Without saying a word to each 

other, Lanji tucks a gift set into his arms. Unwrapping it, Xichen finds to the stir of his 

emotion the following items: a pale-blue gauze handkerchief, a three-piece golden 

toothpick kit, a small red damask silk wrapper with the Zhao Mansion Upper Clearing 

Pills and Huguang jasmine tea inside, and a pair of worn, red-silk sleeping shoes 

(50.386).  

Handkerchiefs have traditionally been used by lovers as souvenirs in Chinese 

love scenes and thus require no more explanation; the three-piece golden toothpick kit 

is a personal hygiene kit invented during the Ming, popular among women because of 

its portability. It is comprised of the combination of two or three items of the 

following: an earwax remover, a toothpick, a tweezers, and a clipper. The kit 

sometimes does not include a toothpick or is made of silver, but is called “three-piece 

golden toothpick” anyway. The kit is often exchanged between lovers, but also 

frequently used as a gift from a senior to a junior, especially in such social occasions 

as a women’s gathering. In chapter 14 of Jin Ping Mei, when Li Ping’er first meets the 

quick-witted Chunmei and learns that she has slept with Ximen Qing, she 

“expediently gives her a three-piece golden toothpick kit as a gift.”  
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Figure 11: the three-piece golden toothpick kit 
 

The sleeping shoes are a pair of soft-soled slippers worn by a bound-footed 

woman during the night, after she takes off her outer shoes, leg-binders and 

leggings.68 They can be made of cotton or silk, with or without embroideries, but the 

comfortability of which must be a primary concern. For traditional women who took 

footbinding as a lifelong business, their feet must be under tender care day and night; 

no moment should elapse without having their feet wrapped with proper shoes, for the 

loosening of the feet, even for just a short period, would have ruined all the preceding 

efforts. Besides that, sleeping shoes, by design, texture, size, and subsequent relation 

to sexual intimacy and eroticism, helped generate a great sexual appeal for men. In the 

midst of the traditional Chinese cultural aura, anywhere after the Southern Song and 

before the influx of Western notions, the appreciation of tiny feet had been blended 

into national aesthetics. Even the brutal Manchu invasion did not bring any 

fundamental change to this lasting practice. The author, obviously one of the captives 

                                                        
68 Dorothy Ko, Cinderella's Sisters: A Revisionist History of Footbinding (Berkeley, Calif.: University of 
California Press, 2005), 135. 
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of the golden lotus culture, ardently extols the great beauty of the shoes:  

Crimson damask silk the surface, white satin the upper, the softness is 

afforded by the cotton-padded sole, while lacework in emerald blue 

embroidered on the sides. In a sudden look, the golden lotuses are crescent 

and tiny, in scrutiny the bamboo shoots slender and exquisite. Chang E, the 

immortal fairy in the moon, at night changes her shoes to a pair of those, and 

rests them on the shoulders of Wu Gang (52.399). 

The appeal is to prove phenomenal on Xichen’s fragile mind. Upon receiving 

the pair of sleeping shoes, he behaves likes a lost soul. He has a small wrapper made 

for him by a needleman, in white damask face and pale-blue sarcenet, with which he 

either conceals the shoes in his sleeves or under his waist, and only when no one is 

around would he take them out and twiddle with them, tears on his cheeks. 

 
Figure 12: Sleeping shoes 

6) The Well-to-do Artisan Family 

Xichen, in fulfillment of the residence requirement of the studentship of the 

Imperial Academy, goes to Beijing accompanied by his father Old Di. They rent a 
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house from Silversmith Tong, who, along with his wife, proves to be a pleasant 

landlord. Lady Tong is sophisticated and warm-hearted, resourceful, extroverted, and 

does not shy from social engagements. The first time she meets with the Dis, “she 

wears a gold-tread seven-girder diji with a mirror-faced crow-black silk bandana 

reining over her forehead, in her bright oil-green double-breasted lu silk coat, white 

mini-flower song silk skirt, black-fastener snow-white silk high-heel bow shoes, and 

white damask silk embossed-embroidery pantaloons. Her figure is neither too high 

nor too short, her complexion neither too white nor too dark, her appearance neither 

too ugly nor too pretty, her attitude neither rustic nor philistine” (54.413).  

The Tongs have amassed some fortune by partnering with the eunuch-heads of 

the Eastern Depot, the Ming secret police agency,69 Chen the Elder and Chen the 

Junior. People in the capital of Beijing, “where the sovereign’s imperial carriages rest, 

are snobbish,” comments the author, and “their eyelets are shallower than the height 

of a saucer; knowing that the Tongs have some coins, they admire them.” (70.535)  

The social status of artisans remained low throughout the Ming. In general, 

this was due to the continuation of the Yuan hereditary system, but the beginning of 

the Ming also saw a systematic conversion of prisoners and felons into artisans; the 

conversion of a large number of social outcasts effectively debased the class, though it 

was still ranked number three in the gentry/farmer/artisan/merchant hierarchy, and 

thus theoretically lower than farmers. This inferior status demanded that they, as well 

                                                        
69 The Eastern Depot was first established by Emperor Yongle in 1420 to suppress subversive activities of officials 
and civilian in Beijinng, the newly relocated capital. It was located north of the Dongan Gate in the present-day 
Dongchang Hutong area, with a intimidating physical layout. Shih-shan Henry Tsai, The Eunuchs in the Ming 
Dynasty (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1996), 98.   
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as their families, wear much humbler costumes compared to those of farmers and the 

gentry. In this sense although Lady Tong is befittingly dressed as a housewife of a 

middle-class urban family, as the wife of an artisan she is not.   

The “mirror-faced crow-black silk bandana” she wears is called a baotou (包

头，forehead wrapper), and could be made of silk or gauze, usually of black in color. 

Legend holds that during the Spring and Autumn period the King of Wu, Fu Chai 夫

差, took his favorite consort Xi Shi 西施 to tour a lake; seeing a lotus-gathering 

village girl folding a piece of lotus leaf to make a triangle sunshade on her forehead, 

she emulated her and did the same; the triangle forehead wrapper looked so becoming 

on Xi Shi that all imperial consorts and maids of the Wu palace started to emulate the 

fashion by making their own wrappers using silk or gauze. The practice is believed to 

be the origin of the baotou wrapper. 

 
Figure 13: The baotou wrapper. 
 

The Dis maintain good terms with the Tongs during their tenancy. After the 
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wicked cook of the Dis is thunder-struck to death, Lady Tong helps Old Di secure a 

quanzao 全灶 maid, Tiaogeng, to fulfill the cook’s vacancy. A quanzao is a 

well-trained female chef, costing much more than a regular maid because of her 

cooking skill. To prevent such a fortune from running away, an owner would be prone 

to take her as his concubine. Old Di, with the intent to find himself a potential 

concubine as well as a family chef, spends 24 taels of silver on Tiaogeng, a sturdy, 

diligent yet ugly maid who is “thick-faced, broad-cheeked, flat-nosed, beetle-browed, 

broad-mouthed and coarse-waisted.” As we can see, beauty is not a definitive factor 

for Old Di at all. 

Before the Dis go back to Shandong the two families exchange gifts at the 

departure party. The Tongs send them 3 taels of silver for traveling expenses—which 

they politely returned, two bolts of Peking Green Cloth, ten packs of chensu incense, 

two hundred corner-shaped soaps, and four pounds of  Fujian soft candy. The Dis 

leave the Tongs their unconsumed coal and food; Xichen gives Jijie, his playmate and 

the ten-year-old daughter of the Tongs, a pair of jade vase flowers, and two silk 

handkerchiefs, while she reciprocates by gifting him with an antique folding hairpin 

made of black silver. Lady Tong, in addition, gives Tiaogeng a pair of red silk leg 

wrappers and three inches of black vamp cloth (56.428). 

3. What Drives People into Selling their Daughters: 

7) The Case of Chunying 

After Chao Yuan’s death, the Chao clan—composed of uncles, cousins and 

nephews of the deceased—begins to maneuver for his property.  Facing the pack of 
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predators, Lady Chao finds to her comfort that her husband’s concubine Chunying is 

pregnant. Monk Liang, the previous opera actor and beneficiary of Lady Chao, 

obliged by a desire to repay her great kindness, vows to become her son in name. He 

enters into nirvana on Chunying’s due day to be born by her, and is named Chao 

Liang 晁梁; The posthumous son of Magistrate Chao, he is now the only male heir of 

the Chaos. The arrival of the newborn saves Lady Chao’s shattering world, for, 

however socially dignified she might be as a deceased official’ wife, her ultimate 

social and economic security lies on whether she has a son—even a namely one. 

Francesca Bray borrows the biological term “reproduction” to illustrate how, as a 

primary wife, being a mother does not equate to giving birth to children in a 

traditional Chinese social context. Entrusted with the responsibility of perpetrating her 

husband’s patriarchal lineage, she is expected to function as a “social mother” or 

“ritual mother” to all of her husband’s offspring, educate them and treat them with 

undifferentiated kindness, whether they are biologically related with her or not. In 

case she is barren, or has passed the age of childbirth, “adoption or polygamy would 

allow her to substitute the fertility of lower-status women for her own without 

forfeiting her status either as wife or as mother.”70 

With the succession issue of the Chao family line solved, the situation of 

Chunying, the seventeen-year-old widowed concubine, is given a special feature in 

the novel. Out of either her attachment to Lady Chao and her son, or consideration of 

practical economic factors, she abjures her parents’ proposal to get her remarried. 

                                                        
70 Ibid., 359. 
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Even at the apex of the Ming widow-chastity cult,71 her decision is unusual, for she is 

so young. By the time Chao Liang is three, when the mourning period for Magistrate 

Chao is about to end, Lady Chao decides to reward her by having some dresses made 

for her: a mineral-blue crepe skirt, a twig-red arch-gauze skirt, a water-red lake-silk 

skirt, and a black ice-gauze skirt. She also has the following jewels made for her: a 

pearl hair-band, a pair of golden bead rows, a set of seven small golden phoenixes, 

many little golden twigs, four golden rings, and a silver bracelet that weights four 

taels (36.278).  

The unusual lavishing of gifts from the matriarch to the young concubine 

bespeaks not only the harmonious bond of the two, but also Lady Chao’s approval of 

Chunying’s choice to stay with them. 

Chunying’s story leads one to wonder about her family background, and the 

reason for her sale to the Chaos. The supplementary account tells us that she used to 

be the daughter of a Tailor Shen, who always tried his hand at exploiting petty 

advantages from his customers; never did he cut out a piece of cloth or silk without 

stealing some of his a customer’s clippings. Unfortunately, this time, his scissors 

ventured the wrong way. The county magistrate secures from him a bolt of top-grade 

bifurcated silk and intends to have it made into a round-neck robe; knowing Tailor 

                                                        
71 During the Ming and Qing times, juridical and social sanctions discouraging widow remarriage and rewarding 
chastity had become a hallmark of the moral education programs sponsored by the courts. Under Ming legal code, 
families headed by chaste widows were exempted from the labor tax; for the first time in history, Ming court 
regulated how chaste widows should be singled out from obedient grandsons, righteous men and filial sons to be 
given special Imperial Testimonials of Merit 旌裱; Qing’s concerns to female chastity seemed to be so aggravated 
that it became a cult. Qing rulers set forth aggressive and elaborate procedures for locating, verifying, and 
recognizing widow chastity, specifically in commoner households. Names of selected chaste widows were 
inscribed on arches or installed in shrines erected in every county. Susan Mann, "Widows in the Kinship, Class, 
and Community Structures of Qing Dynasty China," The Journal of Asian Studies 46, no. 1 (1987). 
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Shen’s petty habit, he watches the tailor as the piece is cut. Awed by the magistrate’s 

presence, Tailor Shen dares not to steal clippings as usual, but he manages to cut a 

considerable chunk, big enough to make a pair of woman’s shoes, after the magistrate 

leaves. The round-neck robe, an over-compact sartorial work, breaks instantly when 

the magistrate tries it on, who, rightly enraged, orders Tailor Shen to compensate the 

full price of the bolt of silk, 17 taels of silver. The shrewd Tailor Shen takes the 

broken robe back, resizes it to a smaller robe and sends it as a gift to a gnome-figured 

official, who has happily accepted the robe and rewarded him 20 taels. On the way to 

Linqing to buy the replacement bolt, Tailor Shen’s silver gets stolen: two thieves 

walking behind him on the pontoon bridge cut his cloth-wrapper open and take the 

money away; dumbfounded, Tailor Shen can still partially remedy the situation. He 

personally knows two young men who have been recently bereaved by the loss of 

their father; the bereavement is hardly as painful for the two rich boys as the 

mourning protocol dictates, which requires a restriction of their usual finery, in 

particular their sable hats. Tailor Shen spends 0.4 taels of silver buying a piece of 

white velvet fur and has it made into two velvet hats. While the young brothers vex 

over not having appropriate hats to wear in the chilly early spring, Tailor Shen shows 

up with the two warm, white, decently needled velvet fur hats. Delighted, the brothers 

take the hats and each gives him 5 taels. But there remains a shortage of 7 taels in 

meet and even the resourceful Tailor Shen has no better idea than to sell his own 

daughter. Understanding that the fair market value for a maid in Wucheng is only 4 to 

6 taels, the Shens are about to auction all of their family possessions, in amount of 2 
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taels, to make up the difference. Thankfully, Lady Chao decides to offer 7 taels to buy 

Chunying, and thus saves them (36.275-278).  

To what degree a modern reader can equate the price of a maid to that of a hat 

is only of marginal significance to this study. However, from the blasé tone of the 

author and the omnipresent descriptions of transactions of servants, laborers and 

maids, it is not difficult for one to deduce that the price of labor was indeed 

appallingly low. More striking is the living condition of the urban destitute: 

thoroughly impoverished, with no savings or social security to fall back on. As a 

result, any disarrangement of their lives might have driven them into absolute despair. 

Chunying is twelve when she is sold to the Chaos. Lady Chao dresses her up 

like a typical little maid: 

Red damask dress, green damask under skirt, the homely green cloth coat, 

black cotton-clothed pants, blue cotton-clothed sleeveless jacket, a pair of 

black cotton-clothed gewong shoes, and green silk headgear. Indeed she is 

neat (36.278)!  

Her ensemble bears a great resemblance to that of the little maids of unnamed 

characters in A Dream in the Red Mansions, who usually appear in the backdrop 

wearing a “dress of red damask,” a “black silk sleeveless jacket which had scalloped 

borders of some colored material” and so forth.72 From the late Ming to the early 

Qing, women’s costumes had not changed much. The Tonsure Decree 剃发令, also 

known as the Queue Order, issued after the Manchu conquest,73 pertained strictly to 

                                                        
72 Cao, A Dream in the Red Mansions (Hong Lou Meng), 40. 
73 On the Tonsure Decree, Philip Kuhn concurs with Edmund Leach’s on the ritual meanings of hair, that “Manchu 
tonsure was a symbol of restraint triumphant over license.” See Philip A. Kuhn, Soulstealers : The Chinese Sorcery 
Scare of 1768 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1990), 58. Also Edmund Leach, "Magical Hair," 
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men, not women. The shaving of Han Chinese males’ foreheads, along with the 

ensuing changes of the male costumes, was politically more symbolic and thus had to 

be enforced.74 “Men surrendered; Women did not” 男降女不降, as said in a Chinese 

dictum, mainly referring to the asymmetric changes of the costumes. One also notices 

that the gewong shoes Chunying wears are made of black cotton cloth, unlike the 

lambskin shoes wore by Zhenge, though they are in the same shoe category. 

8) The Case of Little Zhenzhu 

Before Xichen takes the grown-up Jijie, daughter of his previous landlady 

Lady Tong, to be his concubine, he has first bought a maid, little Zhenzhu 小珍珠, as 

a gift to the bride. The reincarnation of Née Ji, Jijie comes back to avenge herself on 

Xichen for his treating her miserably in her previous life. As she still holds 

unexplained grudge against the good-looking little Zhenzhu, the reincarnation of 

Zhenge, the sweetness of the newlywed is soon replaced by quarrels. 

The austerity of the Beijing winter drives everyone into wearing cotton clothes 

as early as October. However, even when December arrives Jijie still has not allowed 

little Zhenge to wear any cotton-padded clothes. “She does not even have a cotton 

jacket coat; two shabby shirts and a pair of worn-out pants are all she has.” Xichen 

begs Lady Tong to interfere, but only results in the madness of Jijie, who strips off her 

“parrot-green lu silk cotton coat, the oil-green damask silk vest, and the purple 

damask silk cotton pants,” throws them onto the face of Xichen and rants: “Me 

wearing any cotton is indeed the only thing this family resents. Now that I have taken 
                                                                                                                                                               
Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute 88 (1958): 147-64. 
74 Ko, Cinderella's Sisters: A Revisionist History of Footbinding, 51. 
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them off, I guess you do not have anything to complain about—look, those are what I 

have just removed from my body. Take them to her and let her wear them!” (79.607) 

She successfully has her husband petrified. 

Xichen comes up with another idea. He sneaks two taels of silver to the Hans, 

the parents of little Zhenzhu, and asks them to purchase some cotton clothes for their 

daughter. Han Lu, the father, goes into a tailor's shop and buys a bright-green cloth 

cotton singlet for 4 maces and 5 candareens, a pair of stippled-blue cloth pants for 3 

maces and 2 candareens, 3 jin of cotton for 4 maces and 8 candareens, a bolt of 

oil-green shuttle cloth for 4 maces and 5 candareens, and a bolt of flat white cloth for 

4 maces and 8 candareens. Using these, his wife Née Dai makes a zhuyao vest, a back 

gallus, and unpicking and washing the singlet and the pants, she pads them into a 

cotton jacket. When everything is done, Née Dai takes the items to Xichen’s place, 

intending to furnish her daughter with a warm winter (79.608-609). 

The zhuyao vest is like a bellyband, but made of cotton. It neatly envelops 

one’s waist to protect the wearer from being attacked by the chilliness of wind, 

leaving two gaps on the flanks to be buckled with the back gallus. Wearing a zhuyao 

vest does not make one cumbersome because it does not affect the activities of the 

arms. 
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Figure 14: A sketch of a zhuyao vest 

Little Zhenzhu is sold for 12 taels of silver, twice the price of a maid in rural 

Shandong. Adjusted for the expensive living standard of Beijing it is still quite a 

fortune. Since good-looking maids are usually purchased for more leisure-orientated 

purposes, owners are supposed to provide them sustenance including clothes of all 

seasons. The cost—the pure cost without considering the factor of labor, which her 

mother provides, and that of the singlet and the cloth pants, purchased second-hand— 

for making her a set of winter accouterments has well overrun one fifth of the price 

her master pays her. At this point, Jijie’s complaint “Does this family still own an inch 

of spare cloth or one jin of spare cotton?” is not without a grain of truth. The two taels 

of silver spent on little Zhenzhu’s winter dresses are not easy for Xichen to scrabble 

up, even in consideration of Jijie’s rage. 

The livelihood of the Di-Xue family in Beijing, which could well be regarded 

as representative of the median level of Beijing inhabitants, chiefly relies on a small 
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pawnshop Xichen has been running. The family's finance is at best perfunctory, if not 

strained. One might make good use of the family’s economic profile to assess the 

living conditions of the Ming urban bourgeoisie.  

They have but one maid, little Zhenzhu, to help with the housework, a servant 

boy to dispatch on errands, a cook, and an old servant couple to be stationed at the 

pawnshop. Lady Tong and Tiao Geng (after Old Di passes away, she and her baby 

come to live with Xichen) take care of sundry household duties including preparing 

food; Jijie is occupied by her new baby full-time.  

Yet compared to the Hans, they are fortunate for they can at least dress warmly 

and eat their fill. Little Zhenzhu’s father, Han Lu, is an underling of the Department of 

Military Forces, and her mother, Née Dai, a “hair comber,” whose profession is not to 

be confused with that of a hairdresser in a modern definition. She “serves the wives of 

rich families, combing their hair and grooming their feet.” She also occasionally 

functions as a midwife assistant, literally a “waist holder”搂腰, someone who is 

called to use her strength to hold a woman in labor (80.615). The couple work hard 

day and night, but can barely scratch out a living. Reasons are not given in the novel 

for why they sell their daughter to the Dis, but one would easily envision it to be the 

result of economic hardship. In the lowest social strata of Beijing, parents’ selling 

their daughters to well-off households to secure them warm winters is considered a 

rational choice, for they could not have possibly afforded 2 taels of silver to buy a 

daughter a set of winter clothes. Née Dai thus pleads to Jijie: 

The poverty of my family drove us to sell the child, for otherwise she would 
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have had to live in hunger and cold. We need the money, for sure, but 

another consideration is to find a shelter for the girl. Look at the child in her 

thin shirt and pants in this severe winter! We could have retained her at 

home had we known she was to suffer all this. Why would we want to sell 

her to your rich family? Should she do anything wrong, you are at your 

liberty to punish her, but please, do not intentionally freeze her to death. If 

she gets sick, my dear madam, she is the pound of flesh that I have already 

cut out of my body, but don’t you regret the waste of your own money...I 

have my girl here in your trust. It is up to you to let her live or die. As long as 

she still has a single breath, I have no word to say; but if you torture her to 

death, does the Censorate Office not have a door, or, in the Court a hanging 

drum? I shall have somewhere to appeal my case! (79.609)  

The expectation of a mother has been lowered to keeping “a single breath” of 

her child. It does not take long for the reader to find out that even this meager wish is 

not sustained, that Sujie has driven little Zhenzhu to hang herself. The Dis compensate 

the Hans 30 taels of silver, an over-paid price in the Beijing labor market for 

reimbursing the parents of a deceased maid, even the death is of an atypical nature. 

However, the Dis’ biggest problem comes from a vile neighbor, Liu, who jumps into 

the midst of the affair, instigates the Hans, and is not satisfied even after being bribed 

40 taels. To prevent them from being further blackmailed, Xichen sues Liu and the 

Hans in the Censorate Office and gets his ransomed money back. Two yamen runners, 

not knowing the fact that the Dis had already reimbursed the Hans, comment on the 

matter: “You guys had a maid die in your care…now that her family comes, you guys 

should have dispensed several taels to seal their mouths, and they should conclude the 

matter. Poor fellows, losing their child to nothing, should there be a third party 
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abetting them, why wouldn’t they jump onto a lawsuit against you?” Nevertheless, 

upon learning that the Dis have already paid 30 taels, their tones change instantly, for 

they sense that the Hans were overpaid. “This is indeed irritating!” the two runners 

exclaim, “even if you were to go through the lawsuit and get a verdict of ‘proper 

burial’ from our Office, it won’t cost you more than 10 taels and 3 maces of silver” 

(81.624-625). The price of the private settlement for an abnormal death of a maid 

between the owner and her family in the Beijing labor market, we can then safely 

surmise, would not have exceeded 10 taels and 3 maces.  

Mencius, when giving the definition of what constitutes humane governance, 

utters: 

When determining what means of support the people should have, a 

clear-sighted ruler ensures that these are sufficient, on the one hand, for the 

care of parents, and, on the other, for the support of wife and children, so 

that the people always have sufficient food in good years and escape 

starvation in bad.75  

This standard has been on multiple occasions criticized by Ray Huang, a 

celebrated Ming historian, as “low-standard thoughts of equalization,” or the evil 

wellspring of “reducing the national living standard to minimum in order to make sure 

everyone scratches a living.”76 From the Hans’ case, we can hardly tell whether 

Mencius sets his standard too low or Ray Huang too high. In a 

neither-war-nor-famine-struck social environment, the lives of the urban destitute, 

represented by the Hans, miserably fall bellow the already very modestly defined 

                                                        
75 Mencius, Mencius trans. D.C. Lau (New York: Penguin Classics, 1970), 58. 
76 Ray Huang, Hexun Hepan Tan Zhongguo Lishi 赫逊河畔谈中国历史 (Beijing: Sanlian shudian, 1992), 4. 
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standards of Mencius.
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CHAPTER 2: THE GUXIU INCIDENT AND THE SUMPTUARY ETHOS THAT PERMEATED 

THE MING 

1. The Background 

Xichen goes back to Shandong with his father. To please his long-parted wife, 

he presents the gifts he has purchased for her in Beijing, as if “a barbarian subject 

paying tributes to his lord”: a one-piece dress with embroidered jacket, mirror-faced 

crow-black silk bandana, pantaloons with veiled gauze, jade ties and jade flowers, 

jewels and gems, gold-filled buckets and threads, Peking needles and scissors, etc. 

Thanks to his bribery Xichen is allowed to sleep in her bedroom (56.428).  

Why is it that Sujie, rigid and henpecking as she is, can be won over by these 

novelties? Her delight must be explained from the scarcity of consumptive 

commodities. Gifts for women, or as Ming people described it in the vernacular, 

Human Stuff (renshi, 人事), constituted a large market, albeit gifts like the above are 

not easily secured in small towns. Sujie’s natal family runs a cloth store, and by no 

means is she not reasonably supplied in clothing and accouterments. Yet Shandong is 

less commercially advanced, and only in Linqing, the local metropolis closely 

abutting the Grand Canal, can those luxuries be obtained.77 In Mingshui, the small 

town where Sujie and Xichen reside, commercial pursuits are viewed with suspicion, 

and patterns of local economic ecology remain overwhelmingly agricultural and 

autarkic. It seems that even the thought of pursuing benefit via means of commerce 

has scarcely registered in the minds of the locals. 

                                                        
77 Lingquing’s status as a thriving commercial town started to deline after 1824, when the trades through ocean 
tribute route, which greatly reduced the importance of the Grand Canal, picked up. Kenneth Pomeranz, The 
Making of a Hinterland State, Society, and Economy in Inland North China, 1853-1937 (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1993), 217.  
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Mingshui town does not have its own cloth store before Xue Sujie’s father, 

Old Xue, arrives. As Old Di explains to Old Xue: “We local folks would either go to 

the provincial capital (Jinan) or the county (Xiujiang) for our cloth shopping. A great 

deal of inconvenience indeed!” Although running a cloth business here has a great 

profit margin—if one purchases cloth from Linqing and resells locally, 30 percent of 

net interest can be guaranteed—no one has even thought about the undertaking. 

According to Old Di, “People elsewhere do not want to depart their home and run a 

business here; and we sons of the soil only know our duties by plowing our several 

mu of land. Running business? We do not know of such a thing!” Old Xue thus is able 

to found his cloth business on the grounds of the Mingshui people’s utter lack of 

entrepreneurship. His cloth store, besides selling cloth, also vends “forehead wrappers, 

handkerchiefs, summer socks, flax, towels, and other gadgets” (25.194). Nevertheless, 

it does not supply luxurious commodities or fashionable cloth that would have 

aroused Sujie’s interest. This deficiency can be explained from Old Xue’s lack of an 

aggressive business spirit, or alternatively, the paucity of market demand. In fact, this 

capitalistic shortsightedness is also shared by Old Di, who runs a small hotel, in which 

boarding and lodging needs are both served. But he makes it clear that he does not 

intend to “earn money from the boarding or lodging services,” but rather, “to lodge 

the horses and mules of my customers so that I can garner enough manure to fertilize 

my lands” (25.190). He offers extremely low-priced services, just enough to offset his 

costs, so that he can draw in passengers, but makes, and intends to make, no profit 

from the services he provides. It is the manure of the lodgers’ horses and mules that 
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interests the rich peasant. That mindset explains his frequent remitting of the lodging 

expenses of his guests, Old Xue once being one of them. This reversal of modern 

business practice is not caused by the dilettantism of Old Di, for he is a diligent, 

hard-working man, but by his lack of an aggressive spirit to pursue benefit through the 

means of commerce, a spirit we now refer to as “entrepreneurism.” 

As a Chinese saying goes, “Clothing and Hatting is subjected to an 

individual’s preference.” However—as we have already demonstrated in the 

preceding chapter, one scarcely can find another regime in Chinese—and world— 

history that had obsessed itself with the dressing codes of its people as much as the 

Ming dynasty did. As we have already been made aware of, due to certain historical 

causes, such as a desire to restore a pure Han culture, to craft a neat hierarchical 

society, and so forth, for the Ming government to utilize State Apparatuses to interfere 

and regulate people’s clothing choices, it needed to blend another factor into the 

picture: a spirit of anti-commercialism. Either state-devised sumptuary legislation or 

intermittent imperial promulgations to prohibit luxurious consumption, to an extent, 

can all be regarded as derivatives of this spirit. 

The spirit of sumptuary legislation has its root long entrenched in the pre-Qin 

Chinese philosophy. The book of Guanzi, a text from about 300 B.C.E but named 

after Guan Zhong, the 7th century B.C.E Prime Minister to Duke Huan of Qi, is an 

encyclopedic compilation of 70 essays by anonymous writers representing 

miscellaneous legalist and Confucian thoughts. Despite Guanzi’s open, and even to a 

degree, approbating, attitude towards consumption of luxury during periods of 
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depression, which is regarded as restorative to the health of economy, the work 

preaches explicitly to the gospel of sumptuary legislation.  

Let clothing be regulated according to gradations in rank…..In life, let there 

be distinctions in regard to carriages and official caps, clothing and positions, 

stipends and salaries, and fields and dwellings. In death, let there be 

graduations in coffins, shrouds, and tombs. Let no one, even if worthy and 

honored, dare wear clothing does not befit his rank. Let no one, even if 

coming from a rich family and possessing extensive property, dare spend 

wealth that exceeds his salary.78    

The rationale under sumptuary legislation, however, is not simply to suppress 

consumption as is advocated on the surface. The purpose of sumptuary legislation, as 

Christopher Berry puts it, is “to reserve particular fabrics and ornamentation for 

certain social orders in order to distinguish them and uphold the social hierarchy.”79 

While exploring the impact of the Ming laws on people’s clothing choices, I do not 

intend to demonstrate the omnipotence of its law enforcements. On the contrary, what 

I would like to point out here is that, compulsory laws or national policies do not 

always determine the outcomes; in fact, they would at times have ramifications far 

beyond the expectations of their instigators. Merchants, labeled as the lowliest class in 

the Ming social constitutional quaternity, were not allowed to wear silk. But wealthy 

merchants had sidestepped this proscription by wearing silk at home or putting 

something over the offending garment before going out as early as the prohibitive 

edict was promulgated. This has been identified by Timothy Brook as a sign of 

                                                        
78 Allyn Rickett, Guanzi: Political, Economic, and Philosophical Essays from Early China; a Study and 
Translation (Boston: Cheng & Tsui, 2001), 109-10. 
79 Christopher Berry, The Idea of Luxury: A Conceptual and Historical Investigation (Cambridge England ; New 
York, NY: Cambridge University Press, 1994), 31. 
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ineffectiveness of the stigma against commerce.80 By the end of the Ming, the effect 

exerted by those regulative laws had largely ebbed away, as laws were only patchily 

observed by those who shared the beliefs that people ought to be differentiated by 

dress. 

The content to be discussed in this chapter pertains less to sumptuary 

legislation than to its social derivative: sumptuary ethos. For a long period of time and 

in most of rural China, the law enforcement had fermented and produced such a 

societal aura, which, despite its inability to shape people directly using penal codes, 

worked equally effectively in regulating people’s clothing into a pristine and 

hierarchical state. 

By the time of the late Ming, a rapidly growing commercial economy had 

expansively changed the living pattern of its urban dwellers. In the country, under the 

iceberg tip of a sumptuary social environment there were also undercurrents of 

personal pursuits of material comforts, an economy to cater to those pursuits, and the 

ebb and flow over the battleground of Confucianism and commercialism. 

Undoubtedly, the resilience of the sumptuary ethos remained strong—so strong that it 

had arguably deterred the trend of a burgeoning commercialism from developing into 

a healthy entrepreneurism.  

2. The Guxiu Incident 

1) Song Mingwu’s First Bucket of Gold 

Zhang Maoshi, Di Xichen’s old classmate, has a cousin called Song Mingwu, 
                                                        
80 Timothy Brook, The Confusions of Pleasure: Commerce and Culture in Ming China, 1st paperback printing ed. 
(Berkeley, Calif. ; London: University of California Press, 1999), 73. 
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who in his poverty sells his wife, and by blackmailing the buyers gets 38 taels of 

silver, after which he goes to Nanjing and purchases a load of novelties: lacquered 

boxes, desk plates, bronze mirrors, iron locks, hair strings, threads, Hui fans, Su 

kettles, a lovesick sheath (xiangsi tao 相思套）and Mr. Jiao (jiao xiansheng 角先生). 

Song displays them under the rent-free city gate and they sell quite well. Because of 

the local deficiency of the Nanjing smallware, the profit made from reselling is 

appallingly high. Song, having dug his first bucket of gold, returns to Nanjing and 

repeats what he has done. Within years, he is rich enough to open a big apartment 

store at the West Gate, invest on estates and lands, and live a thriving life 

(63.481-482). 

Of the abovementioned events, several items await explanation. Usually made 

of wood and in the color of cinnabar, a lacquered box is a square dressing case used 

by a woman to store her jewelry or accouterments; lacquer was already a highly 

sophisticated craft in the Warring States and the Han. What distinguish the Ming 

lacquer from the lacquerworks of other dynasties are its rich floral or pictorial designs, 

carved on a red background. Two styles, one sharp-edged, the other more rounded, 

can be identified. However, since the craft is easy to imitate, by the 15th century 

Japan had also excelled in making lacquerware.81 

                                                        
81 Michael Sullivan, The Arts of China, 4th ed. (Berkeley, Calif.: University of California Press, 1999), 237. 
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Figure 15: A red lacquered box from the Jiajing reign, with carved dragons and phoenixes. 

The hui fan was made in Anhui, more specifically, Huizhou. Reversing our 

common impression that fan manufacture in the Ming was dominated by Sichuan and 

Zhejiang, Anhui had a strong footing in the undertaking. The rise of the Anhui literati 

as a cultural entity created a large demand for exquisite, high-quality fans, and birthed 

a fan manufacture and reselling industry centered on Huizhou.82 

                                                        
82 Yilai Bao, Huizhou Gongyi 徽州工艺, Huizhou Wenhua Quanshu 徽州文化全书 (Hefei: Anhui renmin 
chubanshe, 2005), 198-201. 
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Figure 16: A hawksbill (daimao, 玳瑁) fan from the Ming 

 The su kettle is named after the province of its production, Jiangsu. It is the 

teakettle from a miniature teaset. According to Guo Moruo 郭沫若, a modern 

historian and dramatist, due to the su kettle’s minuteness women were more inclined 

to use it as a container of hair oil rather than as tea ware.83 

                                                        
83 Moruo Guo, Guo Moruo Juzuo Quanji 郭沫若剧作全集, vol. 2 (Beijing: Zhongguo xiju chubanshe, 1983), 
284. 
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Figure 17: Three Ming zisha kettles manufactured in Yixing, Jiangsu. 

With regards to both sex toys, the written records left on the lovesick sheath 

are rather sketchy, so far the been known reference being the non-descriptive mention 

in Jin Ping Mei; Mr. Jiao, however, is known to be the artificial penis used by women 

in masturbation. In chapter 65 during a theft set in a Buddhist nunnery, the thief steals 

the nun Sister Bai’s silver, eats her food, drinks her wine, and rapes her while she 

sleeps. He then decides to go farther by inserting three Mr. Jiao he finds in her 

drawers into the vaginas of the nun, her elder sister (who works for the nunnery as a 

chef), and her female disciple. Since the word xiansheng in the transliteration of Mr. 

Jiao is synonymic to “master,” as in a Confucian teacher, the author humorously refers 
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this action as “he (the lifter) recommends three teachers to tutor in their private 

schools.” 

 
Figure 18: Mr. Jiao 

2) Guxiu and the Gu Mingshi Family 

   Inspired by his cousin’s success, Zhang Maoshi also starts his own Nanjing 

smallware business. A hoax staged by Xichen leads Zhang Maoshi to wrongfully 

suspect that Xichen is having an affair with his wife, Zhijie, whom he has almost 

beaten to death; when the misapprehension is resolved, Maoshi resumes his friendship 

with Xichen, but Zhijie the mistreated wife is still holding grudges towards the 

prankish Xichen though forgiving of her husband. It happens that Zhang Maoshi has 

purchased a piece of lined dress with the embroidery manufactured by the Gu family, 

or the so-called guxiu, to win her over, and that is how the story starts.  

In Nanjing there is a Gu family, who produces lined, embossed embroidery 

that excels in both colors and stitches and is far superior to that of others. Zhang 

Maoshi purchases, as his gift from a long journey, a set of gorgeous guxiu for his wife, 

who has the cloth made into a set of good-looking bodices and skirts by her 
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needleman. 

Nanjing had been the center of late Imperial China’s silk and embroidery 

manufacturing, serving not only the imperial court, but also the national market. The 

Gu family mentioned herein, I suspect, is a branch of the Gu Mingshi family, of Song 

Jiang, Shanghai, Gu being a successful scholar-official (jinshi 1558). Women of the 

Gu family, in particular the concubine of his eldest son and wife of his second 

grandson, were known for their accomplished skill at embroidery. After Gu’s death, 

the family declined, and their women went commercial using embroidery as their 

livelihood. 84  The literary and artistic connoisseurship of Gu Mingshi had so 

influenced the women of his family that they drew inspiration for their embroidery 

from Song paintings. Craig Clunas remarks that the term hua 画, literarily painting, 

should be interpreted as “picturing” in the Ming context, for it includes 

representations in various textile techniques, such as embroidery and silk tapestry.85 

Due to the artistic skill of the Gu’s embroidery, it is still cherished by the 

Shanghainese as a cultural legacy even today. 

                                                        
84 The tradition of the Gus persisted into Qing and became more commercialized when the great-granddaughter of 
Gu opened a school to teach the art of embroidery. See Damian Harper, Christopher Pitts, and Bradley Mayhew, 
2006 (Footscray, Australia: Lonely Planet, Shanghai), 32. 
85 Craig Clunas, Superfluous Things: Material Culture and Social Status in Early Modern China (Cambridge: 
Polity, 1991), 75. 
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Figure 19: a representative guxiu piece, Guanyin bodhisattva  

3) An Unlikely Transaction 

The novelty of guxiu had made it a much-desired silk product. In the Yangtze 

area, though rare and costly, it was still obtainable; but in the northern provinces like 

Shandong where both commerce and transportation were cumbersome, it was not. 

Moreover, people whose mindsets had been molded by sumptuary consumptive 

patterns would much rather prefer that those luxurious commodities stay out of sight 

of their women, so that they could uphold an equalitarian and stable society. Yet Sujie, 

given her rebellious character, is not easily swayed by the emphasis on female docility, 

nor would she suppress her desires in seeking material pleasure. Upon her seeing 

Zhijie wear the beautiful guxiu skirt, she wants to secure a set for herself too. Zhijie, a 
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smart woman and still mad about Xichen’s persiflage, cunningly tells Sujie that her 

husband has actually fetched back two sets of guxiu, and the other sets is reserved for 

Di Xichen. Now that Sujie, provoked and thinking to herself that “the other set must 

have been squandered by the debauched son of bitch on some prostitute,” vows her 

revenge. Xichen’s nightmare commences. Under Sujie’s inclement physical torture, he 

spends, extravagantly for his financial situation, 22 taels of silver on another set of 

guxiu, worth 4 times of its actual price. 

Even the factual price of a set of guxiu—5 to 6 taels of silver—is forbiddingly 

high for the economy of a Shandong rural family. We find the consumptive pattern of 

Sujie exceed what Ben Fine and Ellen Leopold call “emulative spending,” which, 

when occurring, most likely would stay “in the market of little gadgets, whose prices 

are within the reach of modest incomes.” In a fashion market, they state, “essentially 

it is the superficial goods that constitute the necessary differentiation.” 86 Clearly, the 

guxiu set belongs to the genre of “superficial goods” rather than that of the modestly 

priced gadgets. 5 to 6 taels of silver is the equivalence of the market price of a teenage 

maid, or 2 mu of land, or 10 piculs of rice in an abundant year; the price of the fabric 

is so high that labor cost can virtually be overlooked. In an interestingly similar way, 

as Ben Fine and Ellen Leopold note, in the fashionable world of eighteenth-century 

London, the most important and expensive element in a woman’s dress was also its 

fabric. While fabric remained expensive, labor cost would only constitute as little as 5 

                                                        
86 Ben Fine and Ellen Leopold, "Consumerism and the Industrial Revolution," in Consumption: Critical Concepts 
in the Social Sciences, ed. Daniel Miller (London; New York: Taylor & Francis, 2001), 213. 
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percent.87 

The transaction itself is carried out in a way that would bemuse any modern 

reader. Xichen, in tears, comes to Zhang Maoshi’s store to seek his assistance; Zhang, 

thrilled by the opportunity to make a profit, nonetheless pretends that he deems the 

friendship between the two old classmates as being more important than his business. 

Thus, he tells Xichen: 

Sister-in-law Di is indeed sharp-sighted and she knows stuff! I admire her. 

Since this is wanted by my sister-in-law, and not someone else, I have to 

treat her differently. To say nothing of the fact that I have an extra set, even if 

I didn’t and she wanted the one that my wife is currently wearing, we will still 

strive to cater to her need. Brother Di, please be seated, I will run back home 

and fetch it for you. 

During Zhang’s absence, his shop assistant Li Mao pulls a trick, showing 

Xichen a bogus account book, which reads: “two sets of guxiu, in the price of 43 taels 

of silver.” Overwhelmed by Zhang’s faked generosity and kindness, Xichen has no 

problem being led into the trap, though he is usually prudent and shrewd when it 

comes to money. Zhang comes back with the extra set, and when asked by Xichen 

what price he wants to charge for the sale, mincingly complains that Xichen has 

underestimated his sincerity and friendship as an old classmate: 

Brother Di, what are you talking about? How much does this piece of cloth 

cost? Don’t you dare say that I cannot send it as a gift to you! Your nattering 

about the money that you are to pay me will estrange us, the most intimate 

classmates, and turn us into sheer strangers. Should a stranger want to buy 

the set, even if he had 100 taels of silver, I would not want to sell…As a 

                                                        
87 Ibid. 
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classmate you have utterly disregarded my affection. For such shabby stuff, 

I would charge you? What the hell! Ok, forget about it. I can not exactly 

remember how much it costs—probably 41, or 42 taels for both sets—the 

price has been entered in the account book, which I cannot locate for now. 

Anyway, please just go ahead and take it, and forget about the rest. 

Xichen gratefully makes his protest. He hurries home and sells “16 piculs of 

extremely fine rice” in the market to make up the money, and pays Zhang 22 taels of 

silver. Zhang disapprovingly blames Xichen for his expedited payment: 

Brother Di, you are indeed narrow-minded. What is the big deal? Can’t I 

afford to buy my sister-in-law Di some clothing? Must I take your payment? 

Even If you were to pay me, why don’t you delay the payment for ten days or 

half a month? Why such a hurry? Besides, the silver is five maces more. I 

am not even supposed to take the principal, and now you want me to take 

the interest? 

This kindness further arouses Xichen’s obligation to pay him interest. Li Wang 

in time steps in and drops a hint:  

Brother Di does not need to pay more interest, which will for sure be turned 

down by Brother Zhang. Now that Brother Zhang, with all his money, is 

unable to find any good rice in the market, and I hear, Brother Di, that your 

family grows exquisite rice; why don’t you sell your rice to Brother Zhang, 

and you guys are reciprocally righteous. 

The suggestion taken, Xichen rushes back home, and has two piculs of rice 

sent to Zhang Maoshi, who hypocritically makes a gesture to pay, but is politely 

denied by Xichen (65.502-504; 66.504-505). 

3. An Deeper Analysis of Sumptuary Ethos 

1) Conspicuous Parsimony as Reflected from the Moral Exemplary, Minister 
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Yang 

This transaction, precipitated by a series of incidents and tricks, is not the 

result of Zhijie’s wisdom or Zhang Maoshi’s shrewdness, nor Sujie’s ferocity or 

Xichen’s stupidity for that matter. The story that Zhang Maoshi is able to sell a piece 

of guxiu for five times its original price to Xichen must be explained from a broader 

socio-economic framework. 

First, the lack of consumptive commodities had been partially a result of the 

prevailing sumptuary ethos, derived from the dual grounds of the Ming economic 

ecology of autarky and sumptuary legislation. Although the issue of sumptuary laws, a 

sophisticated topic, has been amply debated in the studies of Ming economic history, 

the interaction between socio-cultural spontaneity and governmental law enforcement 

has not received enough attention. Craig Clunas, like Arjun Appadurai, the 

contemporary social-cultural anthropologist whose studies focus on modernity and 

globalization, does not think that the Ming state, like its predecessors, had simply 

disapproved of consumption that was uncontrolled and socially inappropriate. In 

quoting Appadurai, Clunas concurs with his statement that “sumptuary laws constitute 

an intermediary consumption-regulating device, suited to societies devoted to stable 

status displays in exploding commodity contexts, such as India, China and Europe in 

the pre-modern period.” He similarly notices the tension between “the state attempts 

to regulate consumption legally” and “the lack of effects of such regulations,”88 but 

does not mention alternative social devices that can be mobilized to enforce the state’s 

                                                        
88 Clunas, Superfluous Things: Material Culture and Social Status in Early Modern China, 147. 
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agenda. I argue here that there ought to be other elements taken into the consideration. 

The shop assistant Li Wang so tells Xichen, rather disapprovingly, “Who here 

in our Mingshui Town would squander 7 to 8 taels of silver over a piece of cloth? 

Which, if were of bright-red color, would have cost you more than 10 taels! Only in 

the last 10 years have we local folks started to be aware of some fashion, and the 

extremity we go to is to but wear a piece of clout silk. Back in the old times, even the 

retired Minister Yang, the former ‘Imperial Protector’ (gongbao 宫保), only wore a 

piece of bleached cloth robe. And the stuff sold by the street peddlers were all the 

novelties in the world that we knew of; where on earth can we find a Nanjing store?” 

Arjun Appadurai devised a term, “conspicuous parsimony,” to describe a 

consumptive pattern where “simplicity in lifestyle and possession is maintained 

against the growing pressures of increased income. When expenditures on 

commodities are made, they tend to revolve around traditionally acceptable 

commodities….form where collectively shared values are incarnated. ”89 

The retired Minister Yang has been an exemplary figure in the novel, whom 

we might call “a moral incarnation of the conspicuous parsimony.” Dignified as he is, 

he does not disregard the local “folk spirit” of modesty and unsophistication. He 

wears, “in winter, a piece of coarse brown cloth robe, in summer, coarse kudzu cloth 

robe, and in spring and autumn, a bleached white cloth robe.” The austerity of “his 

three garments” sets up the dressing code for his chamberlains, who voluntarily 

refrain from wearing even the most unostentatious long cloth gowns, for, as they 
                                                        
89 Arjun Appadurai, The Social Life of Things: Commodities in Cultural Perspective (Cambridge; New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 1988), 30. 
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explain to their guests, “not because we cannot afford them; fact is we can well afford 

10 pieces of silk gowns. Yet primarily, our old master only wears a piece of white 

cloth robe, how dare we be so presumptuous? Secondly, our old master would have 

prohibited us if we were to do so. Wearing a long gown, one would have to hand-bow 

to salute people despite of his social status. This would have displeased our old 

master.” (23.176-179) 

The voluntary rejection of wearing a long gown, along with the relinquishing 

of the social privilege the dressing code affords—the right to hand-bow to pay 

salutation to people—by Minister Yang’s chamberlains, is not a result of law 

enforcement. In the same vein, Minster Yang downgrades his own dress to the most 

primitive form of long gowns, not because he is bound by any of the sumptuary laws, 

but because he believes the moral power permeating the state agenda. Indeed, the laws 

are designed to suppress consumption, but its ultimate end is to reserve certain fabrics, 

styles and patterns to the privilege of the very class to which Minister Yang belongs. 

In voluntarily rejecting the luxurious degree of his clothing, he creates a moral urge 

among the lesser dignitaries, his fellow countrymen and his subordinates to follow his 

lead, reforming society into a modest, unpretentious hierarchy, which the state would 

be delighted to see.  

The Ming sumptuary legislation was ultimately not concerned with material 

culture, but the stability of a hierarchical society. Yet Confucians throughout Chinese 

history were known for their reservation and discretion in using the power of law 

enforcement. That Minster Yang, sitting in the top strata of the Ming social pyramid 
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and privileged to wear the most magnificent clothing, nonetheless chooses to wear the 

modest long gown of the genre is but the personification of this creed. That on 

occasion he is mistaken by strangers for a local elder does not frustrate him; on the 

contrary, it greatly delights him; the revealing of his true identity arouses 

exclamations of admiration from his unknown guests, who, besides paying respect to 

the dignitary’s embodiment of modesty and moral perfection, are as well impelled to 

emulate his well-rounded morals. The consummation of Confucian ethics is not 

achieved through law enforcement—as the adage from the Analects of Confucius 

assures us: “The nature of the gentlemen is like the wind, while that of the petty men, 

the grass. When the wind blows over the grass, it always bends.”—ideally, it shall be 

achieved through the moral influence of gentlemen. To enforce a national discourse of 

discouraging extravagance, there is no better way than to rear a sumptuary ethos, 

though the sumptuary laws are always there to punish the transgressors. That is why 

in places like Mingshui where a sumptuary ethos is pervasive, any attempt to consume 

luxuries will first be countered by a disapproving social judgment. In Xichen’s case, 

even Li Wang, the potential seller of the guxiu, is being critical of his consumptive 

intention; the prohibitive price only weighs in after that. 

2) The Detriments of Sumptuary Ethos 

Sumptuary ethos results in the shortage of luxuries, which would lead to the 

generation of prohibitive price. It also discourages the spirit of entrepreneurship and 

tends to breed monopoly; moreover, sumptuary ethos, since it tends to take the form 

of moral exemplification, causes tensions between its adherers and its skeptics, 
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enkindles antipathy from the less docile, and frustrates the nouveaux riche who desire 

to show off their fortunes. In the late Ming, this tension had reached to a new height. 

At the surface level, the sumptuary enforcements remained in place, as uncontested as 

other laws; in practice, they were widely flouted. From the author’s tone of bitter 

hatred lamenting the devolution of the Ming from a “pure and honest” society to one 

of frivolity and fraudulency, we can fathom the degree of the tension between the two 

parties, one of whom embraced changes and one did not. For the latter, the change of 

fashion bespeaks a flagrant disobedience to the law and state, a partaking in the 

creation of a disorderly world, which would invite Heaven to send down destructive 

disasters. 

The youth wear hoods and caps of extreme eccentricity and ambiguity. 

Merely a teenager, he puts on a jade-blue crepe long cloudy headband with 

goldthread embroidery, a piece of light yellow robe, and a pair of bright-red 

satin “snout shoes.” Sometime he wears a Korean-paper-sarceneted, red 

Hangzhou silk robe, the length of which only reaches to his knees, yet the 

two wide sleeves to his feet. Of what kind of vulgar speeches he utters I 

don’t know; disregarding the seniority differentiations of father, elder brother, 

uncle, grandfather, he greets people in one gesture, that is, he snaps his 

thumb and middle finger in front of the person’s face, and yells: “Ah! My 

son’s brother!” Sadly, this greeting has become prevalent… When the ethos 

of unsophisticated ancientry was pervasive, even a minister’s chamberlain 

dared not to wear a piece of cloth gown. Yet as of today, dark damask and 

silk gauze, embroidered shoes and cloudy footware are worn by all people 

without discerning their social status, fortune, seniority or gender… I 

withhold my resentment here from noting down everything on paper, leaving 

my readers a room to mobilize their imaginations….How could these things 
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not anger Heaven and Earth and exasperate ghosts and spirit? I am afraid 

that not only our ethos is being destroyed, but also that Heaven is to send 

down disasters (26.197-198)! 

3) Confucian Ethics Overruling Commercialism  

The second factor embedded in the paradox of the guxiu transaction is 

Confucian ethics overruling commercialism. Had one been sufficiently exposed to 

classical Chinese literature, he would have had a feeling of déjà vu from reading the 

above excerpts of the conversation between Di Xichen and Zhao Maoshi; indeed, the 

conversation is quite reminiscent of the story in Kingdom of Gentlemen 君子国, 

from the Qing Novel Flowers in the Mirror (Jing Hua Yuan, 镜花缘). Buyer and 

seller bargain, in the fictitious world of Kingdom of Gentlemen, not over their own 

interests, but the other party’s. The seller insists on relinquishing a large share of his 

own benefits in order to enhance that of the buyer’s, and vice versa. When such a 

request is overridden by the reciprocal benign suggestion from the buyer, the seller 

becomes righteously angered. The transaction is finally carried out under a third 

party’s mediation, without which neither the buyer nor the seller would agree to go 

with a price in favor of himself.  

Yet, with the Kingdom of Gentlemen being hypothesized as a wonderland, the 

reader knows in the first place that the conversation has been established as a reversal 

of reality. The Di-Zhang conversation, set in a realistic scenario as a realistic 

happening, was not intended to serve as such an idealized example.  

Even in a society as thoroughly Confucian as Ming Shandong, business 

remains business. The gullibility of Xichen is not caused by his lack of common sense 
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or business knowledge, for he has proven himself a capable bargainer and successful 

pawnshop owner. Xichen nevertheless overlooks the overt altruism shown by Zhang 

Maoshi, which goes against the fundamentals of any commercial undertaking, even at 

a point where it should have aroused the suspicions of a normal buyer. Suspicious 

though it looks, the disguised altruism is lent legitimacy on the following grounds: 

first, Confucianism prioritizes “righteousness” over “interest”; secondly, the Five 

Cardinal Relationships,90 which constitute a large part of the Confucian worldview, 

embrace the “friend-friend” fraternity. Wei-ming Tu, in his Probing the “Three 

bonds” and “Five Relationships” in Confucian Humanism, defines the 

“friend-friend” relationship as “based on neither rank nor age, is the paradigmatic 

expression of the spirit of mutuality.”91 Such friendship, essential for all grown men, 

theoretically leads them into a world of boundless reciprocity, trust, and altruism. 

When the legitimate pursuit of commercial interest gets in the way of the fraternity as 

defined by Confucianism, an imbued Confucian mind tends to choose, and believes 

the others would also choose, the latter. The evasive attitude of talking about money, 

the family-like addressing of a customer (Brother Di, Sister-in-law Di, etc.) in a tone 

of endearment, and the faked indignity when a normal transaction is being proposed, 

however unbusinesslike might be felt by a modern reader, are the right ways for 

Zhang Maoshi to secure business from Xichen. The tricks that work on a Confucian 

psyche can only be manipulated by someone who deeply understands that psyche; so 

                                                        
90 The Five Cardinal Relationships are: those between sovereign and minister, between father and son, between 
husband and wife, between elder brother and younger, and between friend and friend. 
91 Wei-ming Tu, " Probing the “Three Bonds” and “Five Relationships” in Confucian Humanism," in 
Confucianism and the Family, ed. George De Vos Walter Slote (New York: SUNY Press, 1998), 129. 
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it is to prove successful with Zhao Maoshi’s manipulation.  

Yet the binding of human affection to commercialism in the name of 

Confucian virtues hinders the mechanism of pricing commodities, the fluctuation of 

which is only supposed to be subject to 1) Fluidity of the supply; 2) Demand of the 

market. None of the features of modern commerce, such as the openness of the price, 

the comparison of the supplied goods, and the after-sale guarantee, has registered in 

the mind of Xichen and become his concern.  

To sum up, the sumptuary ethos of an autarkic society is detrimental to the 

spirit of enterprise, causing deficiencies in commercial supply, and abating one’s 

competence as a consumer of luxuries.  

4) The Honesty Issue of Chinese Artisans/Merchants  

Xichen is demoted and sent to Chengdu as a municipal staff official, eighth in 

rank after he has over-slept and missed his court audience. Before he and Jijie embark 

on the journey, Lady Tong’s natal brother, Captain Luo, sends him a sable hat as a 

parting gift. The hat looks magnificent from outside, with furs long and thick enough 

to hide a duck’s egg. However, when examined from inside, the hat is a patchwork. It 

is made of hundreds of tiny patches of sable. Captain Luo, whose family business for 

generations has been hat-making, reveals to Xichen the secret of the hatters: they, 

much like Chunying’s father Tailor Shen, also customarily steal their clients’ raw 

materials. Patching up the small pieces of the furs they have saved, they are able to 

use the materials to make new hats. 

None of the three artisans mentioned in the novel, Tailor Shen, Hatter Luo and 
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Silversmith Tong, runs his business righteously. Stealing raw materials from their 

clients has been so commonplace that it becomes the assured means of gathering 

fortune. Of the three, Silversmith Tong is in fact the most fraudulent. Besides charging 

the normal labor fee, the Tongs will always adulterate 30 percent of pure copper into 

the silver they are asked to remold (70.534-535). This habitual violation of honest 

business practice costs the Tongs dearly, because the adulterated silver jewelry, sent as 

gifts to Eunuch Chen the junior, their business sponsor and patron, have an ugly 

patina growing on them. The exasperated Eunuch Chen punishes Silversmith Tong by 

forfeiting his business property, which results in Tong’s losing his business, and 

eventually, his life (70.536-542; 71.542-549). 

A reader of integrity would feel uncomfortable reading the descriptions of 

such fraudulent behaviors, yet perhaps he would feel a growing curiosity towards the 

positive depictions of the characters who run those businesses. Silversmith Tong, 

Lady Tong and her brother Captain (Hatter) Luo are all presented positively in the 

novel. They are generous and righteous in treating their friends and relatives, and 

often times self-effacing when their benefits conflict with those of the latter. 

Silversmith Tong, who is on good terms with his tenants, Old Di and Xichen, sends 

the Dis 3 taels of silver, the equivalent of one-month’s rent, among other gifts, when 

the two families part. Captain Luo’s gift sable hat, if mistaken as being made of 

natural sable skin, could have sold in market for 10 taels of silver, a huge fortune, but 

when recognized its value is greatly discounted. Yet he does not hesitate in telling 

Xichen the factual worth of the hat, rather letting the latter have less appreciation of 
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the value of his gift. He is goaded to do so in order to prevent his relative Xichen from 

being taken into by just such a hatter’s trick in the future. 

These occurrences encourage one to ponder on the ethics-related topics that 

might be too unwieldy to be examined here. Liang Qichao, a progressive reformer of 

the late Qing, comments that Chinese are by no means lacking in “private virtues,” 

but are utterly devoid of “public virtues.”92 The possessing of private virtues makes 

one a good man among his friends and relatives, yet the absence of the public virtues 

in the same person, which is commonplace, would likely result in a wellspring of 

social injustices. From the perspective of commerce, the fraudulent behaviors might 

have enriched an individual business owner in the short term, but would be 

detrimental to him in a long run, and much more so to the health of the regional and 

national commercial markets. The accumulation of the national fortune relies on many 

factors, one of them being a fair and cumbrance-free commercial system. Max Webber, 

a German sociologist, in his The Religion of China: Confucianism and Taoism argues 

that, the dishonesty among and the distrust between Chinese merchants were 

impediments to Chinese commerce.93 Weber, most known in the Western academia 

for his studies of the mechanism of capitalism, brings forward a famous hypothesis 

that ascribes the thriving of capitalism to the Protestant ethic. The Protestant 

merchants’ honesty and mutual trust, Weber believes, enhanced the commercial 

establishments of West Europe and North America, as opposed to Chinese merchants’ 

                                                        
92 Xiaobing Tang, Global Space and the Nationalist Discourse of Modernity : The Historical Thinking of Liang 
Qichao (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 1996), 24. 
93 Max Weber, The Religion of China: Confucianism and Taoism (Glencoe, Ill.,: Free Press, 1951).  
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deceitfulness and untruthfulness, which led to the abortion of China early modern 

commercial spirit. 

Weber’s conclusion, however, has been adequately rebutted by Yu Yingshi, an 

intellectual historian. Aside from demonstrating how notions of “honesty” and 

“non-fraudulency” were cherished in the Ming and Qing commercial ethic, he further 

points out that Chinese merchants were by no means lacking in the “worldly 

asceticism” that Weber applauds in the case of the Protestants. What was missing in 

the Ming-Qing commercial system, at least as Yu Yingshi conceives it, was exactly 

what Weber has defined in his General Economic History, i.e., the six factors that are 

inseparable to the general presuppositions of modern capitalism. They are: 1) rational 

capital accounting; 2) the freedom of Market; 3) rational technology; 4) calculable 

law; 5) free labor; 6) the commercialization of economic life.94 

The lack of the abovementioned six factors, in my understanding, is 

interdependent to the lack of commercial ethics. The overrunning of Confucianism 

over commercialism is not caused by an over-emphasis on Confucianism, but rather 

the insufficient supply of commercial regulations and a well-established economic 

ecology. Zhang Maoshi would not have overcharged Xichen, nor Tailor Shen stolen 

his clients’ cloth, or Silversmith Tong adulterated copper into his clients’ silver, or 

Captain (Hatter) Luo intercepted his clients’ furs, should they live in a commercial 

environment that meets the standards of the above six factors. 

                                                        
94 ———, General Economic History, Social Science Classics Series (New Brunswick, N.J.: Transaction Books, 
1981), Introduction: xxxiii. Also see Yingshi 余英时 Yu, Modern Chinese Religious Ethic and the Spirit of 
Merchants [中国近世宗教伦理与商人精神] (Hefei: Anhui Jiaoyu Chubanshe, 1987), 320, 213-33. 
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CHAPTER 3: FOOD CULTURES OF THE MING 

1. The Masses Regard of Food as Their Heaven 

1) The Notion of Food Culture and Its Extendibility 

Fernand Braudel proposes an amazing, if not groundbreaking, hypothesis in 

the first volume of his Civilization and Capitalism, 15th-18th Century trilogy: that 

one way or another an agricultural civilization on a given surface can feed ten to 

twenty as many people as its stock-rising counterpart because of the preponderance of 

the calories it provides. He says, “The early settlement and then the spectacular 

increase in population in the Far East were only possible because of the small amount 

of meat eaten.”95 The accuracy of Braudel’s hypothesis aside, his emphasis on how 

food production is closely associated with the rise of cultures and civilizations cannot 

be exaggerated. According to Braudel, only economic, geo-historical, and social 

changes over very long periods are what really matter. Since food production 

constitutes the most important, and also the most frequent activities of the material 

life of human beings, it is inseparable from economic change through all times and 

with all forms of civilizations; modes of food production, thus, occupy a great 

importance in Braudel’s purview. 

The new trend on the studies of cultural history, however, tends to downplay 

the bond between the studied objects—be it food, clothing, housing or other 

consumptive articles—and their economic significances. Even when the bond is 

indeed being addressed, historians tend to shift from a concern with production to one 

                                                        
95 Fernand Braudel, Civilization and Captialism, 15th-18th Century: The Structure of Everyday Life, 1st 
University of California Press ed., 3 vols. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1992), 104. 
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of consumption, “which makes it increasingly difficult to separate economic from 

social and cultural history.”96  

Owing to the comprehensiveness of Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan, the varieties of 

the Ming social norms, from that of the paramount Eunuch Wang Zhen to that of the 

famine-struck peasants who sell their children, are presented from both a macroscopic 

and microscopic view. Evidenced by historical materials, its rich depictions of the 

Ming people’s livelihood can be sampled to study the Ming food culture and its 

derivatives: crop species, farming technologies, culinary skills, the criteria to select 

cooks, general attitudes towards food-wasting, natural disasters, cannibalism and 

relief actions taken by the government and public. The embracing of the latter 

categories as peripheries to food culture is not as far-fetched as it seems to be due to 

the extendibility of the definition of “food culture.”  

In a Chinese context, the idiom “the masses regard food as their heaven” 

contains multi-layered implications. First, since dining occupies such an important 

role in people’s daily lives, all families, including commoners on meager incomes, 

would strive to sate the needs of their mouths and stomachs by preparing the best food 

they can afford. 97  Second, the issue of food supply occupies an unparalleled 

significance. Third, when the food supply falls short, for the general populace, it is 

                                                        
96 Peter Burke, New Perspectives on Historical Writing, 2nd ed. (University Park, Pa.: Pennsylvania State 
University Press, 2001), 1. 
97 Take Robert Fortune, a Scottish botanist and traveler best known for introducing tea plants from China to India, 
for example. Fortune, after his 1850s’ trip to China, commented on the food of his Chinese laborers: “The food of 
these people is of the simplest kind — namely, rice, vegetables, and a small portion of animal food, such as fish or 
pork. But the poorest classes in China seem to understand the art of preparing their food much better than the same 
classes at home. With the simple substances I have named the Chinese labourer contrives to make a number of 
very savoury dishes, upon which he breakfasts or dines most sumptuously.”Robert Fortune, A Residence among 
the Chinese: Inland, on the Coast, and at Sea. Being a Narrative of Scenes and Adventures During a Third Visit to 
China, from 1853 to 1856 (London: J. Murray, 1857), 42. 
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nothing less than the collapse of Heaven, because calamities, in the forms of famine, 

flood, drought, poor harvest and cannibalism, would soon make their presence known. 

Fourth, a severe famine was usually followed by governmental actions for relief, but 

often of an ineffective nature; public and private charities would weigh in, but not all 

work successfully. Fifth, when all measures failed to sustain the famine-devastated 

populace, the desperate masses would likely become mobs and rebels, precipitating 

the collapse of the existent dynasty-- analogical of the fall of Heaven. 

. This chain of causality shows a cohesive logic centered on the unparalleled 

significance of food, which sends us back to the initial statement “the masses regard 

food as their Heaven.” The expansive nature of Chinese food culture in the imperial 

socio-historical context thus raises a need to study not only the process of food 

consumption, but also the production, supply or lack thereof, and in the latter’s case, 

famine relief effort. This study of food, therefore, will not only shed light on facets of 

Ming economic and material culture, but will also touch the boundaries of natural 

disaster, famine relief, communal charity, etc.  

Food culture is one of the most ingrained behaviors among the cultural and 

productive activities of human beings. Particularly during ancient times when 

transportation was cumbersome, the food culture of a given region would have to be 

molded by the availability of its grain cultivation and breed stock. As the geographical 

latitudes traversed by the protagonists of the novel are generally confined to north and 

east China, and most frequently, within the counties of Wucheng 武城 and Xiujiang 
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绣江,98 of Shandong province, the food culture depicted can be seen as typical 

northern Chinese. 

The north China Plain has been from antiquity a land that produces wheat, 

sorghum, millet and foxtail millet. Crops like corn, sweet potato, and potato are 

commonly regarded as being introduced into China after the discovery of  the 

Americas, at a time overlapping the transition from the late Ming to early Qing, 

roughly the third quarter of the sixteenth century. Their influence on the subsistence of 

Ming people’s dining tables was limited.  However, with a steady growth the 

production they eventually became important additions to the Chinese diet in the early 

to middle Qing.99 

Grains and other staple foods make up 70 percent or more of the calories the 

average Chinese person eats each day. 100  Divided by the Yangzi River, the 

northerners’ staple foods are wheat, and the southerners, rice. This divide also 

constitutes one of the most important regional differences between the North and 

South. Northern Chinese cuisine is that of Peking and provinces of Shandong, Hebei, 

Shanxi, Shan’xi and Henan.101 In terms of staple foods, momo 馍馍, the steamed 

bread (also known as mantou 馒头 or bobo 饽饽) occupies their daily dining table, 

but bianshi 扁食 dumpling (modern name jiaozi 饺子, known to the Manchus as 

zhubobo 煮饽饽) are an inseparable part of the Spring Festival holiday. The process of 

                                                        
98 Xiujiang (Embroider River) is a bogus county name the author creates to camouflage the real site of the 
backdrop of the Xichen-Jijie story. However, the Mingshui town being a realistic geographic existence, we have no 
problem identifying the location of the fictitious Xiujiang County to the vicinity of Jinan, the capital of Shandong. 
99 Frederick W. Mote, Imperial China, 900-1800 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1999), 750. 
100 Jacqueline Newman, Food Culture in China, Food Culture around the World, (Westport, Conn.: Greenwood 
Press, 2004), 90. 
101 Frederick J. Simoons, Food in China: A Cultural and Historical Inquiry (Boca Raton: CRC Press, 1991), 45. 
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making bianshi, similar to that of making jiaozi today, has been vividly described in a 

lyric of Yuan Drama:  

White wrapper and soft stomach, the touch of them pleases your hands. At 

first the wrappers are empty, and then you add in some onions and meats. In 

boiled water, they swim like mandarin ducks, pair by pair. Their reunion is 

ephemeral though, for the boiling only takes a while. Oh! you bianshi! When 

uncooked I tweak you, and when done I chew you, the delicious flavor of you 

only known to my stomach.102  

 
Figure 20: Bianshi 

Bianshi is a must-have at the tables of Shandong households during New 

Year’s Eve. Even a family of stringent situation would mange to borrow money to buy 

white flour and meat, and ensure the symbolic bianshi show up at its dinner table; for, 

the absence of which bespeaks not only the utter failure of the family’s finance, but 

also the householder’s negligence to the welfare of the folks living under the same 

roof. If he were remiss in this responsibility, maids, servants and young housewives 

would have complained and grumbled for the rest of the year until they are fed 

                                                        
102 Xianglin Li, "Yuanqu Dangzhong Shuo Bianshi 元曲當中說"扁食"," Sichuan pengren gaodeng zhanke 
xuexiao xuebao 四川烹饪高等专科学校学报 4 (2002). 
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bianshi on the next New Year’s Eve.  

The first marital strife depicted in Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan is caused by the lack 

of bianshi: Chao Yuan, after taking Zhenge as his concubine, treats his wife 

apathetically. While the alienated Née Ji lives in the backcourt of the residence with 

several of her maids, Chao Yuan and Zhenge, along with their servants of the 

forecourt, enjoy the holiday food like gourmets. Since Née Ji would not deign to ask 

Chao Yuan for sustenance, and he would not send her any for the holiday, the 

atmosphere of her residence quarter is bleak. Her maids, seeing that Chao Yuan’s 

quarter is stuffed with leftovers, start sighing and grumbling, tears sliding down their 

long and sullen faces. “This is what we get from devoting our lives to serve her. Even 

beggars get a steamed bun and a coin at the end of the year, but with this limp thing as 

our mistress we have even less hope of a happy life than an eighty-year old woman 

going to be a bride would!” so they complain (3.19). 

Née Ji, being the youngest daughter of her father, is married out generously; 

worrying that the motherless girl is not being sufficiently looked after, her father Old 

Ji endows her with 100 mu of land, though his own financial situation is in poor straits. 

However by then the Chaos are in even worse shape. Old Chao, a senior licentiate of 

Tribute Student 贡生, needs money to travel to the Capital to take the metropolitan 

examination. The trip is made possible by selling 20 mu of his daughter-in-law’s 

dowry land, for 2 taels each mu, and subsidized by Old Ji, who, though no longer 

well-off, still manages to sell his mother’s pearl cap to scrape together 38 taels in cash. 

After the Chaos become rich, Chao Yuan soon stops financially supporting Née Ji, 
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who is thus forced to scratch out her living from the proceeds of her 80 mu dowry 

land.  

A glimpse into the crop yields and the production methods of the land 

produces many insights into the farming circumstances in north China during the 

Ming.103 A verdict is issued by the local magistrate that the Chaos must return the 

dowry land to the Jis, who have filed a lawsuit against the former after Née Ji’s 

miserable suicide. In revenge against the Jis, Chao Yuan intentionally delays the 

handover by claiming that: “The Magistrate told me to cede the land, but not what is 

growing on it. Right now there are black and yellow beans waiting to be harvested on 

that land. I’ll hand it over in October, which is early enough” (11.81). The Chao-Ji 

lawsuit ends on July 9th, when the harvest of millet and wheat should have been done, 

the re-planting of black and yellow beans after the autumn harvest evidences the 

popularity of crop rotation in the late Ming. When referring to the planting of green 

beans, the author uses the word dai 带, literarily “to bring,” to indicate that the green 

beans are merely a byproduct of the cotton planted. 

Besides regular crop rotation, the Ming farmers also adopted a method called 

“cotton-bean coverage-inserting crop rotation,” which is still considered an advanced 

intercrop mode as of today, widely applicable to cotton plants in both South and North, 

for it optimizes the uses of the sunshine, heat, and water in limited acres of land. In 

the narrative, a trivial argument breaks out between Old Di and his servant Di Zhou as 
                                                        
103 For example, Song Yingxing 宋应星, a great naturalist in the Ming, detailed four systems for the rotation of 
grain and leguminous plants in his God Creates Things 天工开物; Complete Works of Agronomy 农政全书, by 
noted Ming scholar and agronomist Xu Guangqi 徐光启, also illustrated the techniques of intercropping wheat 
and broad bean. See Hui-lian Xu, J. F. Parr, and Hiroshi Umemura, Nature Farming and Microbial Applications 
(New York: Food Products Press, 2000), 16-17.   
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to how to garner the green beans intercropped in Old Di’s cotton field. Although Old 

Di orders Di Zhou to gather only the matured beans, the latter does not follow the 

instructions and cuts both the raw and matured plants (29.223). The matter, though 

insignificant, exasperates Old Di, who by nature is a man of frugality.  

2) A Utopia of Yeomanry: Spring Plough, Summer Operation, Autumn Harvest 

and Winter Leisure 

As we explore deeper into the background of the frugality that the rich peasant 

Old Di displays, we stumble onto a lengthy portrayal of the seasonal living patterns of 

his village folks and that of a peasant utopia. Though Chinese literature is by no 

means devoid of depictions of self-sufficient farmers on picturesque pastoral lands,104 

scarcely any composition has elaborated so much as to render the entirety of scenes 

on “spring plough, summer operation, autumn harvest and winter leisure” in a yearly 

chronology, and still rarer are the eulogistic sentiments embedded within. Xizhou 

Sheng, in the novel’s 24th chapter, depicts a rural land where harvests are abundant, 

levies light-handed, people unsophisticated, peaceful and content. Albeit society is 

differentiated by hierarchy, under the unsophisticated spirit of the utopia society both 

the rich and poor engage in work, with peasants toiling on their lands and landlords 

“laboring their minds.” In concerted effort, they work through the three “busy 

seasons,” Spring, Summer and Autumn: 

After planting cotton, corn, millet and grains, it is already late April; they then 

                                                        
104 Much of the pastoral poetry was composed by what Stephen Owen sees as a stereotyped "misanthropic 
recluse.” He may be "obsessively defensive of his values and acts,” or hiding in mountains and farms, still 
“in hopes of being recruited for service,” but the real agricultural life is certain not of his concern. See Stephen 
Owen, Traditional Chinese Poetry and Poetics: Omen of the World (Madison, Wis.: University of Wisconsin Press, 
1985), 30. 
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hasten to build the grass storehouse, make strings, and get ready for 

reaping wheat. Women are prepared for raising silkworms. After the reaping 

of wheat, rice needs to be planted into the paddy fields, and beans the dry 

lands. The planted crops during the Spring need to be attended to, either by 

hoeing the grass, cutting the vegetables, or garnering the garlic shoots. 

During the three Summer months, it goes without saying that the petty men 

are busy and engaged, at all time having their hands full, even the 

gentlemen who do not need to labor in fields need to get up early and go to 

bed late, attending matters… When July comes, people reap corn, millet, 

cotton, thrash vale, plough the autumn lands, plant wheat, reap black beans 

and yellow beans, reap all kinds of crops, buttress straw, and process paddy 

rice; day and night they take no rest. The three seasons are periods of 

drudgery and toil for the peasants, though they are not pained by hardship 

because of the peace, tranquility and abundance bestowed on them 

(24.184).  

After the three busy seasons, and having kowtowed to thank the Earth God 

and bid goodbye to the farm land,105 as it enters into mid-October, the pleasant life of 

peasantry, much as that of the immortals, commences. 

There are giant storehouses of amassed grains, giant urns of homebrew 

wine, big stockades of pigs, herds of sheep, and hundreds of geese and 

ducks—who do not need to be fed as long as you unleash them to the lake 

in the morning. When night comes, you just walk to the lakeside and call 

them, and your familiar voice will summon the wagging little creatures back 

home. You then count the heads of them, none missing. You drive them to 

their roost, close the door, wait until the female ones finish laying eggs, and 

then unleash them. Every household makes their own preserved ham, 
                                                        
105 Here what it refers to ought to be alters or temples of She Ji 社稷, an agricultural cult of making sacrifices to 
Earth God (She) and God of Grain (Ji). The cult can be dated back to the every beginning of the Chinese 
civilization. See Jonathan D. Spence and John E. Wills, From Ming to Ch'ing: Conquest, Region, and Continuity in 
Seventeenth-Century China (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1979), 79.  
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salted chickens, salted fish, crabs, dried shrimps; chestnuts, walnuts, red 

dates, dried persimmons, dried peaches and soft dates are plenty, for each 

family grows them in their mountain land. Eggplants, pumpkins, gourds, 

Chinese watermelons, haricot beans, toona sinensis, fern vegetables, and 

needle mushrooms will be processed and dried so that they can make it 

through the winter. You pick up the useless woods, cut them, and burn them 

into charcoal, which you store in one of your empty rooms. You sleep 

through the night until the sun rises, get up, wash and dress, and then drink 

a cup of warmed wine if you are a morning drinker. The millet and green 

bean congee made of the creek-bailed sweet water is then presented in 

front of you, warm, fragrant and yellowish, along with which you also eat 

some snow-white jellied bean curd. Now that you have your stomach full, 

you wear a thick cotton jacket, go out, sunbathe with your friends and 

neighbors and chitchat some “Monkey King Making Havoc in Heaven,” “Li 

Kui the Rebel Making Havoc in Shishi’s Mansion,” and “The King of Tang 

Traveling to the Underworld” stories. You dissipate your time until noon, and 

then go back home for lunch. Before it gets dark, your sons or grandsons 

come back home from school. You lairage your cattle and sheep, close your 

front and back doors, have a few drinks, and go to bed early. With your son 

in your arms and your wife at the back of your feet, a quilt covers the entirety 

of the family (24.184-185). 

The yellowish millet congee mentioned in the paragraph still occupies today’s 

breakfast tables of the soup-eating northern Chinese, rich and poor alike. The 

warmness and fragrance of the soup replenish one’s energy, soothe the stomach, and 

bring about a fresh start for the day. The fineness of the Chinese millet congee soup 

had so impressed an eighteen-century Jesuit that he remarked, “with all our progress 

in the sciences of curiosity, vanity and uselessness, our peasants in Gascony and 
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Bordelais Landes are as little advanced as they were three centuries ago in methods of 

making their millet into a less uncivilized and less unhealthy food.”106 

 
Figure 21: Soup of millet congee 

Of all the crops noted, we cannot locate most of the significant imports from 

the Americas during the time of the Ming-Qing dynastic transition. One finds no 

mentioning of sweet potato,107 Irish potato, peanut, helianthus, tomato, kidney bean, 

or tobacco throughout the narrative. Only corn, which was introduced to China during 

mid-to-late Ming, definitely no earlier than the mid sixteenth century, is mentioned as 

shushu蜀秫 in the novel, yet we cannot ascertain whether shushu is not an alternative 

name for grain sorghum.108 

                                                        
106 Braudel, Civilization and Captialism, 15th-18th Century: The Structure of Everyday Life, 109-10. 
107 Many scholars believe that the sweet potato, an American domesticate, spread to Polynesia in pre-Columbian 
times; others, however, are convinced that it is introdued to Polynesia only after the discovery of the Americas, and 
that only then did it reach Southeast Asia and China. Supportors of the later theory believed that it was first 
introduced in the mid-sixteenth century or shortly afterwards fo Fujian, by sea, and Yunnan, perhaps by land from 
India.Simoons, Food in China: A Cultural and Historical Inquiry, 102.  
108 As stated in the Introduction chapter, I take Xizhou Sheng as a “thorough Ming author” on the ground of the 
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3) Catering Food for Field Laborers 

Big landlords like the Chaos, who own over thirty some qing (顷, a Chinese 

unit of acreage which equals to 100 mu) of land and employ supervisors to oversee 

farming during regular seasons, also attend harvest seasons. In the case of Chao Yuan, 

he leaves his primary residence right after wrapping up his father’s funeral, relocates 

to his villa farm in Yongshan 壅山, and dedicates the entire summer to supervising 

wheat reaping. The Yongshan farm employs both long-term and short-term farm 

hands, and rents out empty rooms to tenants; the insufficiency of field laborers calls 

for the help of the male tenants during the harvest season, while their wives are 

dispatched to be “helpers of the kitchen.” When shoemaker Xiaoya 小鸦, along with 

his wife Née Tang 唐氏, comes to the farm to find a place to live, the farm supervisor 

waives his rent but requires that: “You will work as our watchman during nights. As 

for your wife, we ask her to be a helper of the kitchen during the busy seasons.”  

Catering food for field laborers is an imperative and formidable task; the 

short-term farm hands, reckoning on the seasonal market demand and the scarcity of 

labor supply, play whimsically on their employers. Had the food not been provided on 

time, they would stop working and whine. For rice soup, they demand that only the 

finest hard rice be used, and the soup shall be so rich that when two bowls clamp, 

there should be no water left between. They also require the rice bucket be filled with 

plenty of leftovers when they are done eating; if not, even if they are full, they will tell 

the food caterers that they are not, and force them to re-cook some new rice, for which 
                                                                                                                                                               
absence of even the slightest hint of the Ming-Qing transition; the absence of the imported crops further supports 
my assumption.  
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they do not have stomach space to digest.  

The late Ming landlord-tenant relationship is characterized by a “commercial 

and contractual” flexibility,109 or, as some Chinese historians put it, a “slackening of 

feudal relations.” The whimsical, demanding attitudes of the hired hands indicate that 

some tenant peasants were enjoying the benefit of a wage-laborer system under the 

supervision of managerial landlords and becoming accustomed to a price 

mechanism.110 

Née Tang makes good friends with the Chaos’ maidservants, who reciprocate 

her with “huge amount of pancakes, momo, and steamed rolls,” which she and her 

husband cannot consume at one time, so they make soy source out of the sun-baked 

leftovers. One day, one of her girlfriends brings her “a wicker basket, inside which 

there are twenty some snow-white big momo, and a huge bowl of boiled pork slices” 

(19.141); the couple eat the dainties in public, making quite a scene, their gluttony 

drawing a herd of piggish village women wandering about the courtyard, and leaving 

them drooling. Still Née Tang is not full. She goes to the kitchen and eats “three more 

bowls of soup, with pickled cucumber dressed with garlic shoots and sesame oil” 

(19.142). The vulgarism displayed by Née Tang does not make a reader loathe her; on 

the contrary, one is very impressed by her boorish vitality. An amateur researcher 

Ning Zhi 宁致 goes so far as to use this vignette to rule out the possibility of Pu 

Songling’s authorship. She argues that the vibrant image of the philistine woman 

                                                        
109 Harriet T. Zurndorfer, Change and Continuity in Chinese Local History : The Development of Hui-Chou 
Prefecture, 800 to 1800 (Leiden ; New York: E. J. Brill, 1989), 118. 
110 Keiji 足立啓二 Adachi, "Min-Shin Jidai No Sho Keiei to Jinushisei Ni Kansuru Oboegaki 明清时代の小经

营と地主制に関する觉书," Atarashii Rekishigaku no tame ni 新しぃ歷史學のために 143 (1976): 10-18. 
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could not have possibly been penned by Pu Songling, who by his proclivity to write 

delicate and refined women in abstruse literary language, is incapable of rendering 

such earthy vitality.111 

The Dis have been peasant proprietors for generations. The early Ming policy 

espousing small-land husbandry in a yeomanry economy must have contributed to the 

accumulation of wealth for the family, for the Dis have no other engagement than 

farming until Old Di opens his small hotel. The fact that Old Di is able to bequest, 

aside from his lands and estates, four thousand taels of silver to his son must be 

explained through a favorable environment for yeomanry as well as the Dis’ lifelong 

frugality and diligence. Old Di gets up early the next morning after his son’s wedding, 

and without waiting for the tea to be served by his new daughter-in-law, hastens to 

supervise his hired hands furrowing his lands (45.345). The “inner-chamber 

business,” such as “ruling the roost, dispatching errands, entertaining guests, taking 

care of the hired hands and masterminding family matters” (56.431), are overseen by 

Lady Di, whose energy, diligence and capability ensure the thriving of the family. 

4) Historians’ Orthodox and Unorthodox Views on the Early Ming Yeomanry 

Economy 

The scenes of rural peace and prosperity extolled by Xizhou Sheng belong to 

the second reign of Yingzong, the most dramatic figure among the Ming emperors.112 

                                                        
111 Zhi Ning, "Chutan Xingshi Yinyuan 初谈醒世姻缘," Ganlanshu wenxue yuekan 橄榄树文学月刊 11 
(1999). 
112 After the catastrophic incident of Tumu Fort in 1449, the captured emperor managed to come back to Beijing, 
living practically as a political prisoner of his brother Emperor Jing. The years suffered in the bleak Mongolian 
camp and the isolated palace having broadened his political mind and molded leniency into his character, he 
undertook a series of reforms after he reinstated his governance, among which, the most applauded is the 
abolishment of the institution which required the barren imperial consorts to be buried alive with the deceased 
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He went through an eventful life as a sovereign, a captive of the Mongols, a prisoner 

under house arrest by his own brother, and a reinstated sovereign. Although much has 

been said about his legendary life in the Ming history, little is mentioned about the 

economic achievements of his restored reign, which was marked by light-handed 

taxation, light-handed corvee labor, clement governance and good harvests. The 

benign changes, not examined by the voluminous The Cambridge History of China, 

The Ming Dynasty, 1368-1644, 113  is justly commented on by the Qing grand 

chancellor Zhang Tingyu 张廷玉, chief author and editor of The Ming History 明史.  

The affluence and prosperity of the restored Yingzong reign was not an 

individual phenomenon. Owing to the early Ming policies of land reconsolidation, tax 

breaks, and the government sponsorship of opening up wasteland, by the time of 

second Yingzong’s reign, a nicely-shaped economy of yeomanry was everywhere on 

the rise. Zhang Tingyu records that: 

During the reigns of Hongwu, Yongle, Hongxi and Xuande, people were 

enriched, and government warehouses substantiated. At the time, farmers 

were urged to open up new frontiers, and no land was left unploughed. Each 

person strived to fulfill his own duty; the frontier garrisons were supplied by 

the revenues of stationed farming and salt transportation, and military 

stipends did not burden the local magistrates. As a result, both the upper 

and the lower echelons of the society were amply satisfied, and both the 

army and the civilians affluent.114  

                                                                                                                                                               
emperors. The decision, made on his deathbed, spared hundreds and thousands of lives of women of the 
consequent imperial history. See Mote, Imperial China, 900-1800, 629-30.  
113 Denis Twitchett and Frederick Mote, The Ming Dynasty, 1368-1644, Part 1, vol. 3, The Cambridge History of 
China (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press, 1978). 
114 “Record of Agriculture and Commerce,” Tingyu Zhang, The Ming History 明史, vol. 59, Ershisi Shi 二十四

史 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 2000), 1253. 
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This recorded prosperity, however, has been regarded as elusive, or at least 

exaggerated by dissident Ming historians. Ray Huang, for one, disagrees with most of 

the late Ming writers’ assumptions that in the early years of the dynasty the empire’s 

fiscal programs had been carried out in full, and that only towards the end did the 

administration become corrupt. Although the late Ming’s deviation from the 

prescribed procedures had become routine, such deviation was not uncommon even at 

the beginning of the dynasty.115  

The more orthodox historiographies, imperial and modern alike, are prone to 

ascribe the setbacks of the late Ming economy to heavy taxation and land annexations, 

which were said to have hardened the lives of both the rich and poor, undermined the 

functions of both the government and army, and depleted the wealth of both the nation 

and people. For the author, who is in the midst of the economic change, what comes 

to his notice first is the suddenly heightened taxation on rich households. He quickly 

picks up on its negative effects, and while demonstrating his discontentment, waxes 

nostalgic for “the good old days”: 

Granted, government levies taxes on people. But nowadays taxes are levied 

so exorbitantly that they are twenty to thirty percent higher than the regular 

rates. In the old days when one lost his lawsuit, he was to pay only the 

“paper punishment”; but nowadays, he is extorted additional grains and 

money. The rich families ought to be treated in a way as if a great doctor 

should reserve his best medicines for treating emergencies, or for 

nourishing people, but nowadays a magistrate, upon learning the fact that 

one is rich, will entrap him into a lawsuit and squeeze him into poverty 
                                                        
115 Ray Huang, Taxation and Governmental Finance in Sixteenth-Century Ming China (London; New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 1974), 2-3. 
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(24.183).    

The Record of Agriculture and Commerce chapter in The Ming History has 

similarly commented on the hardened economy since the arrival of the Jiajing Reign, 

but ascribing it to multiple reasons; the two major ones are: 

1) Land annexation: stationed farming was destroyed by the land annexation 

of the tyrannical landlords;  

2) Hindered salt transportation: Machiavellian ministers altered the salt 

transportation policy.  

As a result, the author of The Ming History argues, frontier armies had to rely 

solely on the supply of the national grain storehouse, but transportations were 

mal-administered. After the reign of Jiajing, the endless money-consuming 

engagements exhausted the national treasury. The Ming History also blames Emperor 

Wanli for elevating levies, multiplying the taxes on mining businesses, and using the 

national tax income to replenish his private treasury. “Eunuchs and petty men extorted 

excessive taxes and peculated state properties. The majority of people chased the 

interests of commercialism, and lands became rustic. Officials did nothing to pacify 

the docile, but encroached on their fortunes. The Under Heaven was destitute, and the 

national treasury further depleted.”116 

The above quotes from the Ming History are a reflection of the traditional 

view of orthodox historians, that the robust economy of the early Ming was the fruit 

of a thorough enactment of the founding emperor’s fiscal strategy, and the failure of 

                                                        
116 Zhang, The Ming History 明史, 1253. 
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which led to the economic deterioration of the late Ming. 

It is an over-simplified view. The thoroughness of the early Ming fiscal 

policies had already been watered down by the time they were carried out, not 

because of the administration’s unwillingness or ineffectiveness, nor the officials’ 

perfidy. It was doomed by the disjunction between the universality of upper policies 

and the variety of lower practicalities, shaped by different types of soil, climate, 

topography, labor force and crop. When the wishes of centralization exceeded the 

technical means of empire, and when universal laws did not run through from the top 

to the bottom, the national policies were sketchily observed at best.  

Often found in the post-1949 Chinese historiography, the theory that the Ming 

was doomed by “land annexation of tyrannical landlords” is also in some extent 

subject to skeptical views. Radical historians like Ray Huang would even go so far as 

to decry it as myth-making. True, large-scale land redistribution had not occurred 

since the Hongwu reign until the twentieth century, argues Huang, but had the 

“concentration of the landownership in a few hands during the late Ming” been a 

historical fact, the qualitative growth of the national economy would have been better 

than universal ownership on a small scale.117  

Huang’s conclusion, founded on the modernistic rationale of the superiority of 

industrial agriculture over natural economy, could be anachronistic when applied to 

the case of the late Ming. If the Equal Field System during the Northern Wei, Sui and 

Tang dynasties was devised to abate the influence and estates of large landownership, 
                                                        
117 Ray Huang, Broadening the Horizons of Chinese History : Discourses, Syntheses, and Comparisons (Armonk, 
N.Y.: M.E. Sharpe, 1999), 8. 
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the land reform ideas in the late Ming were clearly targeted at the rising problem of 

land annexation.118  

Old Di’s case is a telling example of the difficulties faced by affluent 

small-to-middle-sized landowners and their corresponding solutions. In the midst of a 

series of tax policy changes, these landowners found the surest means to guarantee the 

safety of their accumulated fortunes to be what Philip Kuhn calls “most precious 

commodity in old China, an official career.” Examination success entitles one to 

access a long list of specific legal powers and immunities, such as virtual exemption 

from corporal punishment, exemption from labor service, the privilege (for those with 

high academic degrees) of visiting the local magistrate on terms of social equality, and 

many others.119 Just as his in-law, Old Xue lays the picture in front of Old Di: “The 

good old days are gone. Unlike in the previous years we had been spared from the 

corvee harassment under the Single Whip law, nowadays corvee is so heavy and tax 

burdensome; for transportation supplies and warehouse incomes, local governments 

are levying harshly on the rich households. Once you get into any of these, you family 

finance is depleted. For the protection of the whole of your fortune, my dear in-law, 

you do need to groom your son into an established xiucai scholar to buttress the 

household” (50.383).  

The background of this conversation is that the Ming gave generous rates of 

exemption from labor service and service levies (assessed on the basis of the 

                                                        
118 Eckhardt Fuchs and Benedikt Stuchtey, Across Cultural Borders: Historiography in Global Perspective 
(Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield, 2002), 315. 
119 Philip A. Kuhn and American Council of Learned Societies., Rebellion and Its Enemies in Late Imperial China 
Militarization and Social Structure, 1796-1864 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1980), 8. 
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land-taxation) to all officials and degree holders, ranging from 30 ding (fiscal 

individuals) and 30 piculs of grain for the highest central government officials, down 

to 2 ding and 2 piculs for shengyuan.120 In order to maintain their scholar status, the 

lower strata of the scholar-gentry (shengyuan) committed themselves to the constant 

grind of the examination system. Mr. Xue, out of concerns that Di Xichen, a brand 

new shengyuan candidate who has just secured his degree through sheer luck and 

plagiarism, would not pass the periodical examination, which is required for the 

reinstatement of the shengyuan status, suggests that Old Di spend 400 tales of silver to 

purchase for his son a studentship in the National University. The suggestion is 

promptly followed. 

2. Morals on Food Consumption and Food Processing 

1) Food Adulteration and the Stories of the Three Cooks 

Xizhou Sheng, though an intoxicating storyteller and a profound observer of 

his society, is less of a critical thinker. His ascribing the changes of the ethos from 

“pure and honest” and “simple and kind” to “cold and apathetic,” “blasé and 

light-minded” to the routine swing of the Way rings as familiar a cliché as does the 

Confucian syncretism theory, which we often find from orthodox histography. The 

orderliness of the extolled “pure and honest,” “simple and kind” society, we now have 

learned, could well have been a product of the stagnancy of an underdeveloped 

economy, and the prevalent business fraudulency, derivative of a burgeoning 

commercialism.  
                                                        
120 Jonathan D. Spence and John E. Wills, From Ming to Ching: Conquest, Region, and Continuity in 
Seventeenth-Century China (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1979), 249. 
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Much of the content of chapter 26, which the author dedicates to the depiction 

of the drastically worsened morals, is quite reminiscent of present-day China’s social 

columns in local newspapers, full of condemnations on fake corns, disordered markets, 

food adulterations, and the utter absence of business morals. 

Of all the transgressions, food adulteration has been a most heinous issue:  

Nothing sold in the market is not without adulteration. The extremely 

emaciated chickens are fattened by blowing air into their bodies, their asses 

are lard-dyed, and they are sold to the uninformed consumers as fat 

chickens. The snow-white bodhisattva earth is exhumed from mountains 

and adulterated into flour to make pancakes. The buyers would not be able 

to tell the difference, for the bodhisattva earth tastes just as smooth and 

without acerbity as regular flour. However, eating fake pancakes causes 

constipation! Lees, which is used to make wines, is intermingled with flour, 

and customers who are coaxed into buying it end up souring their good rice 

into hogwash (26.202)! 

In an increasingly changing society, anxiety would easily be aroused on the 

hierarchically privileged. As we shall see, the author’s discontent is most greatly 

escalated when it comes to the crossing and blurring of social boundaries. The stories 

of the three vicious cooks, Liu Gong 刘恭, You Cong 尤聪 and Lu Xiang 吕祥, are 

intended to send a message to the populace, that petty men who do not behave 

themselves are doomed. Curiously, none of cook stories is inseparable to the 

development of the novel’s two major plots, which are already multi-threaded. That 

the author spares his already very engaged pen to write three individual stories is a 

telling reminder of his moral zeal to defend the orderliness of the old, hierarchical 
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society. 

Cook Liu Gong used to be employed by one Mr. Cai, a juren degree holder. He 

is most condemned for presumptuous behaviors such as joining the banquet with the 

guests of Mr. Cai after he finishes cooking the dishes. Other unforgivable matters 

include: in retirement, he wears a fox-fur hat, a piece of blue-cloth-padded black floss 

gown, a pair of black boots, and greets people with bow-handed gestures; every 

afternoon he would lay a small dining table outside his house, dining with his wife in 

front of their neighbors. Laid on his table are foods too exquisite for the lowliness of 

his status: two appetizers, two cooked dishes, green-bean soups, snow-white pancakes, 

along with two pair of black chopsticks. On his supper table there lays two dishes, 

sometimes meat, or salted duck eggs, with two cups of wine (51.391). 

The seemingly bucolic felicity enjoyed by the two elders is very problematic 

for the author, who cannot reconcile the fact that a cook has access to the material 

comforts, leisure and social privileges previously only reserved for the gentry. A 

lugubrious fate is thus arranged for Liu Gong: he is to be beaten to death by one of his 

ferocious neighbors.  

Cook You Cong has gone through several employers, the last one being Old Di. 

Anywhere he works, he takes pleasure from squandering the food of his master. He 

throws away unfinished rice, turns dishes and dumplings into hogwash buckets, and 

intentionally invites strangers to his master’s house and gives them soup to eat. The 

list of his vicious deeds also extends to the unorthodox nature of his cooking methods, 

that is, regardless of pork, mutton, chicken or duck, he would always cook meat by 
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boiling it in hot water first, then dipping it in cold water; not surprisingly, the precious 

original flavor is sacrificed. He uses peppered spice so extravagantly that people who 

dine upon his dishes suffer sore throats; he cooks sea cucumber into a messy black 

soup, etc. You Cong’s death is staged as an admonition to the lay world from an 

angered Heaven: struck by a series of September lightning strikes, he is stripped of his 

clothes, his skin blackened like charcoal, his hair and beard burned into ashes. A 

scarlet senesce is found burned into his body: “deceitful to his master and 

presumptuous to people, he is a reckless waste of grain” (54.415-420). Lady Di 

comments on the exceedingly grave punishment upon hearing the news of You Cong’s 

death, “Good heaven! Why lower yourself to mind the petty man’s business! Don’t 

you see the heinous dignitaries? They are the ones who really deserve to be struck by 

thunders!” (56.429)  

Cook Lu Xiang, a domestic cook of the Dis, deceives Sujie, who is on her way 

to chase her husband, by stealing two mules from her and sneaking away. He is 

imprisoned in Gaoyou 高邮 for the crime but, thanks to luck, is saved by a Lieutenant 

Li, for whom he strives to cook a series of bizarre foods: fake meat, fake chicken, fake 

pork intestine, fake pork ribs, fake eggs, and fake goose heads. Lieutenant Li’s 

country-bumpkin-like elation, coupled with Lu Xiang’s bloated ego after he receives 

his master’s approbation that, “if Heaven ranks Number one, I ought to be Number 

two,” constitutes not only a condemnable, but also preposterous presumption. Gaoyou, 

a metropolis abuts the Grand Canal, has been a town of Epicureanism, and for the 

experienced locals, Lu Xiang’s fake foods are nothing more than a laughing stock. 
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The cook is later rearrested for attempting to poison Lieutenant Chen, who punished 

Lu Xiang severely during his first imprisonment, and is beaten to death (88.676-683).  

2) The Paramount Virtue of Frugality  

Evidently, the author abhors the overindulgence and the waste of food. 

Nonetheless, we cannot ascribe his aversion to the hire-hands and the three cooks 

simply to the fact that he shares the same class footing with the landlords and masters. 

As Yenna Wu’s notes, Xizhou Sheng’s take on material consumption must be viewed 

from the lens of a pro-Buddhist concept: allotment. In her from history to allegory: 

surviving famine in the Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan, Wu examines the 

waste-on-food/famine and the waste-on-water/deluge pair of causality and 

consequence to illustrate Xizhou Sheng’s conservative attitudes “toward measures and 

allotment, social responsibility, ethical values and social and moral economy.”121 On 

food consumption particularly, Xizhou Sheng is an advocate of moderation of appetite, 

diet consisting of primarily grains and vegetables, and is strongly adverse to 

overeating, the waste of food, and the extravagant cultivation of gourmet tastes.122 

Frugality, particularly when applied to the consumption and processing of food, 

as we can see, constitutes a critical benchmark to access the moral integrity of 

low-status servants and maids. In fact, the virtue of treasuring food is so cherished 

here that it becomes a determinant factor for one’s karmic fate. Nee Ji’s previous life 

as an extremely frugal female servant, who always picked up and ate leftovers on 

dinning tables, ensures her to be reborn into a decent family and married as a primary 
                                                        
121 Wu, "From History to Allegory: Surviving Famine in the Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan," 87. 
122 Ibid.: 105. 
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wife (30.232).  

The plethora of karma credits generated from previous lives can be carried 

over to more than one incarnation. Chao Yuan’s last life as an extremely virtuous 

woman gives so great a momentum to his providence, that he is born rich, leisurely 

and male not only in the next life circle, but also in the next next.123 Although Chao 

Yuan ruthlessly kills the fox spirit and commits many other sins, the huge surplus in 

his karma account, at the point of his rebirth, is transferred to Di Xichen, who is not 

deprived of richness, leisure or his male gender, only subjected to the tortures he is 

due from the reincarnated fox spirit (100.772-775). 

The veneration of the virtue of frugality is best displayed in the episode in 

which Old Di handpicks his quanzao cook. After You Cong’s death, Old Di plans to 

replenish the vacancy with a quanzao, a well-trained female chef. With the intent to 

take the quanzao as his future concubine, he nevertheless gives very little thought to 

either her appearance, the size of her feet, or whether she is a virgin. Old Di is, despite 

his close-fistedness, not a Balzacian Grandet; his generous assistance to his neighbors, 

espousal to public-spirited undertakings and sponsorship of Buddhist and Taoist 

activities prove that he is not a miser to his community, family or friends. Yet the 

living standard he sets for the Di household is so frugal that meat has been ruled out 

from daily diet. Before the interview starts, Old Di tells Lady Tong, his landlady, that 

she needs not to buy expensive food materials for the cooking test for the quanzao: 

I will dispatch my servant to buy some pancakes, and several pieces of tofu, 

                                                        
123 The transformation of the gender intends the elevation of social and physical status, for male is regarded nobler 
than female. 
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which should be enough for the cooking test. If she cooks the tofu well, she 

is eighty percent qualified already. You don’t suppose that a humble 

household like ours would consume pork everyday, do you? (55.425)  

What Old Di looks for in his cooking girl are qualities befitting his lifestyle. 

The final candidate, Tiaogeng 调羹, turns out to be exactly what he desires: a sturdy, 

ugly woman of virtue and diligence.  

3. Salt Franchise and Salt Smuggling  

Owing to its inseparability from people’s daily diet, throughout the imperial 

history, salt has always been under a national monopoly.124 Nevertheless, it was not 

until the Ming that legal codes on salt franchise were consolidated into the corpus 

juris.  

“Smuggling was an inevitable but deadly phenomenon that had to be rooted 

out”, deplores Madeleine Zelin, who studies the salt merchants of Zigong in early 

modern times. She acknowledges though, that counter-smuggling was not an easy task 

to achieve given the limited means imperial Chinese states could command. “Almost 

every stage in the process of moving salt from producer to consumer held 

opportunities to evade the salt-tallying officials working for the state, and all 

opportunities were widely exploited.”125 The problems perplexing the Zigong salt 

administers in the Qing and early Republican times had also been faced by the 

Shandong salt officials hundreds of years before.  

                                                        
124 Salt was not the only monopolized commodity. Other monopoly goods included wine, yeast, vinegar, tea, 
incense, alum, cinnabar, tin and iron. John King Fairbank and Denis Crispin Twitchett, eds., Alien Regimes and 
Border States, 907-1368, The Cambridge History of China (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press, 
1994), 294. 
125 Madeleine Zelin, The Merchants of Zigong: Industrial Entrepreneurship in Early Modern China (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 2005). 
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For the Ming, the profits and tax derived from the trade in salt had constituted 

an important part of the imperial revenue. According to The Veritable Records of Ming 

Taizu 太祖实录, a Salt Bureau had been established by the then civil-war-engaged 

Zhu Yuanzhang to levy a 1/20 tax on salt merchants to replenish his army as early as 

1361,126 seven years prior to the founding of the dynasty, though the multifarious 

distractions of military and political affairs had made it impossible for him to 

institutionalize salt trading.127 In the same year, laws regarding copper cash and tea 

were also enacted. By 1368, when the founding emperor promulgated The Great Ming 

Code 大明律, the fundamental Ming legal code, 12 articles were set up under The 

Salt Rules 盐法.128 The spirit of the Ming salt legislation was to put all salt 

production, conveyance, and reselling activities under strict control. All 12 articles 

were devised to weaken the illegal salt trade.129 The code regulated that: “those who 

secretly distill sea-water to produce salt for sale ought to be hung to death,” “in any 

place outside the salt production base, anyone who carries over 30 jin of salt will be 

dispelled,” and “salt smugglers and those who harbor them are to be sentenced to 

death, their families exiled to frontiers, and those who carry salt across the boundary 

deported.”130 The rigidity of laws, however, did not deter smugglers from chasing the 

lucrative profits of salt production, conveyance and resale. Having been a center of 

salt production and marketing since the Tang dynasty, Shandong brought into the 
                                                        
126 Taizu Shilu 太祖实录, MSL (reprint, Academia Sinica, Institute of History and Philology), 111-12. 
127 Fangzhong Liang, Liang Fangzhong Jingjishi Lunwen Bubian 梁方仲经济史论文集补编 (Zhengzhou: 
Zhongzhou guji chubanshe, 1984), 109. 
128 Yonglin Jiang, The Great Ming Code: Da Ming Lü, Asian Law Series (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 
2005), 100. 
129 Yuquan Wang, Chongri Liu, and Xianqing Zhang, Zhongguo Jingji Tongshi: Mingdai Jingji Juan 中国经济通
史: 明代经济卷, vol. 2 (Beijing: Jingji ribao chubanshe, 2000), 1008-09. 
130 Jiang, The Great Ming Code: Da Ming Lü, 100-49. 
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empire its greatest profits;131 on the other hand, its production method was among 

one of the most uneconomical. Ray Huang is among the China historians who have 

thoroughly studied the mechanism of the Ming salt monopoly. His work, Taxation and 

governmental finance in sixteenth-century Ming China, painstakingly renders a 

variety of methods of salt production in different regions. In many places in Shandong, 

he notes, brine was obtained in the first place by washing salt-saturated soil and then 

carried it over twenty miles inland to be boiled, due the lack of fuel near the 

beaches.132 This cumbersome means of production naturally led to the high price of 

salt as well as rampant smuggling. Worse than that, salt patrols frequently conspired 

with the producers in manufacturing contraband salt and sharing the profits. By the 

time of the late Ming, a quota system had to be introduced to counteract illegal trading 

of salt, which meant, underlings and patrol officers of the salt production provinces 

were ordered to turn in a fix amount of smuggled salt, and in times, a fixed number of 

arrested smugglers. This irrational regulation, as Ray Huang sees it, reveals only the 

ineffectiveness of the salt patrol.133  

One of the hired hands of the Dis, Li Jiuqiang, having been gulled by his 

friend, salt-smuggler Chen Liu, becomes vengeful. He reports the smuggling crime to 

the local authority, the District Jailor (dianshi, 典史) of Xiujiang county, Mr. Xia, 

who has just been beaten by the Salt Administrator for not turning in enough 

salt-smugglers per the quota request. While it was uncommon in the Ming for a 

                                                        
131 Fairbank and Twitchett, eds., Alien Regimes and Border States, 907-1368. 
132 Huang, Taxation and Governmental Finance in Sixteenth-Century Ming China, 190. 
133 Ibid., 198. 
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District Jailor to receive physical punishment for the inefficiency of his work, Mr. 

Ma’s case speaks quite well of the severity of salt smuggling. When Li Jiuqiang 

reports him, “Our Xiujiang County might be short of other things, but certainly not 

salt-smugglers. To say nothing of cracking four cases of salt smuggling per month, 

even if you want forty cases monthly you can still get them. Your hunt knows no 

bounds just in the Mingshui vicinity.” Ma eagerly follows the lead and raids Chen 

Liu’s house, wherein “two gigantic urns, two straw baskets, two hop-pockets, and big 

and small vats, all full of illegal salts” are found (48.368-369).  

We learn from the colloquial conversations in the narrative that salt is such a 

high-priced commodity that under a certain rhetorical context, one’s life can be 

analogized to, but valued cheaper than, salt. For example, when Sujie tortures Xichen 

into bursting into a lasting moan, which his mother cannot bear hearing, the 

heart-struck Lady Di tells her husband: “Am I to keep my life in exchange with edible 

salt? Let me trade my life with hers!” (52.400)  

The novel does not elaborate much on the Ming salt economy, but we can 

identify the following facts from the above short anecdote: 1) Hunt for salt smuggling 

was so severe that a quota for identified smugglers has to be met at the county level, 

or else the clerical officials will be punished; 2) Despite the relentless governmental 

strikes, salt smuggling is still prevalent; 3) For commoners, salt is hard to obtain and 

remains expensive. 

The account of the Li Jiuqiang incident in the novel, though brief, is in accord 

with the historical facts under the Ming salt monopoly: widespread smuggling, 
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prohibitive pricing, and an ineffective quota system to seize contraband. 

4. The Food Culture in Beijing 

When Xichen’s concubine Jijie is pregnant, the morning sickness drives her to 

crave for a long list of curious foods most people have never heard of: 

Honey crucian carp of Sichuan, tadpole soup of Fujian, whole scorpion of 

Pingyin, qi snake of Huguang, bamboo raccoon of Huoshan, balloonfish of 

Suzhou, yellow mouse of Datong, goose of Gushi, chicken of Laiyang, crab 

of Tianjin, duck egg of Gaoyou, elephant truck of Yunnan, lion leg of Jiaozhi, 

phoenix meat of Baoji, psychedelic fish of Dengzhou….(79.611) 

 
Figure 22: Duck Egg of Gaoyou 

The food list, though containing a tinge of exaggeration, nevertheless serves to 

reveal the comprehensiveness of Beijing’s food culture. Perching on the northeast 

corner of the China domain, Beijing had become the Ming capital after the third Ming 

Emperor, Yongle, seized the throne by wielding a civil war against his nephew, 

Emperor Jianwen. Even before the founding of the Ming, Beijing’s geographic 

position with respect to trade routes had brought to it a rich assemblage of food plants, 

spices and flavorings. The pastoral peoples it faced in the north, particularly the 

Mongols, who were to become China’s rulers in the 14th century, made substantial 
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contribution to its culinary culture. Following the Yuan conquest, the swarming in of 

middle-Asia collaborators whose population penetrated throughout northern China 

had left some heavy Islamic marks on regional cuisines. In addition, if Macro Polo’s 

travelogue account is to be believed, among the “Khan-balik” (Beijing) inhabitants 

there was a sizable population of “Christians, Saracens, and Cathayans, about 5000 

astrologers and soothsayers.”134 The conglomeration of varieties of foreign and 

domestic cultures would inevitably bestow the metropolis a vibrant and 

comprehensive cuisine legacy. 

The enumeration of food specialties is not the only occurrence in the novel. 

Due to the geographic proximity, many of the food specialties available in Beijing 

were also securable by Shandongnese. In the ephemeral reunion of Xichen and Sun 

Lanji, she prepares for him quite a feast, the food list of which comparable to the 

abovementioned.  

Sun Lanji brings out duck egg of Gaoyou, ham of Jinhua, pickled fish of 

Huguang, mussel of Ningbo, crab of Tianjin, dragon louse of Fujian, drunk 

shrimp of Hangzhou, suosuo grape of Shanxi, sweetmeat and sweetball of 

Qingzhou, bamboo terrapin of Tianmushan, dried shrimps of Dengzhou, 

crisp flower of Datong, salty devilwood of Hangzhou, horse betelnut of 

Yunnan, amber candy of Beijing; she also arranges a fine collecting box with 

fifteen separate cells. Then she put on her table four dishes of dry fruits: one 

lichee, one dried chestnut, one fried ginkgo, and one sheep tail bamboo 

shoot walnut; and again there are four small dishes: a vinegar-soaked 

ginger shoot, a ten-spiced lobster sauce, a piece of lettuce, and a toon 

sprout. Knowing that Xichen does not drink heavily, she opened a 

                                                        
134 Marco Polo, The Travels of Marco Polo (Harmondsworth, Middlesex: Penguin Books, 1958), 158. 
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semi-finished wine syrup, hoping the early arrival of Xichen and the late 

returning of her husband Qin Jingyu might create a chance of reunion 

(50.386). 

 
Figure 23: Dried bamboo of Tianmushan 

  
Figure 24: A dish cooked with horse betelnut of Yunnan 
 

Most of the listed local products in the above two occasions remain signature 
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foods in their respective regions nowadays. That a slightly well-off Beijing family is 

able to cater to those strange cravings of a pregnant concubine might be inconceivable 

to a modern reader, but taking into consideration the permeating epicurean culture of 

the late Ming Beijing, it is in fact not that unthinkable. 

As mentioned, the geographic and political significance of Beijing had 

rendered it a conflux of food cultures from different regions. Present-day Beijing 

cuisine owes most of its debts to culinary imports from Shandong and that of its most 

recent conquerors, the Manchus. Back in the Ming, it was more of a mix of northern 

ethnic Chinese, Mongolian, and Islamic food styles as well as the gamut of Chinese 

fare from different regions. To trace the origin of Beijing epicurianism, two critical 

periods, the Chenhua and Hongzhi reigns, must be addressed.  

The Founding Emperor Hongwu was a man of austerity and frugality. To 

prevent his descendents from indulging in gastronomy, he strove to set up an 

exemplary dinning pattern. He demanded the palace foods be prepared in Regular 

Supply (changgong, 常供), a family-styled cuisine, and to show that he had not 

forgotten his grass-root origins, he made tofu a requirement for his breakfast and 

dinner menus. Empress Ma frequently presented herself in the palace kitchen to 

supervise the cooking.135  

For Hongwu, dinning was more than an occasion to display one’s virtue of 

frugality. Much like clothing, it constituted yet another important institution in which 

distinctions on social hierarchies must be addressed. He had a set of regulations on 
                                                        
135 Baoliang Chen, Piaoyao De Chuantong: Mingdai Chengshi Shenghuo Changjuan 飘摇的传统: 明代城市生
活长卷 (Changsha: Hunan chubanshe, 1996), 60. 
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dinning protocols devised, with the special emphasis on the classifications of dining 

vessels and the correlative usages of them. Rank entitlement was a primary 

consideration when deciding the eligibility to access a certain vessel. For example, 

dukes, marquises, and officials of the first and second ranks were entitled to use 

golden wine bottles and wine cups, the rest utensils in silver. Officials ranking from 

the third to the fifth were allowed wine bottles in silver and cups in gold; rank sixth to 

rank ninth, both bottles and cups in silver and for the rest utensils in porcelain or 

lacquer; commoners were only allowed to use wine bottles in tin and cups in silver.136  

Those regulations were reinforced over time through the forms of imperial 

edicts, circular orders, rescript or laws. The 35th year of Hongwu saw the 

promulgation of a law banning the usage of golden wine vessels by officials and 

civilians; and in the 16th year of Zhengde, a memorial petitioning to outlaw the usage 

of silver vessels by artisans and merchants was granted by the throne.137 Loaded with 

trivial details, those laws and regulations were hard to follow from the beginning, and 

still harder when economic progress nearly upturned the “simple and plain” early 

Ming social structure. However, to treat these legal proscriptions as having saliently 

dissolved in the midst of a highly fluid, boundary-crossing society would be to err 

towards over-simplification. Hierarchical social protocols are devised to rivet 

individuals to their inherent social positions, and when enforced upon people in forms 

of laws and rescript, the momentum they have gained would persist long after those 

                                                        
136 Dongyan Li, "Fangwu Qiyong Dengdi 房屋器用等第," Guoxue Daohang 国学导航, 
http://www.guoxue123.com/shibu/0401/01dmhd/0072.htm. 
137 Ibid. 
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laws and rescript are disregarded, ignored, or even abolished.  

A multitude of late Ming literati, perplexed by the collapse of hierarchical and 

moral orders, and vexed by the blurred boundaries of class and gender, vented their 

dissatisfactions on the writing of “morality books, family instructions, conduct books 

and vernacular fictions,”138 Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan being one of those undertakings. 

Paradoxically, albeit the outcries were made by the moral figureheads of the 

scholar-gentry, it was also the same class that shepherded the Ming society into a 

carnival of materialism. 

The Chenghua reign saw the social trend of pursuing material comforts 

everywhere on the rise, in which the imperial palace had played as a leading role. For 

example, although tofu remained a must-have dish on the court menu, its courtly 

version was made not from bean curd from yellow beans, but rather from the brains of 

nearly a thousand birds, which was dressed to resemble the poor dish. The Hongzhi 

弘治 reign was characterized by a relaxed political atmosphere. Born and raised up in 

adversity, Emperor Hongzhi had grown up to be a tolerant, forgiving, self-disciplined 

man. He was identified as the only monogamous emperor in the entire Chinese 

imperial history.139 Quick in mind, diligent in attending court audience, devoted to 

Confucian teachings and adamant to principles, he was a one-of-the-kind model 

sovereign who won unanimous praise from the bureaucracy and people. He lived 

pristinely, but not only did he refrain from imposing the same standard on his 

courtiers, he actually was quite entertained by the idea that they should enjoy a 
                                                        
138 Wu, "From History to Allegory: Surviving Famine in the Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan," 91. 
139 Mote, Imperial China, 900-1800, 634. 
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leisurely life of wines and banquets after having withdrawn to their private lives. In 

view of the fact that official parties were usually held at night, and his ministers may 

have been drunk on their ways home, he ordered all the avenue-abutted shops and 

inns in Beijing and Nanjing have their lanterns lit during evenings to illuminate the 

streets. From the Hongzhi reign and onwards, the writings of the Ming 

scholar-officials were flooded with records of parties, menus and cuisines. 

Epicureanism had become such a popular topic that one’s knowledge of cuisine was 

reckoned as a sign of erudition and nobility. Zhang Juzheng, the prime minister of the 

youngster Wanli, complained that he had “nowhere to settle chopsticks” when over 

100 dishes were laid in front of him in a regular family dinner. Late Ming literati 

Zhang Dai styled himself qingchan 清馋, or “high-hearted glutton,” as he truly was 

an elite glutton of signature regional foods. In his Reminiscences in Dreams of Tao An 

陶庵梦忆, he noted down a list of foods that he had savored, the comprehensiveness 

of which exceeded that of the lists of Jijie and Sun Lanji in combined, and the origins 

of which covered almost each and every province.140 

The novel reveals that the living standard in Beijing is much higher than that 

of its provincial counterparts. Lu Haoshan explains to his master Xiang Yuting how 

the brief sojourn of Sujie at his home has cost him dearly: “The rice is priced at one 

tael per picul, and pork, eight candareens per jin; a chicken costs one mace and half; 

wines are expensive, you know.” When Xiang Yuting asks how much he had spent on 

Sujie’s boarding over the three-to-four-day sojourn, Lu replies: “At least five or six 
                                                        
140 Chen, Piaoyao De Chuantong: Mingdai Chengshi Shenghuo Changjuan 飘摇的传统: 明代城市生活长卷, 
69-71. 
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taels of silver” (78.603)—that is roughly the equivalence of the price of a maid in 

rural Shandong. Lu Haoshan’s statement might be viewed as somewhat of an 

exaggeration in view of his attempted elicitation of his master’s sympathy and 

reimbursement. The family-styled everyday food for commoners did not cost that 

much. When Xichen comes to Beijing the second time, his old landlady Lady Tong 

prepares a welcome dinner by purchasing “pig feet of the Jins, pig head of the Huas, 

yi wine, tofu, fresh lettuce, pancakes with sesame dressing” with only several hundred 

coins. Along with the self-prepared “green bean and rice soup,” she has sufficiently 

entertained Xichen and his three servants (75.575). 

5. Food, Water and the Karma Law 

1) Karmic World, Underworld, and the Chinese Hell Narrative 

Karmic retribution is an omnipresent theme in pre-modern Chinese fictions, 

but what is unusual about Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan is that it is the first novel that 

presents it as a cardinal structural principle.141 Such a composition is more of a moral 

education project than an artistic endeavor, for the author believes that society awaits 

moral corrections and admonitions, and a good literary work shall cater to those needs 

even if this means the sacrifice of some of its aesthetics. He still manages to strike a 

rough balance between catering to the reader's desire for poetic justice and avoiding 

mere didacticism.  

Founded on the author’s grand enthusiasm to “frighten the world,” the 

narrative thus painstakingly lines up the fates of dozens of characters in accord with 

                                                        
141 Yenna Wu, "Repetition in 'Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan'," Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 51, no. 1 (1991). 
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the law of karma. Here we shall use food and water as instances to explore the world 

of karma.  

The theme that runs through the entire composition remains a satire to the 

reversal of proper conjugal relationships and the curious phenomenon it results in: 

henpecking; to put it more concretely, had a man committed heinous crimes in his 

previous life, the worst karmic retribution that could have befallen on him is to marry 

a horrible wife. But, on top of elaborating on the theme, the author also spares his pen 

to expatiate his understanding of the other facets of karmic law, such as how the abuse 

of food and drink leads to fatal disasters. 

Drawing inspirations from Mahayana literature and the Taoist canons, Chinese 

had started to form a vision of hell since the ninth or tenth century. A typical Chinese 

version of the underworld was a vast bureaucracy centered on the "ten courts" 十殿

and headed by Yama (yanluowang, 阎罗王) the lord of the dead. An apocryphal 

Buddhist sutras, Mulian Saving His Mother and its derivative transformation texts 

(bianwen, 变文) sketch a graphically gruesome yet entertaining picture of the 

underworld. In the course of Mulian’s searching for his mother, this purgatorial hell is 

described in terrifying details. 142  During his quest, Mulian meets King Yama, 

bodhisattva Dizang, and their numerous underlings. He encounters the sight of 

ox-headed gaolers forcing sinners across the great river running through the 

underworld, and the prospect of people being forced to embrace hot copper pillars. 

                                                        
142 Mulian was one of the Buddha’s “ten primary disciples” and known for his penetrating perspective through 
heaven, earth and hell. His mother, Qingti, was sent to Avici for the evil deeds of her previous life. Stephen F. 
Teiser, The Ghost Festival in Medieval China (Princeton: Princeton University, 1988), 6. 
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When Mulian finally locates his mother in the Avici Hell, he finds that she has been 

nailed down with forty-nine long metal spikes through her body.143 A hungry ghost, 

she is constantly tortured by her ravenous appetite but unable to eat because of her 

extremely thin neck. Any attempt to send her food would fail, with the food bursting 

into flames when it reached her mouth. Under Buddha’s instruction, Mulian provides 

a grand feast of the “yulan bowls” 盂兰盆 on the fifteenth day of the seventh month, 

concurrent with the time of the monks’ emerging from their summer retreat. Thus, his 

mother is saved. 

The overflow of a soul’s journey to hell and the mechanism that worked 

towards his or her salvation is described in a typical hell narrative as follows:  

On its deathbed, a soul is apprehended by horse-headed and ox-headed 

demons and sent in front of the lords of hell who administer punishments appropriate 

to the misdeeds of the soul. Unlike its Indian prototypes, Chinese hell is modeled after 

the imperial bureaucracy and administered by a demon staff. The layout of the "court" 

and its subsidiary levels of hell are mimetic to Chinese palace and temple construction. 

If the sins one commits in the previous life outweigh his virtues, he would be taken to 

the Tower of Reflection, which is placed on the left hand side of the hall. The sinner 

sees his former life with its sins. Upon gazing at the mirror for a certain length of time, 

he is taken to the next hall for verdict and punishment. The level of severity and 

punishment in hell is structured symmetrically according to the crimes committed in 

this world. After a tedious period of suffering, often in all of the levels of hell in 

                                                        
143 Ibid. 
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succession, the soul is reborn as a human, an animal, or an insect, thus resuming his 

samsara 轮回.144 

We find akin, if not identical, descriptions of the Chinese hell narrative in 

Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan. If the presumptions of the three cooks had subjected them to 

terminal punishments, then the same rationale must have been applied to other groups 

of transgressors who violate the essentials of human cardinal relationships. Among 

those who commit crimes too heinous to be forgiven by Heaven, we find the 

mentioning of “unfilial sons who revile and beat their parents, vicious ministers who 

deceive their monarchs, wives who bully their husbands, servants who forget their 

obligations to their masters, concubines who rely on the indulgence of their husbands 

to torment primary wives, and yamen underlings who persecute people.” The 

demon-hunted, go-to-hell category also extends to “servant maids who squander food, 

hired field laborers whose appetites are insatiable, and cooks who use cold water to 

rinse meat” (64.489). In their eternal damnation in the bottom of hell, their bodies are 

pounded by pestles, fried in boiling oil, and dismembered by saws. Worst of all, they 

are never allowed to be reborn.  

The inclusion of “cooks who use cold water to rinse meat” into the genre is not 

as absurd as it sounds. While meat remains a pricy commodity in an agricultural 

society, a cook is supposed to juice out the essence from every fiber of it, instead of 

rinsing it with cold water, which dissipates the flavor, though might otherwise meet 

the modern hygiene standard.  
                                                        
144 Charles D. Orzech, "Mechanisms of Violent Retribution in Chinese Hell Narratives,"  (University of North 
Carolina Greensboro). Also see Brokaw, "Supernatural Retribution and Human Destiny." 
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How does karmic law function in the novel and moreover, in Chinese hell 

narratives? What is the intention of the public display of the violent corporal 

punishment, or the poetic rendering of justice? My view is that, primarily, the 

designed karmic retribution is used to exhort people to behave well and shun evil. 

Karma is often used through an agricultural metaphor as the relationship between 

seeds and fruits: the sowing of good seeds brings out good fruits; the sowing of bad 

seeds brings about bad ones. Through his own actions, each person sows the seeds 

that determine his retribution in the future. If one cannot refrain from doing evil, even 

if he escapes punishment of this life, he would have to be subjected to severe 

punishment in the afterlife. Since, in the real world, justice is not always done, literati 

with a strong moral urge like Xizhou Sheng feel obliged to create a fictional world, 

neatly oriented to the gravity of karmic law, with all deeds symmetrical to their 

deserved retributions. 

2) The Notion of the “Rationed Fortune” on Food Consumption 

The veneration of frugality, the cardinal virtue of an agricultural economy, 

when blended with the notion of Buddhist karmic law, gives birth to the thought of 

“rationed fortune,” or as Song Neo-Confucian Shao Yong (邵雍，also known by his 

style name Shao Kangjie, 邵康节) describes: “over one’s lifetime, his each and every 

bite and drink is predestined” 一饮一啄，皆出前定. That is to say, one’s entitlement 

of material comforts is pre-allotted, and thus is limited; over-exploiting his rationed 

fortune will result in a precipitated end of his luck, and sometimes, even life.  

The correlation between rationed food and karmic law is reflected from the 
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story of Qi Bochang 祈伯常. A Confucian scholar, Qi dreams that he travels into hell, 

where he runs into a long-deceased aunt, who has remarried. Her new husband is an 

underworld judge who tallies the accounts of people’s lives and deaths. From the 

account book, Qi Bochang finds his own name and reads the verdict:  

He is to rank the third in official title, live into longevity until he is 

seventy-eight, enjoy conjugal bliss with his primary wife, and have three 

sons. (29.219) 

Elated, Qi proceeds to read the commentaries on his account. He then realizes 

that his official ranks have been deprived due to a series of his wrongdoings: letting 

scripted paper to be thrown into toilet by wind, slandering a woman, misleading his 

students as a tutor, and scheming for his uncles’ property. But the biggest 

deprivation—the reduction of five decades from his life expectancy— does not come 

to light until he commits incest with his own sister, causing her family to fall apart. He 

is thus doomed to die in a flood with his sister, Née Qi, at the zi hour, tenth day, July 

of the xinhai year.  

Having realized that his death is merely three years away, Qi Bochang 

beseeches his aunt’s new husband to save him. The underworld judge tells him, “In 

your life-and-death balance sheet there is still an allotment of unconsumed frogs, 

seven hundreds in number; as long as you don’t eat them all, you may still live.” 

(29.220)  

Qi wakes up with vivid recollection of this dream and has since abjured eating 

frogs for a short while. But fried-frogs being his favorite food, he cannot resist the 

temptation and soon resumes the dining, disregarding the prophecy. He eats frogs 
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every day until the cap is reached. That day is exactly the tenth day of July of the 

xinhai year, and at the zi hour, a sudden, violent flood takes away his life. 

3) The Notion of the “Rationed Fortune” on Water Consumption 

An advocate of saving water, Xi Zhousheng’s views tally with today’s 

environmentalists, yet his comments do not spring out of concerns of an ecological 

crisis, but from the same “rationed fortune” notion. The admonition he delivers to the 

reader, to “assess the thinness and thickness of your fortune and be aware of how 

many dou 斗 or sheng 升 of water you are entitled to use each day; use not more 

than what you are allotted to, and if the water you splash and sprinkle has exceeded 

the rationed amount, your fortune will be depleted, and your sins heinous,” amply 

testifies to an allotment conviction instead of an environmentalist one.  

Mingshui Town, where the major plot of the novel, the Xichen/Sujie conjugal 

fight, takes place, is located on the suburb of the present-day Jinan, the capital of 

Shandong province. Nicknamed “City of Springs,” Jinan boasts 102 bubbling natural 

springs; before the arrival of modern municipal waterworks, the Jinan dwellers’ easy 

access to springs had been the envy of people elsewhere. Mingshui, being in the 

vicinity to Jinan, also enjoys abundant water resources. Springs and waterfalls from 

Mt. Huixian 会仙山  converge into the gigantic White Cloud Lake 白云湖 , 

providing the advantaged Mingshui dwellers an easy access to water. However, the 

local folks, taking the heaven-sent precious resources for granted, not only behave 

ungratefully, but also commit crimes as to blemish the water. 

Rich and poor families would likewise induce water into their households, 
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disregarding this might have outraged the Dragon King, or sullied the Water 

Earl; they are thoroughly inconsiderate to other people’s needs to use the 

water to cook and boil tea, or pay sacrifice to the heaven and Buddha. 

Having abused the water, now you even rinse the extremely improper stuff 

of men and women into the river. These things have caused the Dragon 

King to present impeachment memorials, and the Water Earl to voice his 

grievances all the time. The Water Magistrate, though enormously lenient, 

could not cover the sinned men and women anymore; when the heavenly 

rescript is issued to investigate the matter, he has to report to the Heavenly 

Court according to the facts. Already unrighteous as people elsewhere in the 

Under Heaven, the Mingshui dwellers are, in addition, for their abuse of 

water, sinning even more deeply (28.215). 

“The extremely improper stuff of men and women” in fact has nothing to do 

with men. It insinuates clothes stained by women’s menstrual blood, which is, 

according to an apocryphal Buddhist sutra, a source of pollution to Heaven and Earth. 

The short but influential Blood Bowl Sutra 血盆经, written by a Zen Buddhist monk 

from the tenth century, describes a hell reserved for women, for they have polluted the 

earth-deity and river water as a result of their issuing blood through childbirth and 

menstruation.145  

The ungrateful behaviors of the Mingshui people beget heavenly retaliation. 

The Jade Emperor, upon hearing the reports of their crimes, sends down immortal Xu 

Jingyang 许旌阳 to unleash the godly dragons, who mightily surge springs to flood 

                                                        
145 See Paul Williams, Mahayana Buddhism: The Doctrinal Foundations (London; New York: Taylor & Francis, 
2008), 372. Also see Masatoshi Ueki and Makiko trs Ueki, "The Blood Tray Sutra (Xuepen Jing)," in Images of 
Women in Chinese Thought and Culture: Writings from the Pre-Qin Period through the Song Dynasty. Indianapolis: 
Hackett, 2003. Xiv, 449p., ed. Robin R. Wang (2003), Yenna Wu, "Of Body and Boundary: Portrayals of 
Cannibalism in Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan," in Guest Lecture of Department of Comparative Literatures and 
Languages, University of California (Riverside, CA: 1998). 
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the nearby regions of Nanwang, Louze, Fanxu, Hupao; the assistance of the White 

Cloud Lake’s water underlings is called upon, and it is decided that the zi hour, tenth 

day, July of the xinhai year is the time that the evil beings be inundated. 

Xizhou Sheng’s strong resentment towards water wasting is probably 

associated with his traveling experience to places utterly devoid of water. Though the 

author’s identity has yet to be discovered, modern researchers deduce that he must 

have traveled immensely before undertaking the writing of Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan. 

The water shortage situation he describes, in the areas of Wuji, Shibo, Paihuai, Yetao 

and Menghu of Henan, and Pingshun County of Shanxi, boasts details of accuracy 

unthinkable to those who have not had comparable experience.  

For example, a hostess of a small hotel in Yetao looks extremely ugly and 

dirty; her face, not washed for years, has inches of mud paste on it; one day, a piece of 

mud slips off of her face revealing the whiteness of her complexion. A lodging guest, 

aroused by curiosity, pays her two extra maces of silver to wash her face; when people 

look upon her cleansed face, they find her a beaming beauty as lovely as a lotus 

flower (28.214-215)! 

Counties in Kaifeng, Leling, Lijin, Putai, Binzhou and Wuding, though 

located around Jinan’s vicinity and by no means lacking water resources, are 

nevertheless inflicted by the salty flavor of undrinkable water. It has thus become a 

common practice for the local “rich official families” to place hundreds of gigantic 

urns in an empty backyard to take in summer and autumn rainwater from precipitation. 

On the surface of those urns one finds duckweed, tinting the color of the water to a 
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dark green, and the sanguine gendou bugs 跟斗虫, about the size of a rice grain. 

After the hoar frost descends, the water turns clear and lucid. One then pours the 

water into other urns two or three times for percolation. After the silt is filtered out, 

one takes a fist-sized coal, burns it to red hot, and tosses it into the urn. Each urn can 

take one coal. Then he seals the urns. The water will be good for the entire summer, 

adequate for boiling acceptable tea or brewing fine rice wine (28.214).  

The above depiction is quite reminiscent to Chapter 41 in A Dream in the Red 

Mansions, in which Miaoyu elaborates on how jars are used to store rainwater and 

snow collected from the blossoms of plum trees. The latter case of water collection, 

though, is under the connotation of a “delicate pastime”: Miaoyu 妙玉 the Taoist nun, 

a highbrow figure in the Prospect Garden, cooks her tea using specially stored 

water. 146  The seemingly vulgar usage of hundreds of gigantic urns poses an 

anticlimactic contrast to Miaoyu’s utilization of small flowery jars known as 

guilianqing 鬼脸青. Equally doomed by the shortage of water, the poor people who 

could not afford using the gigantic urns turn to an alternative recourse. They “join 

hands with others to build ponds, which gather rainwater in summer and autumn and 

snow in winter; at the inception of spring when ice melts, the water in the ponds will 

be dyed into a greenish thick muddy color; the ponds provide water for livestock to 

drink, but people also draw water within.” 

The hardship the author witnesses in the water-shortage-deprived areas must 

have given rise to a moral sensibility such that he feels obliged to admonish the world 

                                                        
146 Cao, A Dream in the Red Mansions (Hong Lou Meng), 553-55. 
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that water be treasured. Yet unlike modern environmentalists who appeal to 

sensational theories of global ecological catastrophes, Xizhou Sheng appeals to the 

poetic machinery of karmic law, which always renders retribution justly: for those 

who commit the crime of wasting water, they shall be drowned in water.  

6. Famines, Cannibalism and Relief Actions Taken by Government and Public 

1) The Wang Jiameng Hypothesis and the Causation of Cannibalism 

Wang Jiameng 王嘉萌, a late Chinese geologist, brought about in his 1963 

book, Historical Materials of Chinese Geology, 147  an influential yet highly 

controversial thesis, that the three reigns of the late Ming, Wangli, Tianqi and 

Chongzhen, were experiencing a global “little ice age,” a meteorological phenomenon 

characterized by a sudden down-turn of temperature, drought, and frequent 

occurrence of natural disasters. The “little ice age” happened more than ten times over 

the past ten thousand years, the late Ming being the most recent occurrence.  

To commemorate Wang Jiameng’s Hypothesis, later Chinese geologists 

decided to name the 1600-to-1700 era “The Jiameng period” or “Period of 

synchronous Ming-Qing natural conflagrations.” Unorthodox as it might sound, the 

Jiameng Hypothesis actually provides Ming historians with an alternative lens to 

examine the demise of the Ming: a series of meteorological causalities and 

consequences. First, with the arrival of the little ice age, cold weather forced rain belts 

to retreat south, resulting in a massive drought in northern China for successive years. 

Second, from the Wanli to Chongzhen reigns, the situation was compounded by 

                                                        
147 Jiameng Wang, Historical Materials of Chinese Geology (Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 1963). 
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rampant plagues, which ravaged a large part of China and caused the famine-battered 

peasants to revolt. Third, the Ming’s northern pastoral neighbors, particularly the 

Manchus, similarly impacted by the droughts and unfavorable cold weather, had to 

escalate the scale of their raiding against the Ming out of their own desire for survival. 

Wang Jiameng’s Historical Materials of Chinese Geology, by nature a 

geological work, does not reference fictional works; yet interestingly, we find in 

Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan abundant pieces supporting the Wang Jiameng Hypothesis. 

The author having painstakingly elaborated on a flood, a cold weather ensuing after 

the flood, and a rampant famine, the narrative can be sampled to study what external 

forces beyond the regular political and military courses had precipitated the Ming 

collapse.  

It all starts with the aforementioned July flood, which carries away not only 

the matured crops, but also houses, granaries, people and livestock. When the flood 

ebbs away, it leaves the ground covered with silt; people start to replant wheat, hoping 

to make up the harvest. Little do they know that from that point on, there would not be 

a single drop of rain for the remainder of the year. The ensuing years of kuichou, 

bingchen, jiayin, dingwei are all marked by poor harvests. Millet sells for 1.2 tales of 

silver per picul, a forbidding price that drives the poor to complain endlessly; soon the 

price rises to 3 taels per picul, then 4, then 5, and at last 6 or 7 taels per picul. Yellow 

and black beans are sold for over 6 taels per picul, while wheat and green beans rise 

to well over 7 and 8 respectively. In the beginning, at least a market still exists, but 

gradually even if one had silver cash in hands he could find nowhere to buy crops. 
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Chaff is sold for 2 maces per dou. Tree cortex and grass roots are thoroughly 

scratched and plucked at by the desperate. 

Then an extremely cold winter arrives.  

Exclusive of the country death toll, the city (Wucheng) alone suffers huge 

mortality. Every day in the morning when the four city gates open, there will 

be at least 70 to 80 bodies being carried out from each gate. Nine out of ten 

households have died out. Old wives and sick carlines, needless to say, are 

discarded by their husbands without mercy; even young wives are cast out, 

little boys and girls abandoned, thronging the roads. At first people eat only 

dead bodies, but before long they start to murder the living brazenly, the 

stronger bullying the weaker and the multitude raping the minority. At first, 

they only eat people of other surnames, later they turn to their families, no 

matter what cardinal relationships they are affiliated to the victims—fathers, 

sons, brothers, wives and husbands, relatives—people would take every 

opportunity to kill and eat their own flesh and blood (31.235). 

This poignant narrative, quite reminiscent of Pitirim Sorokin’s depiction on 

the 1918-1922 famine in Russia,148 ought to be regarded as an accurate rendering of 

the late Ming history rather than a fictitious composition. Reports of snatching of 

corpses from tombs, dismembering of cadavers on the roadside (in Wuding 武定, 

Shandong, in 1554);149 public sale of human flesh on the market (in Weihui 卫辉, 

Henan, in 1759; Qingzhou 青州, Shandong, in 1616);150 parents killing and eating 

their own children and vice versa (in Zhending 真定, Beizhili 北直隶, 1527; 

                                                        
148 Sorokin writes that many cemeteries had to be guarded to prevent the exhumation of recently buried bodies. 
Pitirim Aleksandrovich Sorokin, Man and Society in Calamity; the Effects of War, Revolution, Famine, Pestilence 
Upon Human Mind, Behavior, Social Organization and Cultural Life (New York,: E. P. Dutton and company inc., 
1942), 50-81. 
149 See Jinan Fuzhi, juan 10: 29, quoted in James Tong, Disorder under Heaven: Collective Violence in the Ming 
Dynasty (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 1991), 81, 229. 
150 Qingzhou Fuzhi, juan 20: 28, quoted in Ibid. 
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Baofeng 宝丰 , Henan, 1594; Jinan, Shandong, 1641), 151  etc.—the antihuman 

behaviors we now call “vulturism”—frequently appeared in the late Ming’s local, 

especially Shandong gazetteers. Cannibalism was reported in 337 counties during the 

entirety of the Ming, but it is noteworthy that three quarters of the incidents had 

occurred in the five northern provinces, Shandong being a primary one.  

Of all natural calamities, droughts are regarded as most likely to inflict 

cannibalism.152 James Tong, a scholar of politics who studies the collective disasters 

and violence in the Ming, ascribes the frequent occurrence of northern cannibalisms to 

a “shorter growing season and the lower amount of precipitation in the north,” which 

had “made harvest more vulnerable to the effect of calamities”153. However, we still 

find Wang Jiameng’s Hypothesis more convincing and systematic in its explanations 

of the causalities and consequences of the relationship between the meteorological 

changes and the late Ming natural and political calamities.  

2) Governmental and Communal Disaster Relief: Inefficiency vs. Efficiency 

Governmental assistance finally weighs in, the undertaking however, is not 

initiated by institutional disaster relief program, but by the benevolence of two 

individuals, namely, the “bodhisattva-like” officials Adjunct Commissioner of the 

Circuit Li Cuiran 李粹然 and Imperial Itinerant Inspector Yang Wushan 杨无山. 

The two officials break the bank to help the famine-beaten people. Li Cuiran collects 

money so thoroughly that even the few wine cups and dishes and the two extra silver 

                                                        
151 See the relative Fuzhi of the mentioned regions, quoted in Ibid. 
152 Linlai Zheng, Zhongguo Gudai De Shiren 中国古代的食人 (Beijing: zhongguo shehui kexue chubanshe, 
1994), 75. 
153 Tong, Disorder under Heaven: Collective Violence in the Ming Dynasty, 82. 
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belts of the county office are expropriated and coined into silver cash to help the 

destitute. Nevertheless, the starving being so numerous, the cash is as inadequate as 

“scattering a handful of sand into the ocean,” for all 13 prefectures and counties 

subordinate to his Circuit are severely inflicted. Li decides to put the money where it 

is most needed. He sets up four orphanages in each city to take care of the abandoned 

children, each orphanage with 10 or so women nurses assigned, who are eligible to 

receive 2 dou of grain per month (31.237). 

Imperial Itinerant Inspector Yang manages to come up with 3500 taels of 

silver by exploiting his own bursar, fining the sinned and transgressed, laying off the 

overstaffed but allowing each of the fired employees to buy back his job with 50 taels 

of silver, and so forth; with the gathered funds he has 500 dan of grain purchased. 

Starting from September 24th, Yang orders that the names of the impoverished people 

be registered on name lists by the Rural Guardians, and the 4 city quarters of the 4 

cities be rotated into 8 working days. During each of these days he goes to some of 

the scenes of suffering to review the name lists and issue out soup tickets one by one. 

The soup relief starts on the first day of October, and is to end in February of the next 

year. Frowning upon the intermingling of the 200 Confucian scholars and the 

commoners, Yang orders a new soup station be established to serve the impoverished 

scholars. For the commoners’ soup stations, the rule of gender segregation is applied 

(31.237-238).  

Hard though they might try, the relief measures taken by Li and Yang are 

seriously flawed. First, the food dispersion method is simple and crude. They establish 
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“soup kitchens”粥厂 and issue out “soup tickets” to the nearly-starved-to-death 

masses, yet the daily serving of one bowl of gruel soup to each person is only enough 

to sustain the healthy, leaving the emaciated to die from undernourishment. Second, 

because their relief efforts stem more from an individual philanthropy than 

institutionalized governmental action, it largely depends on personal will, which, even 

matched with benevolence, is not devoid of a disastrous negligence. A native of 

Huguang 湖广, Yang has underestimated the inclemency of the extended winter in 

Shandong, and has ordered the removal of the soup relief beginning from the first day 

of March. He is misled by the memories of his much warmer hometown, where from 

February and on, there are plenty of edible wild herbs growing in fields that could 

serve to sustain lives. As he leaves the famine-stricken area and sets out on a patrol, 

his underlings follow his instructions to remove the soup supply; but thanks to the 

austere March in Shandong, one finds no edible wild herbs in fields, and those who 

were previously saved are now dying en masse. Third, the solicitation for donations is 

a shameful failure. The country magistrate of Xiujiang personally goes door to door to 

the local gentry, asking for their help. Yet the provincial graduate juren, retired 

officials, Confucian teachers and scholars give him nothing more than miserly 

excuses and high-sounding cynicism; fourth, as Confucian bureaucrats, their resorting 

to superstitious prayers only demonstrates their administrative incompetence. 

Provincial Governor Yang Wushan, concerned that the next spring drought will lead to 

the failure of the wheat crop, orders one of his subordinate county magistrates to pray 

at the temple of the city god; when he does so, it rains. The grateful magistrate thanks 
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the city god and the dragon king with pork, mutton and an opera show (31.240).  

The upper and lower echelons of the civil bureaucrats, even when genuinely 

concerned about their people’s livelihood, go no further than abiding routinism. 

Facing a severe spring drought, none of them has brought up alternative plans such as 

aqueduct irrigation, canal construction or well sinking. 

According to Zheng Tuo 郑拓, the author of The Chinese History of Natural 

Disaster Relief 中 国 救 荒 史 , the Ming is arguably the most painfully 

natural-disaster-inflicted dynasty in Chinese history. The 276 years of the Ming reign 

saw the occurrence of 1011 natural disasters, which can be compartmentalized into 

196 floods, 174 droughts, 165 earthquakes, 120 hailstone disasters, 97 wind disasters, 

94 locust disasters, 93 failures of crops, 64 plagues, and 64 blizzards.154 Owing to 

frequency of natural disasters, the dynasty was supposed to have accumulated enough 

experience to provide its people relief. In fact, the abundance of the Ming 

disaster-relief works indicates a theoretical maturity of the government ability in 

carrying out relief programs.155 However, sophisticated relief institutions and theories 

do not always lead to the efficiency of relief programs. As Zhou Zhiyuan 周致元, 

author of the Studies of the Ming Famine Relief Works 明代荒政文献研究, points out, 

the plethora of the relief works in the late Ming were a natural outcome of the 

concerns of the Ming ruling class, whose farsighted elite had strove to eliminate the 

causes of peasant rebellions by relieving the suffering of the famine-stricken people. 
                                                        
154 Tuo Zheng, Zhongguo Jiuhuang Shi 中国救荒史 (Beijing: Beijing chubanshe, 1998). 
155 There are 15 works dedicated to natural-disaster-relief existing today, and the miscellaneous writings on the 
same topic recorded in sundry history books are numerous. See Yongzhong Shao, "A General Discussion on the 
History Books About the Feminine Policies in History 历代荒政史籍论述," JOURNAL OF HUAIBEI COAL 
INDUSTRY TEACHERS' COLLEGE(PHILOSOPHY AND SOCIAL SCIENCES) 27, no. 3 (2007).     
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Unfortunately, during the reigns of Jiajing and Longqing, social conflicts escalated 

while relief institutions deteriorated.156 

Joseph Needham has detailed the operations of the imperial institution called 

the Ever-Normal Granaries (changpingcang, 常平仓), the private establishments of 

the Charitable Granaries 义仓 and the Community Granaries 社仓. He was so 

impressed by the Ming literati Zhang Zhaorui’s 张朝瑞 book on how to organize 

Ever-Normal Granaries that he translated a part of it. Needham acknowledges the 

occurrence of a frequent pattern in Chinese history, that “the migration of thousands 

of starving peasants in search of food as a phenomenon which recurred with 

horrifying regularity until the Communist Revolution.” Yet he insists that “as the 

imperial bureaucracy perfected its relief machinery the tragic exodi were usually 

confined to periods of foreign invasion or civil unrest.”157  

This, however, is a crude statement. The imperial bureaucracy’s relief 

machinery was far from “perfected,” with or without foreign invasions and civil 

unrest. In fact, civil unrest was usually caused by the inefficient governmental relief 

machinery, and when they did happen, foreign invasions were likely to ensue. The 

peasants of Shan’xi would not have joined Li Zicheng’s rebel army so eagerly had the 

Ming government worked more efficiently to save them from starvation. The 

pervasive and appalling records of vulturism in local gazetteers and their parallel 

depictions of graphic cannibalism in the novel is but a demonstration of how civil 

                                                        
156 Zhiyuan Zhou, Studies of the Ming Famine Relief Works 明代荒政文献研究 (Hefei: Anhui daxue chubanshe, 
2007), 76. 
157 Joseph Needham and Francesca Bray, Science and Civilisation in China, vol. 6 (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1984), 419-20. 
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unrest was intertwined with inefficiency on the part of government relief.  

In Lillian M. Li’s study of relief works, she establishes a synthesis of major 

issues, commonly encountered dilemmas, and solutions to the Ming-Qing relief 

programs. These concerns, which are frequently discussed by the writers of texts on 

relief programs, but are not always presented as solutions, are as follow:  

a) The leadership that should be exercised by officials and gentry, and with 

respect to the latter, how to encourage donations by the rich families;  

b) The relative importance of cash versus grain in giving relief;  

c) How to prevent cheating;  

d) How to prevent people from fleeing their home; 

e) How to use price stabilization methods without discouraging farming and 

commerce.158 

What Li’s enumeration does not take into account is that the hands that 

offered relief could also be ones snapping food from the hungry mouths. John W. 

Dardess in his study on 14th to 17th century Taihe county quotes a long letter written 

by a scholar-official Chen Changji (ch'en ch'ang-chi), who discussed technical issues 

of food relief in a bad famine that dates to about the year 1545. Of the matters that 

concerned Chen, “putting food into the mouths of the truly needy” had been a primary 

one because of the dishonesty of the “clerks, li-chia (ward) service personnel, and 

others in positions of access to relief grain”, who “were going to use various means to 

skim it.” Some elite households joined the shameless spoliation by sending their 
                                                        
158 Lillian M. Li, Fighting Famine in North China: State, Market, and Environmental Decline, 1690s-1990s 
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2007), 222. 
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tenants to “pose as famine victims or would even send their own villainous juniors to 

steal grain.”159 

As the novel reveals, where the government efforts fall short, the communal 

and private undertakings of famine relief triumph by addressing the above issues. In 

Wucheng, where Madame Chao’s family resides, the famine that followed the xinhai 

year flood is equally severe. To add insult to injury, the local authorities refuse to 

report the famine to the government to have tax relief issued. Tax collectors, as usual, 

keep levying the same land tax on people when millet is sold for 8 taels of silver per 

picul. The local magistrate, while attending lawsuits as an inquisitor, would keep 

extorting cash, grain, paper, and wood and brick forfeiture under a variety of 

punishment titles (32.241-242). 

Madame Chao’s first step is to take 5000 piculs of grain out of her family 

granary to stabilize the market. While the market price of grain is 4 maces and 8 

candareens per picul, she sells it for 1 mace and 2 candareens only. To those who 

exhort her to waive the charges in order to solicit imperial complimentary conferrals, 

she replies, “I had twice been conferred imperial titles as an official’s wife and need 

no more of the honorary decorations. As none of our local magistrates, gentry and 

nobles is willing to contribute to the relief project, should an old widow like me stand 

up to make them look morally inferior? Besides, my granary has limitations too; 

exploited, it will not sustain into the future. My grain is sold cheap, but I plan to use 

the income to replenish the granary in a harvest year and be prepared for the next lean 
                                                        
159 John W. Dardess, A Ming Society:T'ai-Ho County, Kiangsi, Fourteenth to Seventeenth Centuries (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1996), 69. 
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year” (32.242-243). This utterance addresses two of the five above issues: the dignity 

of the gentry and the stabilization of the market. We find the idea of replenishing the 

granary and the preparation for the next lean year clearly in accord with the 

philosophy of the Ever-Normal Granaries. 

Inspired by Madame Chao’s spirit of devotion, local gentry hasten to get 

involved. A retired official, Mr. Wu, sets up a second soup kitchen to feed the starving 

by short selling his grain to lower the high market price. However, the two parallel 

relief programs run the risk that the donated food and low-priced grain may be 

exploited by those looking to take advantage. To prevent such a problem, Madame 

Chao and Mr. Wu, after much discussion, decide to consolidate the two programs, 

making one solely in charge of the soup kitchen, another only responsible for 

short-selling the grain. The project lasts for 7 months, the dispersed grain, on Madame 

Chao’s part, amounts to 8400 piculs, and on Mr. Wu’s, 2760 piculs. It later draws 

sponsorships from other wealthy families and spares Wucheng County from turning 

into a ghost town (32.243-249).  

Madame Chao, being but an old widow and a wife of a deceased official, has 

no administrative experience. Her rational senses and maneuvers are rather the 

products of her womanly expertise as a matriarch. When the famine escalates and 

neighboring peasants rob her villa farms, Madame Chao takes brave and effective 

initiatives to stop the deterioration of the situation. She has a census done in her two 

villa villages and records every resident’s name; every 5 days, she has a certain 

amount of grain rationed out to everyone on the name list, but requires that all tenants, 
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field laborers, and residents stand up to make a joint defense when the looting occurs. 

In a time when starvation is so rampant, the six or seven hundreds households in the 

two villages are well preserved, fed, and managed. Mighty and united, they easily 

repulse their emaciated invaders (32.242). 

With a bit of exaggeration, we might even venture to conclude that Madame 

Chao’s measures contain a tinge of the baojia 保甲 institution, implemented by 

Wang Anshi, the Northern Song prime minister, under his reform package in the 

1060s to 1070s. The fact that an old lady who “does her hair in three ways and dresses 

her clothes in two pieces” 三绺梳头，两截穿衣 can perform in a superior fashion in 

a famine-relief project than a pocket of imperial technocrats, retired and sitting 

officials, noblemen, and imperial degree holders is thought-provoking. Even one of 

the elitists of the Ming bureaucracy, Yang Wushan, who indeed has genuine concern 

for people’s livelihood, cannot avoid blundering through the relief process due to his 

naivety or lack of understanding of the climate differences between different regions. 

This blunder, having cost many lives, is not criticized by the narrator. For him, the 

dead are not innocent, but rather have been punished for their sins by a vengeful 

Heaven. 

The Ming bureaucracy has been described by Ray Huang as possessing 

dual-characteristics. On one hand, they were jealous protectors of their own sinecures, 

patrons of their associates, supporters of local landholders and usurious interests; on 

the other hand, their professed adherence to the Four Books sustained them through 

hardship, upheld them to fundamental principles, and drove them to care about 
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people’s suffering. 160  Nevertheless, facing realistic situations such as natural 

calamities, a problem emerged. The solutions provided by the sacred Four Books were 

not always successful. The reader needs not be reminded how Mencius mocked King 

Hui of Liang’s measure to move his people from a famine-stricken side of the river to 

the other side. By presenting the question “is there any difference between killing a 

man with a stuff and killing him with a knife,” Mencius jumps to the conclusion that 

the king’s measures are no better than killing his people directly.161 Yet the series of 

agricultural, cultural and political policies masterminded by Mencius do not seem 

much more effective than those of the King:  

If you do not interfere with the busy seasons in the fields, then there will be 

more grain than the people can eat; if you do not allow nets with too fine a 

mesh to be used in large ponds, then there will be more fish and turtles than 

they can eat; if hatchets and axes are permitted in the forests on the hills 

only in the proper seasons, then there will be more timber than they can 

use……if the mulberry is planted in every homestead of five mu of land, then 

those who are fifty can wear silk; if chickens, pigs and dogs do not miss their 

breeding season, then those who are seventy can eat meat; if each lot of a 

hundred mu is not deprived of labour during the busy season, then families 

with several mouths to feed will not go hungry. Exercise due care over the 

education provided by village schools, and reinforce this by teaching them 

the duties proper to sons and younger brothers, and those whose heads 

have turned hoary will not be carrying loads on the road.162 

This absolute confidence leads Mencius to assure the King that it is 

impossible not becoming a universal ruler if he carries out his recommended policies. 
                                                        
160 Huang, 1587, a Year of No Significance: The Ming Dynasty in Decline, 63. 
161 Mencius, Mencius 7-9. 
162 Ibid. 
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Owing to the sacred status Mencius enjoyed throughout imperial history, these 

policies were dutifully carried out in every Chinese dynasty that espoused 

Confucianism. Had the Ming, one of the last and most sophisticated imperial 

dynasties, with its highly matured bureaucracy, not paid enough attention to the 

Confucian fundamentals of patronage to agriculture, lightening taxation and levies, 

and promoting moral education? The numerous historical records would prove this 

query absurd and unfair. But if the dynasty’s founder, his successors, and the whole 

pack of Ming bureaucrats full-heartedly worked to meet the highest standard of 

Confucian benevolence, how could its administration became so fragile under natural 

disasters? 

Mencius refuses to discuss the deeds of Duke Huan of Qi and Duke Wen of 

Jin 齐桓晋文之事, deeming them “no business with the followers of Confucius.” 

Guan Zhong, the prime minister of the Qi state who helped Duke Huan become an 

overlord, is yet another scorned figure for Mencius.163 Confucius, though relatively 

fair in acknowledging Guan Zhong’s political and managerial talents, reduces him to 

“a vessel of small capability” in an analogy. 164  To sum up, the founders of 

Confucianism have a fundamental tendency to belittle practical technologies, 

measures, tactics and strategies when constructing their political theories, and, using a 

debased term, shu 术 , they permanently cast the technical means of political 

administration as being secondary to the wangdao 王道，the universal kingcraft. 

The author’s original intention, to pay a tribute to Madame Chao’s 
                                                        
163 Ibid., 15. 
164 D.C. Lau, The Analects 论语 (Penguin Classics, 1979), 70. 
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humanness and resourcefulness, nevertheless, reveals the incapability of the 

Confucian bureaucracy. By contrasting her deeds to those of latter, we find that at 

times when natural calamities in the Ming history occur, which result in devastating 

famines, the “collapsed heaven” of the people’s livelihood— their supply of food— is 

mended by communal leaders of great practicality rather than technocrats of the 

government imbued by the Confucian spirit of benevolent governance.  

CHAPTER 4: TRAVELING CULTURES OF THE MING 

1. Women and Traveling: When Bound Feet reach out of the Confined Domain 

1) Guixiu, Cloistering and Travel 

Thanks to the recent studies of Timothy Brook, Susan Naquin and 

Chun-fang Yu,165 we now know that by the 16th century, leisure travel had become a 

culturally sanctioned activity for China’s educated elite. Two of Yu’s important works, 

The renewal of Buddhism in China: Chu-hung and the late Ming synthesis,166 and In 

search of the Dharma: memoirs of a modern Chinese Buddhist pilgrim,167 examine 

how the renewed zeal towards Buddhist pursuits had led to a boom in travel-intensive 

pilgrimages to sacred mountains during the late Imperial era. Her work Kuan-yin, the 

Chinese transformation of Avalokitesvara,168 addresses the issue of the domestication 

process of the foreign, male bodhisattva and why the transgendered feminine Guanyin 

was able to wield such a great influence into the spiritual world of traditional women. 

                                                        
165 Brook, The Confusions of Pleasure: Commerce and Culture in Ming China. Also see Naquin and Yu, Pilgrims 
and Sacred Sites in China. 
166 Chun-fang Yu, The Renewal of Buddhism in China: Chu-Hung and the Late Ming Synthesis (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1981). 
167 Zhenhua, Chun-fang Yu, and Denis C. Mair, In Search of the Dharma: Memoirs of a Modern Chinese Buddhist 
Pilgrim (Albany, N.Y.: State University of New York Press, 1992). 
168 Chun-fang Yu, Kuan-Yin, the Chinese Transformation of Avalokitesvara (New York: Columbia University Press, 
2001). 
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Culturally prestigious female elite, guixiu 闺秀, as a cluster of works by late 

Imperial China historians Dorothy Ko, Susan Mann and Daria Berg 169  has 

demonstrated, also eagerly espoused the newfound pleasure of tourism. Susan Mann’s 

study on the relation of Chinese women and travel gives useful insights to the nature 

of the late Imperial traveling guixiu, who, much as the Victorian English 

“adventuresses,” also sought out travel for “the freedom both to contrast an identity 

and to embrace anonymity, to scrutinize and to retreat from self.”170  

Travel is an immense topic in Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan, yet very few of the 

depicted trips actually fall into any of the aforementioned two categories. In the novel, 

male protagonists travel for various reasons, but primarily for job relocation; female 

protagonists travel with their husbands to go to designated office posts, or, 

accompanied by family and servants, set out for family reunions. Those journeying, 

driven by practical need, can hardly be deemed leisure-oriented. Only Sujie, the 

rebellious heroine who has absolute authority over her husband, once exercises her 

self-determination in choosing where she wants to go and with whom she would like 

to travel. Given the sturdiness of her personality and the docility of her husband’s, she 

is probably the most disengaged housewife among her fictional peers in Ming-Qing 

literature. Therefore, only this trip, the Mount Tai Pilgrimage, can be said to boast of 

some tinge of free-willed tourism.  

                                                        
169 See Daria Berg, Quest for Gentility in China: Negotiations Beyond Gender and Class, Routledge Studies in the 
Modern History of Asia. (Hoboken: Taylor & Francis, 2007), Dorothy Ko, Teachers of the Inner Chambers: 
Women and Culture in Seventeenth-Century China (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 1994), Mann, 
Precious Records: Women in China's Long Eighteenth Century. 
170 Susan Mann, "The Virtue of Travel for Women in the Late Empire," in Gender in Motion: Divisions of Labor 
and Cultural Change in Late Imperial and Modern China, ed. Bryna Goodman and Wendy Larson (Lanham, Md.: 
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2005), 70. 
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Yet Sujie should not be treated as another guixiu adventuress who takes 

sojourning at scenic spots as part of the process of self-cultivation. Although she is 

born and raised in, and later married into, a wealthy family, her upbringing and 

education are not at all akin to those of the topmost educated elite women. She 

belongs to a less known, less studied group, a crowd of undereducated or illiterate 

womenfolk who also quest for independence and self-definition through travelling, 

but were not adequately represented because they lacked the literary talents to express 

themselves. Having left hardly any literary legacy behind, as the guixiu had done 

through their diaries and travelogues, they were even less remembered than the witty 

courtesans who frequently appeared in the anecdotal essays penned by the foremost 

Ming-Qing literati, their travels having enlivened the jiangnan 江南 porno-literary 

culture. 

 The need for understanding the extra-domestic activity patterns of these 

less-constrained women emerge, since we cannot be compromised by the 

stereotypical conclusion that all traditional Chinese women were sedate and domestic. 

Knowing that guixiu travelling was but a rare circumstance restricted to a small, 

prestigious clique, one is propelled to probe into the world of the underrepresented, 

understudied womenfolk whose population dominate the guixiu. Rationale leads one 

to believe that, in order to breach the social and familial confinements imposed upon 

them, these women must have been extraverted, vibrant and even belligerent. But 

exactly how did they fight for the right to travel? Under what pretext would they be 

allowed to depart from domesticity? What religious form did they appeal to in 
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congregation? How did they summon up the money to sponsor their planned trips? In 

addition, when they did travel, who was to accompany them and what measures were 

taken to ensure the desired gender segregation?  

The study of Sujie’s travel to Mount Tai provides a feasible route to 

approach these questions. I propose that by tracing the tracks of Sujie’s bound feet, 

one not only delves into the landscape of the late imperial tourism—scenic spots, 

Buddhist temples and magnificent mountains, but also the machineries that made such 

extraordinary tourism possible. 

2) Footbinding and Travel 

Despite being a roaring lioness of the East of the River 河东狮, Sujie 

nonetheless boasts a pretty face and a pair of delicate “golden lotus.”171 She is 

married to Xichen at the age of sixteen and, having gradually gained dominance over 

her husband and in-laws, fights her way through to secure the privilege to attend local 

religious festivals or sojourn to her natal family at her free will. By chapter 68 when 

the Mount Tai Pilgrimage is proposed, she is over twenty, her mother-in-law having 

died, and the voices of her husband and father-in-law, which represent patriarchal 

authority, being half-muzzled. 

Had the pair of Sujie’s bound feet, the symbol of a good birth but also icon 

of women’s physical shackles, been an impediment to her traveling capability? In the 

view of Juan Gonzalez de Mendoza, who has never set foot in China, they quite 

naturally were. The Spanish sinologist suggests that Chinese women were always kept 
                                                        
171 Footbinding became immensely prevailent during the Ming and Qing, and it would be hard to find a heroine 
depicted in the novels of late Imperial China without a pair of bound feet. Sujie is no exception. 
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at home due to “the lameness of their feet,” for “their going is very ill, and with great 

travail.”172 This view, aligned with the general perception of footbinding, has been 

seriously challenged by a small group of feminist Ming-Qing historians in recent 

years. Dorothy Ko, for one, identifies footbinding not as a measure of heightened 

oppression towards women, but as a symbol of “cultural prestige and erotic appeal”173 

when it reached its historical climax, the High Qing. That is, after the Manchus 

conquered the Ming and established a new dynasty, footbinding had become a need to 

re-emphasize the difference between “we” the pure Han civilized Chinese and “they” 

the barbarian Manchus. 174  Even before the Manchu invasion with the aim of 

emphasizing and creating new forms of sexual distinction and creating an erotic 

appeal, footbinding had already been a cherished tradition.175 As the revisionist 

theory develops, Ko assures the reader that seclusion or cloistering, at least on the part 

of gentry women and partially caused by footbinding, provided to its practitioners 

freedom and dignity, helping to identify them as good mothers and housewives. The 

theory, that gentry women did not feel the need to “challenge the age-old ideology 

prescribing the functional separation between sexes,” and that they were “oblivious” 

to the hierarchical dimension of this doctrine, is not accepted by Francesca Bray, who 

points out that the women were “conscious” of it, but “accept(ed) it as a natural 

                                                        
172 Quote from Patricia Buckley Ebrey, "Women and the Family in Chinese History,"  (London ; New York: 
Routledge, 2003), 207. 
173 Ko, Cinderella's Sisters: A Revisionist History of Footbinding, 5. 
174 ———, Teachers of the Inner Chambers: Women and Culture in Seventeenth-Century China, 149. 
175 Many scholars nowadays still insist that “the most painful symbol of subordination of women to the sexual 
tastes of men was the practice of footbinding.” They are obviously standing on the opposite side of Ko’s idea. Paul 
S. Ropp, "The Seeds of Change: Reflections on the Condition of Women in the Early and Mid Ch'ing," Signs 2, no. 
1 (1976). 
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fact.”176 

However a non-Chinese mind might have been impressed by the novelty of 

Ko’s hypotheses, a Chinese soul adequately exposed to the tradition of May Fourth 

would have difficulty accepting the thesis that footbinding practice actually elevated 

late Imperial women’s status rather than abating it. Neither would a profound China 

scholar easily entertain the idea that gender segregation/cloistering had been positive 

to women, making their status more privileged. 177  For me, the May Fourth 

generalization on footbinding, though not without its pitfalls of oversimplification, is 

more of a historically truthful stand. The issue can be summarized as follows: 

The ordeal of footbinding crippled women’s bodies; besides the physical 

sufferings, it also caused women to: 1) Lose their freedom of mobility, and disable 

them from escaping catastrophes in times of emergencies; 2) Lose the potential to be 

financially independent by working outside the domestic sphere, and 3) Have their 

minds shackled to triviality.178 

That women had to rely on men’s financial support burdened both men and 

women, fundamentally dooming and deteriorating status of women.179 

                                                        
176 Francesca Bray, Technology and Gender: Fabrics of Power in Late Imperial China (Berkeley, Calif. ; London: 
University of California Press, 1997), 146. 
177 Ibid. 
178 Those conclusions are perhaps reminiscent of the male feminists’ arguments in the late Qing anti-footbinding 
movement, whose rationalism or practicality has been under severe criticism by recent feminist scholarship. 
Researchers of Chinese feminist movements of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, no matter how 
differently they might have looked upon other issues, would largely agree that the Chinese feminist movement was 
primarily a movement initiated by male intellectuals, and served for the propose of nationalism. It was a process 
other third-world feminist movements had likewise undergone. Wendy Larson quoted from Peter Zarrow: “until 
1907 virtually all Chinese feminism was nationalistic.” Wendy Larson, "Women, Writing, and the Discourse of 
Nationalism," in Women and Writing in Modern China (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1998). 
179 Francesca Bray had a rather interesting interpretation about the deterioration of women’s status. Instead of 
blaming it on the rise of Neo-Confucianism, Bray argued that in the eleventh century, with the Song dynasty’s 
enforcement of its new tax policy, cash instead of concrete production were being collected, and textile production 
had been since then largely taken over by workshops stuffed by men workers. Bray perceived this change as 
having “deskilled” women in history, causing them to be devalued and marginalized. She hypothesized that 
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However construed, the burden of footbinding on Sujie is less physical than 

spiritual. A healthy, vigorous woman who moves about ably on her pair of bound feet; 

her vexation springs more from a societal tether than a familial one. With the Ming 

adopting Neo-Confucianism as its official ideology, stricter regulations based on 

Confucian doctrines were codified into laws to limit women’s physical freedom. Yet 

out of the reach of law, patriarchal authority does not always prevail, for, as shown, 

too much insistence on female subordination also brings about psychological 

frustration in women and incites rebellious behaviors among the less compliant.180 

The domestic strife enkindled by the cloistering law would sometimes end with the 

triumph of the more powerful instead of the more orthodox, and this is to prove true 

with the Sujie’s case. 

2. The Mount Tai Pilgrimage 

1) The Mount Tai Incense Society 

Despite traditional China’s lagging tourism infrastructure and its lack of a 

broad conception of tourism, pilgrims’ unabated zeal to visit renowned mountains for 

religious purposes had birthed the earliest Chinese “theming” tourism.181 China has 

many sacred mountains, some Taoist and some Buddhist, but only five of them are 

                                                                                                                                                               
women’s status started to decline from the Song and onward, because their economic importance to the family 
economy declined. Bray, Technology and Gender: Fabrics of Power in Late Imperial China, 237. 
180 Wu, The Chinese Virago: A Literary Theme, 24. However, I want to point out that, even taking the fact that 
women were utilized as a tool to strengthen the country, the practicality of the late Qing male intellectuals did not 
sound so “inhumane” when compared to the rooted practice itself. What we should really feel ashamed of is the 
indifference held by most Chinese in front of the cruel, bloody practice that had caused crippling damage to 
women’s physical well-being for a millennium; the more we look at the practice, the more we find it intolerable, 
disgusting, and inhumane, and the more we will understand the distaste from the late Qing intellectuals. 
181 Theming is a modern tourist technology for building and operating an environment for the sake of consumption. 
It is commonly applied to theme parks, shopping malls, festival markets, themed restaurants, and planned 
communities. Hai Ren, "The Landscape of Power: Imagineering Consumer Behavior at China's Theme Parks," in 
In the Themed Space: Locating Culture, Nation and Self, ed. Scott A. Lukas (Lanham: Lexington Books, 2007), 
97. 
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eligible to be called yue 岳, a peak, each of which enjoy an unparalleled reputation 

and prestige. They are collectively the Eastern Peak of Mount Tai, the Western Peak 

of Mount Hua, the Southern Peak of Mount Heng, the Northern Peak of Mount Huan, 

and the Middle Peak of Mount Song. Mount Tai, being hailed as “the first mountain 

under Heaven,” takes precedence over the other four Peaks, not because of its 

loftiness—1,532 meter above sea level, the height of the peak of Mount Tai, Yuhuang 

Ding 玉皇顶, is less than that of Mount Hua and Mount Huan—but owing to its 

historic and political prestige as the very mountain where ancient emperors offered 

fengchan 封禅 sacrifices.  

Religious worship of Mount Tai has a tradition 3,000 years old and has been 

practiced from the time of the Shang 商 to that of the Qing Dynasty. Over time, this 

worship evolved into an official imperial rite, so that Mount Tai functions as the 

principal place where emperors pay homage to Heaven (on the summit) and Earth (at 

the foot of the mountain) in fengchan sacrifices. Orthodox historiography recognizes 

ten fengchan rituals done by six emperors, ranging from the First emperor of Qin to 

Emperor Zhen of Song 宋真宗, but if the legendary figures enumerated in The 

Records of Grand Historian were to be included, an addition of twelve more 

pre-imperial kings ought to be added to the list.182  

                                                        
182 Qian Sima, "The Records of Grand Historian·the Fengchan Book 史记·封禅书," 
http://www.my285.com/shishu/shiji2/028.htm. 
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Figure 25: Emperor Xuan of Tang in fengchan sacrifice, a wall painting 

In the novel, the prestige Mount Tai enjoys has less to do with its 

state-sanctioned sacred stature than the religious ardor it arouses in believers of the 

Cult of Mother of Mount Tai 泰山奶奶, a female patron saint, suitable to be venerated 

within the inner chambers. The cult is believed to be closely related to an ancient 

all-purpose Taoist goddess, Bixia Yuanjun 碧霞元君, from whom people sought a 

good harvest, profit in trade, general safety, but above all children and good health. 

Her principal attendants were in charge of giving children (Songzi Niangniang, 送子

娘娘) and protecting the vision of the elderly and the very young (Yuanguang 

Niangniang, 圆光娘娘); six other of her attendants took charge of each part of the 

reproductive process from conception to breastfeeding.183 Recent scholarship on the 

baojuan 宝卷 religious literature reveals that despite the cult’s occasional connection 

with sectarian movements and rebellions, its espousal to the status quo of the state had 

                                                        
183 Theodore Huters, Roy Bin Wong, and Pauline Yu, Culture & State in Chinese History: Conventions, 
Accommodations, and Critiques (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1997), 193. 
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earned it reciprocal patronage from the latter.184  

 
Figure 26: Picture of Bixia Yuanjun, the prototype of the Mother 

During the late imperial era when no commercialized tourist organizations 

were yet instituted, group-participants of pilgrimages usually submitted their tourist 

plans to folk societies. In the light of the Cult’s immense popularity among Shandong 

natives, particularly women, a semi-tourist, semi-religious folk organization, the 

Mount Tai Incense Society 泰山香会, had come into being as early as the Tang.185 It 

                                                        
184 Daria Berg, "Reformer, Saint, and Savior: Visions of the Great Mother in the Novel Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan 
and Its Seventeenth-Century Chinese Context," Nan nü: men, women, and gender in early and Imperial China 1, 
no. 2 (1999): 246. 
185 Tao Ye, "A Study of the Incense 一 offering Ritual by Tai-Mount Incense Society 泰山香社传统进香仪式研

究," Thought Battlefront 思想战线 2 (2006). 
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gained more momentum in the Song186, prospered during the Ming and Qing, and 

persisted into the present day. The word “incense” here stands for food, clothes, cash 

and a variety of material goods offered to the Mother of Mount Tai, but can also 

denote the meaning of “incense” in the strict context of “burning incense” 烧香.  

Two Taoist practitioners, Sister Zhang and Sister Hou, function as the Heads 

of the Society 会首. They are in charge of securing transportation (mules and 

donkeys), providing travelling gadgets (eye-patches and handkerchiefs), and 

supplying boarding and lodging to those who have paid their fees in advance. 

Although they take profits from organizing the Pilgrimage and tend to coax gullible 

women into joining the Society, the leadership they have demonstrated is quite 

impressive.  

The first time Sister Hou and Sister Zhang meet with Sujie, they manage to 

impress her by talking about the grand feast to come, the birthday of the Mother, at 

the Fifteenth of April, and mention that they are busy arranging a Pilgrimage to Mount 

Tai. Sujie’s interest being sufficiently intrigued, they entice her by expounding on the 

wonderfulness of the journey; that a pilgrim is to “witness the scenes of magnificent 

temples along the road and spectacles everywhere: bustling travelers, aromatic 

carriages and precious horses, handsome ladies and gentlemen—all countless and 

great.” The cult of the Mother of Mount Tai, they tell the gullible Sujie, believes that 

attending Pilgrimage amasses credits for the attendees, enabling them, once their piety 

reaches to a certain level, to see the true face of the Mother, whose magic power 
                                                        
186 Hui Liu and Li Tao, "About Incense Societies of Mountain Tai in Song Dynasty 关于宋代的泰山香会," 
FOLKLORE STUDIES 民俗研究, no. 1 (2004). 
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would then in turn “increase their fortunes and relieve their sins” 增福赦罪 

(68.523-524). 

The entire Pilgrimage is divided into three stages. The first phase involves 

enrolling participants, collecting funds, and rehearsing the journey; the second is the 

journey itself to the Mountain, the third being the returning journey and the ensuing 

rituals of receiving. The first stage of preparation can take as long as three years to 

accomplish. According to Hou and Zhang, if a woman joins the Society three years in 

advance, the 3 taels of silver she initially deposits as principal would have grown to 

10 taels when the Pilgrimage sets out. Most wonderfully, the principal would only be 

invested in philanthropic enterprises—such as building bridges, mending roads, 

helping the elderly and relieving the poor—thus ensuring an accumulation of positive 

karma for the investor. As the compound brings in large returns over the three years, 

and as only 5 taels of silver is needed for the journey, the early-bird attendee may still 

use the other 5 taels to purchase renshi gifts for her family. Yet for a latecomer who 

does not invest in advance, the Society will have to charge her 10 taels in full, unless 

she is able to supply her own transportation, in which case the Society can reimburse 

her 8 maces as the rent for a traveling donkey (68.524). 

Sujie’s initiative to join the Pilgrimage is at first thwarted by her 

father-in-law, who deems her mingling with the servant women in the Incense Society 

unacceptable for a “family of Poetry and Proprieties” 诗礼人家. Old Di’s concern is 

not without reason. Indeed, since Di Xichen passed the entry-level civil service 

examination and purchased a studentship at the National University, the Dis have 
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joined the local elite. As the Confucian proverb states, “propriety does not condescend 

to commoners and corporal punishment does not reach up to grandees.” In essence, 

the elite are not supposed to consort with commoners. To be seen among low women 

in an outer-domestic sphere would have been very improper for a young housewife 

such as Sujie, and it would potentially lead to a detrimental effect on her husband’s 

career or the family’s reputation. On top of that, as the Pilgrimage was not to be 

carried out in an enclosed, controlled environment, gender segregation, the primary 

concern of the educated elite, could not be guaranteed.  

Sujie, who has been offered the alternative by Old Di to go to Mount Tai on 

an individual trip after the autumn harvest, is nonetheless unyielding. She insists on 

going with Hou and Zhang, threatening to bully her husband should he choose not to 

accompany her; at last, Old Di relents and lets Xichen go with her (68.524-526).  

There are two noteworthy practices in the first stage of the Pilgrimage. One 

is called Jian Ding 饯顶, or the “farewell dinner for the paramount,” usually given by 

the close relatives of the pilgrim. Rationale suggests that for a medieval female 

pilgrim, the opportunity to journey to the slopes of Mount Tai arrived once in a 

lifetime. Such a chance could bring with it both thrilling expectation and tantalizing 

anxiety, as she would be facing exposure to the unknown world. The dinner 

arrangement itself acted as a calmative, soothing her of her anxiety, bidding her a 

goodbye and wishing her a sound return. Jian Ding was thus performed by individual 

families.  

The second, and more important practice, Yan Xinxiang 演信香 , the 
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Rehearsal of the Faithful Incense, requires group participation. A parade organized by 

the Incense Society, the practice is aimed at displaying the sincerity and faithfulness 

of its members to the local community. As the parade goes along major roads of the 

town, holding high the image of the Mother of Mount Tai while burning incense, they 

send out the message that “we are pious and we are coming to the Mother soon.”187 

Sujie attends the Yan Xinxiang practice; but her natal family, annoyed by her 

henpecking behaviors that undermine their reputation as educated elites, refuse to 

offer her a farewell dinner (68.526-528).  

2) The Actual Pilgrimage 

Sujie and Xichen set out in the morning of April 15 (lunar calendar), she 

riding on a donkey and he foot. The very idea of denying Xichen his privilege to ride 

the donkey is designed to punish him for his unsupportive attitude towards her joining 

the Pilgrimage. She finds that she is the only upper-class woman of the assembly, the 

others all being either retired servants or wives of poor households. She feels quite at 

home among them, and becomes good friends with a Née Liu 刘嫂, from whose 

urging she allows Xichen to ride on a spare donkey. The first day the troop advances 

100 li, checking into a hotel near Jinan. The first thing they do is to enshrine the 

image of the Mother in a safe and decent place, whereupon the whole assembly 

kowtows to the image, chanting NAMO AMITABHA, their loud voices reaching for 

miles. After the ritual, they proceed to dinner and go to bed (69.528-529). 

Numerous small restaurants, stalls and booths line the road from a place 

                                                        
187 Ye, "A Study of the Incense 一 offering Ritual by Tai-Mount Incense Society 泰山香社传统进香仪式研究." 
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called Huolu 火炉 to Tai’an Zhou 泰安州, striving to solicit business from the 

pilgrims passing by. Shop owners would pull the donkeys of the Society’s heads to a 

halt, and half-threatening and half-beseeching, try to entice the riders to come into 

their shops. Sister Hou and Sister Zhang, whose donkeys are almost hijacked by a 

bunch of peddlers who are fervently promoting their “scalding-hot fried bread stick 

油条, fragrant and crispy, fried by pure sesame oil, fresh off the oven,” arduously 

fight their way out from the encirclement as if they were leading a sortie. This 

bemusing way of soliciting business is not understood by Sujie, who in her naivety 

thinks the merchants are hospitable friends of the two heads who endeavor to offer 

food to their guests (69.531.532).  

When they finally arrive at their destination, the pilgrims are expediently 

ushered to a hotel run by a Master Song, an old acquaintance of Hou and Zhang. A 

great deal of—almost too much—hospitality is paid by the hotel owner, who greets 

the assembly with warm words and inquires after the welfare of the two heads. The 

milk of human kindness certainly helps foster a solid host-client relationship, for year 

after year Hu and Zhang would repeatedly bring the Pilgrimage to Song’s hotel. After 

each visit, in gratitude, Master Song would send gifts to the two heads to consolidate 

the relationship. This year’s gifts for each of the Society heads are an umbrella, a 

bamboo fan, a piece of salted pork, and a copper washbasin weighing 12 ounces. 

Song’s ministrations to the general pilgrims also go beyond the service of a regular 

hotel host: he provides not just lodging and food, but also other complimentary 

services: a ritual receiving dinner called Jie Ding 接顶, a counterpart of Jian Ding, 
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after their return from the mountain, and a Peking Opera show to entertain the 

assembly. The savvy marketing of this small hotel is quite reminiscent to present day 

China’s commercial strategies, which blend the needs of worldly concerns with the 

pursuit of benefits (69.531-533).  

The depiction of Master Song epitomizes the centuries-old tradition of 

Mount Tai’s Hotel business. Scattered records trace the history of this enterprise to as 

early as the South and North Dynasties 南北朝. Its targeted customers are called 

Xiang Ke 香客，or Incense Guests，whose purpose in touring Mount Tai differ little 

from that of Sujie and her peers. The Tang and Song witnessed a gradual expansion in 

the scale of this business, with the Ming experienced its peak. The hotel business can 

be roughly divided into two categories: the monastery-run and the civilian-run. The 

civilian-run hotels enjoyed protections and tax benefits from the local government, 

and during the Zhengde 正德 reign of the Ming, they were even entrusted by the 

government to levy an “Incense Tax” or “Mountain Tax” from the Incense Guests. 

The flourishing hotel business was severely impaired by the Manchu invasion in 1644, 

and did not regain its full scale until the Kangxi Reign.188 

A modern study on the Incense Trade 香市  of the City-God Hill in 

Hangzhou during the Qing and early Republic Era, done by Liping Wang, offers us a 

parallel perspective to examine the incense economy. In her Tourism and Spatial 

Change in Hangzhou, 1911–1927, Wang writes: 

The annual Pilgrimage demonstrates that Qing Hangzhou was closely 

                                                        
188 Ying Zhou, "The Textual Research About Ancient Incense Guest Hotels in Mount Tai 泰山古代香客店考," 
Daizhong Academic Journal 岱宗学刊 2 (1999). 
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connected to its rural hinterland. The Pilgrimage had a great impact on the 

urban economy. The needs of these Pilgrimages, the timing of their trips, 

and the volume of trade they generated in Hangzhou were very important in 

shaping handicraft production and urban commercial life. The items 

Pilgrimages required for religious purposes, such as candles, incense, and 

especially tin foil paper for making spirit money, constituted a major part of 

the city's handicraft business. More important, Pilgrimages were also 

shopping trips for peasants. Local people observed that most Pilgrimages 

were well-off peasants who carried large quantities of cash and spent it 

generously.189 

While Hangzhou's alias, "paradise on earth”, signifies its unparalleled role in 

leisure tourist culture, characteristic of material comfort, the city image of Tai’an 泰

安 (Tai’an Zhou in pre-modern times), boasts a similar tourist lure but is aimed at a 

different tourist pursuit. Both cities relied heavily on tourism revenues, contrived to 

protect their tourist resources, and were both recognized as “cultural cities” by the 

PRC government after 1949. Hangzhou maintains its exuberant tourist city status well 

into today, and tourist revenue still constitutes a vital part of it municipal economy, 

yet in terms of the survivability of the old-fashioned incense economy, it is less 

fortunate. 

A victim of Hangzhou’s spatial transformation, the Incense Trade started to 

decline after the 1911 revolution; the tourist significance of the City-God Hill was 

substituted by that of other scenic spots deliberately shaped to meet the interests of 

                                                        
189 Liping Wang, "Tourism and Spatial Change in Hangzhou, 1911–1927," in Remaking the Chinese City : 
Modernity and National Identity, 1900-1950, ed. Joseph Esherick (Honolulu: University of Hawai'i Press, 2000), 
111-12. 
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modern tourists.190 In contrast, the Mount Tai incense economy, having transcended 

its primitive stage and the formation of the Incense Society, persists into 

contemporary times, with the exception of the era of the Great Cultural Revolution. 

Sujie, accompanied by Xichen, ascends the Mountain by taking a “mountain 

sedan chair” 山轿， essentially a willow chair without a footplate. She feels nauseous, 

vomiting along the roads, causing chaos among her pilgrim peers, who start to shout, 

“The Mother of Mount Tai is grasping her!” 泰山奶奶拿人. The spirit of Cult of the 

Mother of Mount Tai, as the baojuan literature reveals, accords with fundamental 

norms and values of the traditional society, including the status quo of women.191 

Bixia Yuanjun, the prototype immortal of the Mother, though a feminine figure and 

cherished by the women of the inner chambers, does not harbor a feminist agenda of 

gender equality; and it goes without saying that women’s henpecking behavior, which 

constitutes a vice in a patriarchal society, would have been abhorred by the Mother.  

Taking Sujie’s previously execrable attitude towards her husband into 

account, Née Liu infers that it must have been the Mother punishing her for her 

henpecking ways. They all feel ashamed to be associated with her. The supposed 

scenario of the Mother “grasping people” is based upon the belief that good people 

accumulate credits of virtue during the Pilgrimage, including being allowed to see the 

golden face of the Mother, while evil ones receive their due punishments. Since 

Sujie’s sickness is caused by nothing more than the jolting of the sedan chair, the 

                                                        
190 Ibid. 
191 Bingwen Nan, Fodao Mimi Zongjia Yu Mingdai Shehui 佛道秘密宗教与明代社会 (Tianjin: Tianjin guji 
chubanshen, 2001), 163-65. 
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latter rule actually does not apply to her. A fox fairy that had lived in Mount Tai for 

1000 years in her previous life, Sujie is not foreign to the surroundings. As soon as 

she gets off the sedan chair, she feels so at ease that she decides to walk her way to the 

peak. In a sharp contrast to her striding vigorously on her bound feet, Xichen, now 

deprived of the right to sit on the sedan chair because his wife is walking, has to 

accompany her, the plodding of each step causing him great agony (69.531-532). 

The most famous practice in Mount Tai, mentioned in the novel but not 

given much explanation, is Shuan Wawa 拴娃娃, the fetching back of a baby by a 

tied knot. The Mother, believed to be in charge of fertility on top of many of her other 

magic powers, attracts barren couples from all over China. Desperate sonless women 

would crawl and climb to reach her feet from afar; step by step they would kowtow all 

along the steep mountain road, seeking her blessing. Fertility concerns constituted 

such a major segment of the Mount Tai Pilgrimage that even the imperial house was 

no exception.  In the eleventh year of the Jiajing reign, the then Empress Dowager 

sent a high-ranked officer, Advisor to the Crown Prince, to Mount Tai to make an 

invocation, praying for the emperor’s expedited luck to have a baby boy.  

The practice has persisted until today and involves the following steps: first, 

kowtowing three times in front of the baby-bestowing goddess; second, picking up a 

baby-shaped mud sculpture out of a collection of sculptures, and handing it to a 

presiding Taoist priest. Next, the petitioner pays a fee—in today’s rate, ranging from 

40 to 100 RMB—to have the Taoist carefully tie a red cord on the neck of the mud 

sculpture, while he chants “a fortunate boy is one who follows his mother, and an 
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unfortunate boy is one who sits on the counter of the temple; go to neither your aunt’s 

home nor your grandma’s, and just follow your dear mother to go back home.” 有福

的小子跟娘来，没福的小子坐庙台。姑家姥家都不去，跟着亲娘回家来; At last, the 

Taoist would choose an auspicious name for the future baby, and give the sculpture to 

the petitioner. Thus ends the ritual.192 

Another notable Incense activity is Gua Pao 挂袍, literarily “putting on a 

robe.” Pondering the possible needs of the Mother of Mount Tai, believers decided 

that she wanted new clothes at the change of the seasons, much as a earthly woman 

did. The ritual of offering robes to the Mother took place twice a year, in spring and 

autumn respectively. The spring robes offered are of thin, flimsy silk, and the autumn 

ones, cotton-quilted coats. Interestingly, believers also prepared shoes for the Mother 

in varied colors, but the sizes of them are standardized to three inches: a perfect 

illustration of the Chinese aesthetics towards the Golden Lotus. 

When Sujie reaches the peak, she finds to her great disappointment that the 

most popular Saint Mother Palace 圣母殿, in order to protect its property, is now 

closed to practitioners of Shuan Wawa and Gua Pao. Resourceful and strong-willed, 

she is able to resort to her husband’s ready self-debasement: she straddles herself over 

Xichen’s shoulders, lifts her eyes, and finally witnesses the true face of the Saint 

Mother (69.532).  

3) Yinyang Theory and Women’s Traveling Right 

If we pause our reading here and start to envision the scenario depicted, we 

                                                        
192 Ye, "A Study of the Incense 一 offering Ritual by Tai-Mount Incense Society 泰山香社传统进香仪式研究." 
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see a curious reversal of the classical Qian-Kun norm, a famous Chinese cultural 

matrix that defines the attributes of genders. Sujie, against the conventional 

cosmological characterization of women as earth, or Kun 坤, which belongs to an 

inferior, soft, yielding Yin 阴, is literally squatting over her man, the embodiment of 

heaven, or Qian 乾, whose attributes belong to a superior, masculine, dominant Yang 

阳.193 

How Yin and Yang are construed in a gender-defining context has been a 

vexing question to China historians. By referencing pre-Qin cosmological works, we 

know that Yin and Yang used to be regarded as equal and complementary to each other. 

However, since the Han scholar Dong Zhongshu’s 董仲舒 syncretic version of 

Confucianism was made orthodox, Yin had been addressed as insufficient; an 

incomplete element, constantly waiting for Yang’s fulfillment. It was thus deemed 

inferior to Yang. The theory regarding women’s submissiveness and inferiority, 

defined as their fundamental attributes, and reinforced over the past two thousand 

years, helped to confine women to an immobile, auxiliary, domestic position.194  

With the case of Sujie, although the author’s intention is to portray a virago 

who steps out of her social role, violates the Confucian ideal of matrimony and upsets 

familial harmony, a modern reader would find it quite easy to sympathize with her, 

recognizing her as but a frustrated woman who has difficulty accepting her feminine 

role. Suspicious of the cliché of the “Chinese woman, forever victimized by men,” I 
                                                        
193 Lisa Ann Raphals, Sharing the Light : Representations of Women and Virtue in Early China (Albany, N.Y.: 
State University of New York Press, 1998), 2. 
194 Chia-lin Pao-Tao, "The Yin-Yang Theory and Women's Status 阴阳学说与妇女地位," in The 2nd Volume of 
the Collections of the Studies of Chinese Women's History 中国妇女史论集续集, ed. Chia-lin Pao-Tao (Taiwan: 
Dao Xiang Publisher, 2008), 37-54. 
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do not perceive Sujie as a victim of the “evil Confucian code of ethics.” Nonetheless, 

I maintain that there are intrinsic connections between Sujie’s henpecking behavior 

and her drive to breach her confined domain of domesticity. A vibrant, animated 

character, she strives to have a social life not restricted to the familial pattern, such as 

joining religious worship groups and partaking in folk festivals. Her wish to tour 

scenic spots in outings and excursions, a seemingly harmless, natural desire for a 

modern woman, has been repeatedly thwarted. Saving her Pilgrimage to Mount Tai, 

the right to which she has bargained for by bluffs and threats, most of her outings are 

quickly vetoed, denied, or frustrated. The resulting conflicts are grave and both sides 

suffer. When she plans to go to a local Buddhist festival, both her mother-in-law and 

her father demonstrate their strong objection; as she proceeds anyway, the two elders 

are so upset that they have strokes simultaneously. On her Beijing trip, when she is 

desperate to visit the Imperial Aunt Nunnery 皇姑寺195 but denied the opportunity 

repeatedly by her host, a cousin of her husband, she tries to commit suicide in defense 

of her free will. Should we shed enough light on her outgoing nature and her desire to 

engage in fun-loving pursuits, we can comprehend her plight. Caught between the 

choice of complying with the ethical code of the patriarchy, and subduing her will, or 

behaving rebelliously to secure a certain degree of personal freedom, she chooses the 

latter. 

                                                        
195 The Imperial Aunt Nunnery, officially known as Bao Ming Temple 保明寺, was allegedly founded by the 
reinstated Emperor Yingzong to commend a nun who tried to, although in vain, thwart his ill-fated military 
campaign against the Mongols which later led to the catastrophic Tumu Fort Incident. Its ruins now located at the 
foothills of the Western Hills in a small settlement called West Huang Village, a dozen kilometers west of Beijing. 
Throughout the fifteenth century, the temple received repeated imperial patronage. See Thomas Shiyu Li and 
Susan Naquin, "The Baoming Temple: Religion and the Throne in Ming and Qing China," Harvard Journal of 
Asiatic Studies 48, no. 1 (1988). 
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Susan Mann, in her study of the traveling pattern of late imperial Chinese 

women, divides the women tourists into the following categories:196 

a) Ladylike visit by the leisure-minded guixiu in joining their guixiu friends in 

poetry clubs or casual tea parties; 

b) Religious quest or spiritual development; 

c) Married women traveling back to their natal families, or guining 归宁, 

usually accompanied by husbands or sons; 

d) Married women accompanying their husbands to their new posts; 

e) Bereaved wives taking back their deceased husbands’ coffins to bury in their 

ancestral homes. 

Up until now, very few scholastic works have touched on the topic of 

women’s travel as a means of “religious quest or spiritual development.” Nevertheless, 

with sufficient awareness that “in the Confucian value system of late imperial China, 

travel was a man’s world,” Mann also points out the de facto invasion of this world by 

elite women.197 Her work emphasizes the last category, using the diary of a Qing elite 

woman, Zhang Wanying 张婉英 to analyze women’s own feelings about traveling. 

The diary, written on Zhang’s trip to Taicang 太仓 to bury her late husband, presents 

an image of a woman, who, even in bereavement, radiates the high culture of her 

breeding as a fine daughter, wife, and mother.   

The reader is reminded that, unlike many other societies, traditional Chinese 

society requires that women commit themselves to what Bray calls “demure 
                                                        
196 Mann, "The Virtue of Travel for Women in the Late Empire." 
197 Ibid., 70. 
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behavior.”198 The female talents, usually of high birth, have to curtail any showing of 

strong affection or emotion, whether in reality or in their writings. When it comes to a 

traveling theme, ennui and nostalgia, two major sentiments approbated by the 

tradition of poetic aesthetics on women, usually occupy their compositions. The 

plethora of the self-portrayed images of exquisite, unhappy beauties greatly 

undermines the value of the guixiu tourist literature, leading one to wonder if a true 

woman who ever enjoyed the pleasure of tourism ever existed.  

To explore the women’s traveling patterns as reflected from the Ming and 

Qing literature, we cannot ignore the image of Yunniang 芸娘, created in the 

biographical work Six Chapters of a floating life 浮生六记, by her husband Shen Fu, 

an unsuccessful Qing literati.199 Lin Yutang’s translation has rendered a Chinese 

feminine figure beaming with charm into the English literary world: she is beautiful, 

smart, humorous, poetic, yet faithful and convention abiding. She loves her husband 

to the extent that she would spend years forsaking a concubine for him. Calling her 

“one of the loveliest women in Chinese literature,” Lin Yutang denies the possibility 

that her husband had idealized her.200 The Six Chapters is in reality comprised of four 

chapters only, two of the chapters having suffered either loss or incompleteness. We 

particularly notice that Yunniang is not portrayed as a typical “female talent,” whose 

travels and whose publication of her travelogue, diary or poems would either 

sponsored by, or would likely end up soliciting, financial support from the male 

                                                        
198 Bray, Technology and Gender: Fabrics of Power in Late Imperial China, 143. 
199 Fu Shen, Six Chapters of a Floating Life 浮生六记, trans. Yutang Lin (1974). 
200 Yutang Lin, The Wisdom of China and India (New York: Random House, 1942), 966. 
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literati who admire her.  

Yunniang distinguishes herself from the female talents by her unpretentious 

display of a passion for life; not only does she crave opportunities for outings and 

excursions, but she also appreciates tasting good food, delights on viewing blossoms 

and the moon, loves spending time with girlfriends, playing practical jokes on her 

husband, etc. Her fondness for the beauty of life even extends to other women. In 

selecting a concubine for her husband, she insists the potential concubine be 

physically beautiful and spiritually charming.  

In terms of breaking domestic restraints, Yunniang and Sujie actually have 

much in common. Both of them have dominant in-laws, and both have to fight their 

way out to reach the outer world. It is indeed fortunate for Yunniang to have a 

husband who understands and supports her, tolerating her mischievous disguise as a 

man on their travels. Yet her outings beget as much distaste from her mother-in-law as 

Sujie’s do from hers. Shen Fu makes it explicit that his lovely wife’s penchant for 

venturing out of the inner chambers has made her a target for domestic jealousy, 

hatred and misunderstanding, which eventually crushes her health and drags down her 

vibrant life.  

The sharp contrast between the images of Yunniang and Sujie is a 

consequence of two very different perspectives of narrative: one by an affectionate, 

bereaved husband who recounts the endearing moments of his happy married life, 

another by an author who always makes prominent his paramount mission of 

skewering henpecking viragos through his pen. Precluding the prejudices we are 
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subjected to from both narratives, we find it absurd to accept the preexisting 

perceptions of the two women, namely that Yunniang is so lovely and Sujie so 

detestable.
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CONCLUSION 

This dissertation deals with Ming clothing, food and travel institutions, 

conventions and practices reflected from the profound yet understudied 

seventeenth-century novel Xingshi Yinyuan Zhuan. As stated in the opening chapter, 

this study does not seek to address, solve, or debate over textological issues regarding 

its unknown authorship or unspecified periodization. Nor does it intend to follow the 

lead of the preceding Western scholarship, which is overwhelmingly comprised of 

literary critiques or gender studies and seems mostly interested in construing literary 

maneuvers or women’s social status from the reading of the novel. 

Without sufficient raw materials to support a study of housing, this research 

leaves out the housing, or zhu, component of the people’s four primary concerns, 

yishizhuxing, addressing only the remaining three: clothing, food, and travel. 

Following the clothing chapter and preceding the food chapter, an independent 

chapter embedded in the context of the guxiu incident was conceived, raising an 

inquiry into a counteractive factor of the Ming’s consumerist culture: sumptuary 

ethos. 

The study of sumptuary laws, a well-trodden academic area, is composed of 

the study of the following elements, which also happen to be the components of the 

subtitle of Lambert M. Surhone, Miriam T. Timpledon and Susan F. Marseken’s edited 

work, Sumptuary Law: Social Stratification, Morality, Clothing, Food, Luxury Good, 

Discrimination, Nobility, Privilege, Bourgeoisie, Dress Code.201 The causes and 

                                                        
201 Lambert M. Surhone, Miriam T. Timpledon, and Susan F. Marseken, eds., Sumptuary Law: Social 
Stratification, Morality, Clothing, Food, Luxury Good, Discrimination, Nobility, Privilege, Bourgeoisie, Dress 
Code (Mauritius: Betascript Publishers, 2009). 
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effects of the Ming sumptuary legislation having been amply discussed by Brook, 

Clunas and Appadurai, its societal derivative, sumptuary ethos, has not received as 

much attention. Scholars differ over how to construe the highly commercialized late 

Ming economic pattern, but few would disagree over the fact that in so materialist a 

society, the sets of sumptuary laws devised in the early Ming had clearly crumbled. 

This weakening of sumptuary law was reflected from the outright defiance by the rich 

people whose purchasing power had far surpassed the modest standards set for them 

to access material goods. It was also embodied in the incompliant dressing practices 

by opera actors, pimps, prostitutes, concubines, eunuchs—all professions or statuses 

required by law to distinguish themselves from commoners in appearance by wearing 

denigrating clothing or headdress as reflected by style, fiber or color. The laws had 

become so powerless that virtually any commoner citizen could trespass them in one 

way or another. The impracticability, complexity, and the easy violatibility of the laws 

were all contributing to their disregard.    

Yet to claim that Ming sumptuary legislation simply evaporated into thin air 

would be erring into over-simplification. There were, unmistakably, forces outside the 

framework of sumptuary law, clamping down onto the momentum of a booming 

consumerist economy, which were strong enough to deform the commercial 

development between the North and South, as well as the urban and the rural, even 

when we discount factors such as transportation and local wealth. These collections of 

mentalities, psychologies, practices and custom that are against consumerist culture 

we can call “sumptuary ethos.” Without intending to ascribe all forces external to 
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sumptuary legal efforts that are against consumerist culture to this sumptuary ethos, 

and without labeling sumptuary ethos as being generic to the Ming, I argue that this 

particular ethos was rooted most adamantly and permeated most pervasively in the 

Ming, given the fact that the regime (at least at it commencement stage) worked most 

diligently in establishing an elaborate sumptuary legal structure to uphold desired 

hierarchies. This sumptuary ethos was protected, encouraged and made orthodox by 

the sumptuary law, but revealed itself to the masses in a much less rigid form. It 

frowned upon consumptions of sumptuous goods, persuading one from, instead of 

directly punishing one for, accessing material comforts to which one’s social status 

was not permitted. The reservation on the part of Confucian moralists to mobilize law 

to punish transgressors further enhanced its validity and vitality. Fueled by an autarkic 

economic society’s disapproving sentiments over trading and commerce, it went along 

with the paramount virtue of the agricultural society: frugality, and was endorsed by 

the state’s agenda to deemphasize the roles played by merchants. In general, it had 

strong negative effects on the development of the nation’s spirit of entrepreneurism, 

which, if given ample nourishment, might have gained sufficient socio-economic 

momentum to grow into an institution characteristic of modern capitalism, leading the 

dynasty to embark on a route taken by post-Glorious-Revolution Britain.  

Despite the universality of this research theme, namely to discover and 

present Ming material culture, each of the four research chapters centers on different 

focal points. The connectedness among the chapters extends beyond the “people’s 

primary concerns”, however, as each chapter associates a facet of material life to its 
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correlated worldly realm and observes how Ming legislative measures, customary 

practices, and ethic norms had combined to effect each particular facet. This 

coextension into socio-economic dimensions ensures the consistency of the chapters. 

The clothing chapter covers the kaleidoscopic world of the Ming raiment. A 

glimpse into this world finds a chaos of social boundary-crossing, of coin money 

trampling over the noble, of lowliness usurping the rights reserved for the dignified, 

of the concubinal taking precedence over legitimate wifery…..and yet a closer 

examination still finds obeisance to the older codes devised two centuries before. The 

eschatological world of the late Ming, notwithstanding its disorderliness, fueled by 

rampant materialism, even in its utmost moment of dolce vita was still somehow 

governed by the gravity of laws initiated by the dynasty’s founder. The instituted 

dressing codes were indeed being ignored, trespassed and disregarded, but the 

transgressors were not spared from moral reprimand or legal retribution. To probe the 

reason for the paralleled orderliness and disorder in the Ming people’s clothing, one 

has to trace back and examine how functions of clothing were perceived at the 

inception of the dynasty. 

The elaboration of the Ming clothing institution is fundamentally a reflection 

of the regime’s excessive concern towards differentiating people by dressing them 

differently. Emperor Hongwu, whose parochial mindset, despotic maneuvers, and 

strong-willed character were of great faculty in molding the shape of the dynasty, was 

obsessed by the idea of hierarchizing the populace. Rising from poverty and obscurity, 

he, unlike other founding emperors of preceding dynasties who had either sonorous 
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names or titles to fall back on, was by nature a nobody. He had witnessed his parents 

and siblings starving to death, worked for his proprietor as a cowherd, scratched out 

his living by turning himself into a monk, a beggar, and eventually a rebel. The sole 

survivor among his fellow rebels, he practically embodied the social Darwinist rule of 

“survival of the fittest.” His animal-like survival instinct had goaded him to propel 

himself forward until he stood alone as the ultimate winner in a series of civil and 

ethnic wars. But the prolonged instability and the brutality he experienced wrought 

paranoia and parochialism into his mind, which led him to trust no one—perhaps with 

the exception of his wife, the virtuous Empress Ma. He harbored no illusion on the 

innate goodness of human beings, a fundamental theory held by Mencius and his 

followers. To rule his people in a pro-Daoist, laid-back way, as was done by the early 

Han emperors, had never been an option for him. Indeed, in agricultural policies he 

did take many measures to encourage the rehabilitation of farming, but his ultimate 

design of Ming society went far beyond adequately clothing and feeding his subjects. 

In his mind, a society ought to be trimly hierarchical, which in turn would bring order, 

and order would in turn bring stability, which was essential to the longevity and 

perpetuation of the regime. Yet like any preceding founding emperor who had learned 

their lessons from the demise of the Qin, he did not want to succumb to legalism 

either, or at least, the appearance of which. When Timothy Brook describes Emperor 

Hongwu’s vision of agrarian order as a “Daoist model of a little elite of virtuous 

elders self-sufficient villages,”202 he is right about the self-sufficiency part but 

                                                        
202 Timothy Brook, The Confusions of Pleasure: Commerce and Culture in Ming China (Berkeley, Calif.; London: 
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inaccurate in ascribing the inspiration of the emperor’s village blueprint to Daoism. 

The devising of a highly structured clothing institution was ultimately not concerned 

with clothing, or the outlook of the Ming people, but rather with the realization of 

what the emperor visualized as an agrarian utopia whose hierarchical social 

configuration was to bring the desired stability for the dynasty.  

The “What Drives People into Selling their Daughters” section of the clothing 

chapter examines the clothing situations of the Ming destitute and the social 

mechanism behind their poverty. The price of labor was so appallingly cheap that the 

cost of purchasing a maid was not much higher than that of clothing her a set of 

winter garments; Ming destitute who succumbed to financial adversity could be 

reduced to selling their children or themselves such that, in a bad year, impoverished 

parents were virtually left with no choice but selling their daughters into rich 

households to secure them a warm winter. This section also attempts to address the 

failure of what Mencius defines as “humane governance”, the lowest requirement of 

which pertains sustaining the lives of the people during bad years. Although Emperor 

Hongwu was arguably one of the most ardent adherents to Mencian doctrines, and 

although the Ming government had indeed strived to operate itself on such doctrines, 

the cases of Chunying and Little Zhenzhu, and many other cheap labor transactions 

potently demonstrate that the “humane governance” creed, held dearly by the regime 

and its Confucianism-imbued elite souls, did not function well at all. Both this section 

and the one entitled “Famines, Cannibalisms and Relief Actions Taken by 

                                                                                                                                                               
University of California Press, 1998), 19. 
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Government and Public” in the food chapter could provide evidence that even the 

lowest Mencian standard had not been met despite Hongwu’s full-hearted adoption of 

Confucian and Mencian doctrines in running his government. 

The same rationale underlying the Ming dressing codes also prevailed in the 

devising of Ming sumptuary laws. The spirit of the sumptuary legislation of the 

regime, too, was ultimately not concerned with material culture, but the permanence 

of a hierarchical social order. The study of the guxiu incident unwinds an important 

socio-economic factor that had been independent of law enforcement, but potent in 

deterring people’s luxurious consumption, discouraging entrepreneurism, and 

harboring prohibitive price.  

Of the four component research chapters, the food chapter spans more 

subtopics than the other three. Derived from the famous Chinese idiom “the masses 

regard food as their heaven,” those seemingly loose but logically coherent subtopics 

endeavor to cover an array of socio-economic facets pertaining to the issue of food: 

crop planting, food production and processing, catering food for field laborers, morals 

on food and water consumption, veneration of the virtue of frugality, food adulteration, 

salt franchise, famines, cannibalism and relief actions, etc. The investigation of 

food-related material culture being a study theme running throughout, this chapter 

also strives to survey morals, ethics and ethos entrenched in means and methods of 

food supply, production and consumption. It extends inquiries into the world of 

karmic law, created from mixed concepts of the Buddhist “predestined allotment” and 

the Neo-Confucian “rationed fortune,” where the proverb “over one’s lifetime, his 
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each and every bite and drink is predestined” is mobilized to caution against waste of 

food and water. Social responsibility, ethical values and moral economy are all 

mirrored in one’s attitude towards food and water, which echoes the call to venerate 

frugality, a good-karma-generating virtue. In this sense, food is not only regarded as a 

heavenly sustenance for the populace, but also a treasured commodity in an agrarian 

society, which abhors the desecration of its primary product. 

Salt, an inseparable element in the people’s diet, had been placed under 

government monopoly during much of the imperial period. Through given lesser 

focus, the “Salt Franchise and Salt Smuggling” part adopts an anecdotal case to 

illustrate the problems of the Ming salt policy: rampant contraband, ineffective 

government strike, an unintelligent quota system to combat smuggling, and a 

forbidding salt price that has spawned a colloquialism which viewed salt as more 

treasurable a commodity than human lives. 

In the opening chapter I mentioned that both Jin Ping Mei and Xingshi Yinyuan 

Zhuan have shown an obsession with the “portrayal of things.” The near 

material-fetishism in the latter’s case is best exemplified by the novel’s narrative 

economy in listing varieties of foods, especially when it comes to the depiction of the 

food culture in Beijing, whose political, cultural and economic significance rendered 

it a place of assemblage of different local flavors. On top of the novel’s fetish over 

food specialties, “Foods in Beijing” also scrutinizes Beijing’s vibrant and 

comprehensive cuisine legacy beyond what one could gather from the narrative. The 

reader is invited to review Beijing’s culinary history from the Ming capital’s 
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historio-geographic nature, one that had been traditionally very receptive to the 

cultures of its adjacent pastoral peoples, evidence of which one can find in Macro 

Polo’s travelogue account. This was a Beijing which had witnessed an epicurianism 

bred in the loosened political atmosphere of the Chenhua and Hongzhi reigns. Much 

like the clothing chapter, the food chapter also concerns itself with what is symbolized 

in the institutions of the Ming dinning code. Therefore this segment takes great pains 

in going through sets of dinning protocols devised by Emperor Hongwu, i.e., who is 

to use what utensil made of what material under what occasion; again, the Ming 

regulations on the entitlement to access different dining vessels in the world of food 

were not ultimately about regulating the food material culture, but meant to give out 

clear demarcations in social boundaries. 

The “Famines, Cannibalisms and Relief Actions Taken by Government and 

Public” part surveys a chain of causalities and consequences when people’s 

heaven—food, collapses. Built upon a geographic-meteorological premise, Wang 

Jiameng Hypothesis on the Ming “little ice age”, is brought into the background to 

construe the causations of the natural disasters that befell the Ming, the ensuing lean 

years of which resulted in cannibalism, as evidenced by both the novel and many 

other Ming-Qing records. Fully exploiting the rich details given in the novel, this 

section examines, through the lens of food subsistence, the inflation of grain prices, 

the situation of selling and abandoning young children, starvation figures and 

cannibalism. It then turns to the measures of relief actions, comparing the government 

and public enterprises in matters of raising silver cash, establishing the “Ever-Normal 
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Granary”, selling grain to stabilize the market, setting up soup stations, etc. After 

examining this data, we reach the conclusion that the government measures were less 

effective than the communal and private undertakings in relieving the famine-stricken 

populace. The abundance of Ming relief works, while reflecting the farsightedness of 

the gentry elite--whose concern reflected the common worry that famine would lead 

to a rise in rebellion and weakening of the Ming government—and indeed also 

reflecting a highly sophisticated political wisdom in coping with various difficult 

situations in the relief programs, did not produce a commeasurable effectiveness in 

the famine-stricken world. The government programs, leaning on banal Confucian 

creeds, individual officials’ humanitarian sensitivities and insufficient resources, fell 

short in providing actual material sustenance, adept maneuvers and an accurate 

assessment of the seriousness of the situation as compared to public-initiated 

programs. 

The traveling chapter singles out and examines a leisure-oriented pilgrimage 

to Mount Tai, as undertaken by Sujie and her husband Di Xichen, in order to research 

Ming traveling culture. Unlike the much recorded and culturally sanctioned guixiu 

adventures, this trip is undertaken by a commoner woman; a brief comparison 

between Sujie and the stereotypical guixiu adventuresses raises questions that concern 

the traveling rights and practicalities for women of a lower-class status. Questions 

such as: how would she manage to break out of familial, societal, moral and physical 

confinement to reach the outside world? How did the footbinding practice and a 

cloistering culture affect a women’s initiative to travel, both physically and 
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psychologically? What role would her husband take in accompanying on her journey? 

This study therefore is retrospective of a tradition that had customarily frowned upon 

the travels of commoner women, deeming them a necessity only when concerning 

events such as family reunions, escorting a husband’s coffin to his birthplace, etc., 

involved, but paradoxically permitted a guixiu traveling norm. To construe Sujie’s 

rebellious behaviors, the chapter resorts to a feminist/modernist lens,203 arguing that 

her shrewdness should not be ascribed to an innate character of the “roaring lioness,” 

as is explained by the author, but as a result of repeated frustrations to her goal of 

freedom, the right to visit the outside world being a clear representation of such.  

The traveling chapter surveys the history, organization, leadership status and 

financial operation of the Mount Tai Incense Society. Semi-tourist, semi-religious, the 

folk society enjoyed an immense popularity among rural Shandong people, especially 

women. The Society functioned primarily as a tourist organization, which catered to 

both the needs of site-seeing tourism and religious pilgrimage. Its monetary operation 

seems rational and effective: principles are collected, entrusted in the hands of the 

Society’s heads, and invested on construction projects three years before the journey 

was to take place, the philanthropic nature of the construction projects being a 

positive factor in absorbing investment, for attendees believed it to be generative of 

good karma. The high yields the investments generated attest to the significant 

organizational skills of the Society’s leaders, whose positions usually were assumed 

by sophisticated, sociable village women of a religious background. The heads 

                                                        
203 Feminist and Modernist are two entirely different  
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arranged transportation, boarding and lodging for the attendees, demonstrating 

dexterous business maneuvers, such as providing travelling gadgets, giving cash back 

to those who used their own transportation, making personal connections with local 

hotel runners, soliciting new members, etc. The novel’s vivid depiction of the bustling 

small restaurants, stalls and booths, which solicit business from the pilgrims, helps in 

reconstructing the economic pattern of Incense Economy.  

Incense Economy had taken place in most of China’s tourist/scenic/pilgrim 

cities during middle to late imperial era, a modern form of which has persisted into 

modern times. Owing to Mount Tai’s unique cultural and historic legacy and the 

imperial patronage it had enjoyed, the Chinese people’s zeal to visit this sacred 

mountain has never abated. Notwithstanding a lagged tourist infrastructure in ancient 

China, pilgrims, literati, wanderers and politicians swarmed into Tai’an Zhou to climb 

“the first mountain under Heaven.” Their ardor had spawned an animated local 

economy centered on serving the Incense Guests: providing food, lodging and 

entertainment, catering to the souvenir-shopping needs of visitors from the rural 

hinterland, and supplying goods such as candles, incense and foil paper for pilgrim 

consumption. Yet a comparison of a still bustling Incense Economy and its less lucky, 

dwindling and disappearing counterpart at the City-God Hill in present-day Hangzhou 

has led us to ponder on the limits of the traditional cultural lure of pilgrim sites. 

Disregarding a regime’s preference for a particular religion, or its political antipathy 

to all religions in general, a pilgrim site must have an overwhelmingly strong tradition 

to withstand the stronger magnetism of modern tourism, or it will be soon vanquished 
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by the latter. Incense trades, religious sites and intriguing folk custom can all be 

transformed into parts of the modern tourist industry, but the tradeoff would be that 

they are thus tinged with modern marketing. 

The chapter also tries to compare the traveling images of Sujie with another 

unorthodox adventuress Yunniang, the heroine of Six Chapters of a floating life, and 

points out that, in perusing liberty, the right to travel at one’s free will being an 

important component of which, the two women are really not that different. While 

Yunniang enjoys the status of being one of most beloved female images in classical 

Chinese literature, her sneaking out to join her husband on leisure-oriented trips 

winning her much charm in the eyes of readers, Sujie is repeatedly studied, 

represented and anatomized as a specimen of traditional virago by modern researchers, 

her frustrations of being denied to visit tourist sites largely ignored. In a close 

examination, I find that the travels of Sujie and Yunniang are both external to the 

guixiu pattern, which means that they can hardly expect to receive cultural sanction 

from their social surroundings; they both have bigoted in-laws and gossiping relatives, 

and both have to fight to break with a tradition that is highly disapproval of women’s 

excursion to the outside world. In pursuing the same category of physical freedom, the 

coarse, strong-willed, defiant Sujie wins, but is labeled as a shrew; the meek, 

social-protocol-abiding Yunniang has become a victim of domestic hatred and slander, 

and dies in repentance. If a reader adopts the modern perception that a woman’s 

ability to travel at her free will is one of the unalienable rights essential to the fullness 

of her liberty, then he might come to comprehend the construction of Sujie’s 
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shrewdness, that is, she is more of a defensive character who fights tooth and nail to 

bargain for a freedom that is usually not allotted to women. 

The dissertation repeatedly accentuates the great, and usually negative, 

influence the founding emperor Hongwu had on Ming social institutions and practices. 

In fact, this author would acknowledge that measures devised by this emperor had 

restricted the rules and practices of economics to a degree that would have amazed 

Adam Smith. Hongwu was a character of great diligence and frugality, yet a historical 

figure is not to be weighed on the scales of history merely by such virtues. On the 

other hand, when a historical figure’s personality and temperament cast a mold on 

history, his flaws always tend to leave deeper marks than his virtues. To what extent 

the severe poverty of the emperor’s early childhood and blood-shedding of his 

adulthood before he seized his throne had traumatize his mind we do not know, but 

the frequent references of him as an “paranoid autocrat,” in Western scholarship, 

including that of Frederick Mote and Denis Twitchett, the authors of The Cambridge 

history of China. Vol. 7, The Ming dynasty, 1368-1644, are not made without reason. 

Similar criticism can also be found in Chinese scholarship. Wu Han, the famous Ming 

historian who had authored the Biography of Zhu Yuanzhang, was ordered to revise 

his book in 1965 on the eve of the Great Cultural Revolution, during which he was 

persecuted to death. The revision, which was made under Mao Zedong’s direct 

attention, was meant to beautify the peasant rebel in accordance with the then national 

discourse. For all the antipathy Wu Han held towards Emperor Hongwu’s autocracy, 

this revised version thus contained a strong flavor of paradox. Aside from the added 
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contents complimentary to the beggar-turned-emperor, and that his rebellion 

emancipated the poor people, we find Wu Han harshly criticizing Hongwu for his 

stubbornness, narrow-mindedness and shortsightedness.  

Political measures must change along with the movements of society and 

time. Zhu Yuanzhang, nevertheless, institutionalized his imperial edicts, 

made decisions for his descendents hundreds of years later, and ruled out 

the possibilities of any changing of his policies. These measures greatly 

fettered any political reform thereafter, and blocked the advancement of the 

era.204 

In essence, with regards to clothing, food and travel, three of the four 

“primary concerns”, the Ming regime had shown an excessive obsession with forming 

its people into neatly layered hierarchies. To achieve that end, sets of inclement 

sumptuary laws were mobilized to give out detailed regulations on the people’s 

clothing, dining, and traveling behaviors. When by the late Ming, economic 

development outpaced the ossified legal codes, a kaleidoscopic world—in which the 

populace dressed without regard of their social roles, Epicureanism swamped modes 

of frugality, and commoner women had access to tourist sites—surfaced, leaving the 

laws to be laws on paper alone. Yet the residue of the Hongwu’s framework remained, 

or as Clunas puts it, “the formal legal structures of the sumptuary laws remained in 

place, even if widely flouted.”205 Flouted they were indeed, but they were also 

ingrained in opinions, thoughts, and perceptions of a certain segment of the Ming 

populace—the author of the novel included, and expressed a strong disapproving 

                                                        
204 Han Wu, Biography of Zhu Yuanzhang [朱元璋传] (Tianjin: Baihua Wenyi Chubanshe, 2000), 325. 
205 Clunas, Superfluous Things: Material Culture and Social Status in Early Modern China, 148. 
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attitude towards the “chaos” and “disorderliness” brought about by the commoners’ 

worldly pursuit of material and spiritual comforts. We label the totality of those 

opinions, thoughts and perceptions entrenched in the late Ming society “sumptuary 

ethos”, for it was essentially a societal derivative of sumptuary law.  

By comparing the sumptuary legislation and sumptuary ethos, we can safely 

boil down our conclusion to this: the sumptuary legislation that was intended to 

codify the material life of the populace failed, as shown clearly in many of the late 

Ming’s social costumes and practices, which had ramified far beyond Hongwu’s 

initial design. Yet the sumptuary ethos sustained itself nonetheless, reaching a 

stalemate against a booming consumerist culture. In rural areas of north China where 

the ethos remained most resilient, it was often lent legitimacy by Confucian ethical 

norms, which took a heavy toll on the fundamental rules of fair exchange. 
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